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ABSTRACT

A high-luminosity asymmetric energy B Factory, proposed as an upgrade to

the PEP storage ring at SLAC, provides the best opportunity to study CP violation

as a means of testing the consistency of the Standard Model. If the phenomenon

of CP violation is explained by the Standard Model simply through the non-zero

angles and phase of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, then there are precise relations

between the K-M parameters and the various measurable CP-violating asyrrunetries

in B meson decay. Should these consistency relations fail, the origin of CP violation

must lie outside the Standard Model framework. Our measurements would then

lead to the first experiment-driven extensions of the Standard Model.

The B Factory will also carry out a varied, high-quality program of studies of

other aspects of the physics of b quarks, as well as high-precision measurements in

r and charm physics. We describe a detailed series of measurements to be carried

out in the first few years at a peak luminosity of 3 x 1033 cm-2sec-1 , the initial

luminosity goal of the B Factory, as well as the program accessible to a larger data

sample.
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FOREWORD

This· report outli~es the phys.ics. program of a high-l~minQsity ~ymmetric

energy storage flng complex III the Vi = 10 GeV regIOn. We WIll frequently

refer to these storage rings as a "BFactory", as their primary goal is the pro-

duction of a sufficient number of BE meson pairs in the appropriate configuration

to allow the first measurement of CP violation in the B meson system. The ap

propriate configuration, as we. will demonstrate, is that the BE pairs must be

produced in the decay of the 1(4S) resonance, with the 1(4S) system moving

in the laboratory. Our studies have shown that the optimal energy asymmetry

for this purpose lies in the region of 9 GeV for the electron beam and 3 GeV

for the positron beam. We will use these values in most instances, although for

certain studies, such as those of B s mixing, a somewhat higher asymmetry is de

sirable. These storage rings have been designed to be contained in the existing

tunnel of the PEP storage ring, which permits considerable savings in cost and

time. The details of the accelerator design are contained in the companion report

A Feasibility Study for an Asymmetric B Factory Based on PEP.

It must be strongly emphasized, however, that the capabilities of the program

extend far beyond the primary motivation. While the goal of stringent tests of the

consistency of the Standard Model is quite sufficient motivation on its own for this

project, a rich program of experiments in a large number of other areas is a natural

adjunct to the search for CP violation. Studies of rare B decays to unprecedented

sensitivity are possible, as are measurements of particular Kobayashi-Maskawa

matrix elements, measurements of B meson hadronic branching ratios and mea

surements of transitions within the 1 system. Along with the production of large

numbers of B mesons in the -IS = 10 GeV region we would produce a similar

number of TT pairs in a particularly favorable region for high-precisionT stud

ies. Charmed meson and baryon production is also substantial. As the charmed

particles are produced with distinguishable decay vertices, this leads to exciting

prospects for very high sensistivity studies of DO DO mixing, rare D decays and



excited charmed mesons and baryons.

Our report contains a variety of examples drawn from each of these areas of
interest. We consider scenarios involving .the accumulation of conservative amount
(30 fb.... l) of integrated luminosity at the outset, as well as the capability of a
program which accumulates a total luminosity of 300 fb-l. This document is the
outcome of studies carried out over the summer of 1989 in a series of meetings at
SLAC and Caltech, which have seen the enthusiastic participation of a substantial
number of physicists from a variety of instit~tions:

• U.C. Intercampus Institute for Research at Particle Accelerators

¢ Alan Eisner

• U.C. Irvine

. ¢ Mark Mandelkern

• U.C. Santa Barbara

¢ Rollin Morrison, Michael Witherell

• U.C~ Santa Cruz

.¢ Patricia Burchat, Joel Kent

• U.C. San Diego

¢ Robin Erbacher, Wayne Vernon

• California Institute of Technology

¢ Gerald Eigen, David Hitlin, Frank Porter, Alan Weinstein,
William Wisniewski

• University of Colorado

¢ Steven Wagner

• Columbia University

¢ Paolo Franzini, ·Michael Tuts

• University of Indiana

¢ Doris Averill, Arthur Snyder

• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

¢ Gerson Goldhaber, Piermaria Oddone, Natalie Roe, Michael Ronan,
Martin Spahn
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• McGill University

o David MacFarlane

• Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

o John Bartelt, Elliott Bloom, Fatin Bulos, Dieter Cords, Claudio Dib,
Jonathan Dorfan, Isard Dunietz, Frederick Gilman, Gary Godfrey,
Thomas Hyer, Garth Jensen, David Leith, Helmut Marsiske, Yosef Nir

• SUNY Stony Brook

o Juliet Lee-Franzini

The Study was divided into Working Groups. The Working Group leaders were:

• CP Violation - John Bartelt

• Other B Physics - Natalie Roe and Arthur Snyder

• T Physics - Michael Tuts

• T Studies - Helmut Marsiske

• Charm Studies - Michael Witherell

• Detector Simulation - Alan Weinstein

The Study was coordinated by David Hitlin, who served as editor of this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tiests of the consistency of the Standard Model through
high-precision measurements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa

matrix elements provide some of the most exciting experi- .
mental prospects for the 1990's. The centerpiece of this type
of experiment is the study of CP violation in the b quark sys-

. tem. The measurement of CP-violating parameters requires
a large sample of BOBO meson pairs, produced in a novel con
figuration: in i(4S) decay, where the i(4S) is moving in the
laboratory. The construction of an asymmetric energy e+e-·
storage ring in the vs = 10 - 11 GeV region is thus the key
to an extraordinarily interesting program of detailed consis
tency tests of the Standard Model, making possible experi
ments which are complementary, as well as supplementary, to
tests envisioned at the SSC, and which can be performed in
the coming decade, before the SSC program commences. This
report will discuss the physics motivation for the construction
of a high-luminosity asymmetric B Factory at SLAC, and
will provide illustrative examples of experimental capabilities
in the areas of B physics, i physics, T phy:sics~nd charm
physics. The physics program we envision deals· '\vith funda
mental issues within the Standard Model. Important results
will be accessible at the outset, with integrated luminosity
well below the eventual goal. It represents a long-term pro
gram with unique capability, which will result in the first ob
servation of CP violation in B meson decay, allowing, for the
first time, detailed consistency· tests of the Standard Model.
With sufficient integrated luminosity, it will also permit an
exploration of the mechanism of CP violation.

The accelerator required to carry out this program, de
scribed in the accompanying document, A Feasibility Study
for an Asymmetric B Factory Based on PEP, is a novel one,
in that the e+ and e- beams are of unequal energy. The
asymmetric energies, which are absolutely required in order
to carry out the core program of CP violation measurements,
also result in a substantial reduction of combinatoric back
ground in more conventional experiments. This is valuable, in
particular, in producing large, very clean tag samples, for the
investigation of rare processes and semileptonic decays. The

1

Measurements of CP-violating
asymmetries in B meson de
cay, crucial tests of the Stan
dard Model, are best done at
an asymmetric storage ring op
erating at the T(4S) resonance
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We discuss the physics capabil
ities of the program at two lev
els of integrated luminosity

The initial data sample should
suffice to discover CP violation
in B meson decay. The larger
sample will allow a detailed
exploration of the phenomenon

peak luminosity target of the upgrade is 3 x 1033 cm-2sec-1•

We would expect the physics program to commence as the
storage ring luminosity comes up at a l~minosity somewhere
above 1033 cm-2 sec-1 and rapidly evolves to the regime
around 3 x 1033 cm-2sec-1• Two years after the physics run
begins, we expect to have accumulated an integrated luminos
ity of 30 fb-l. We have used this value to develop an initial
physics program, which in addition to making the first mea
surement of CP violation in the B meson system, will produce
a host of exciting results in several areas. We have also ex
tended our studies to a data sample of 300 fb-t, which we
regard as the ultimate goal of the program. We would expect
to devote sufficient time to accelerator R&D to make it plau
sible to expect an increase in peak luminosity to the region
of 1034 over time. It should be noted that the acquisition of
a 300 fb-1 sample is possible without a luminosity this high;
a 1034 machine can do it in three years. Our unit of time
is a "Snowmass Year" (= 107 seconds), which is calculated
to take into account the difference between peak and average
luminosity as well as accelerator and detector down-time.

The plan of this Report is as follows: we will first inves
tigate the present and projected future status of the determi
nation of the "unitarity triangle" which summarizes the tests
of consistency of the Standard Model. Next, the Monte Carlo
tools used in the studies will be described, as will the param
eters for the model detector employed. Subsequent chapters
will then present the results of studies of experimental ca
pabilities in B meson decay (CP violation; Bs mixing; and
"conventional" B physics, such as searches for rare decays
and measurements of !V-ubl), studies of the T system in un-
'precedented detail, charmed hadrons and T decay.

The 30 and 300 fb-1 samples correspond to 2.5 X107 and
2.5 X 108 produced f3B pairs, respectively. At an asymmetric
machine the initial sample should suffice to observe the phe
nomenon of CP violation in the decay to the CP eigenstate
BO

, jjo -+ J /.,pK:, while the full sample will allow a detailed
exploration of the phenomenon in a variety of decay modes.
These measurements are discussed in Chapter 5.· The large
number of B mesons which will be reconstructed in conven
tional decay modes are interesting in their own right, but also

2
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provide a very large sample of B "tags" which makes possi
ble the measurement of, for example, 111;,61 via the exclusive
decay mode B -+ 'If'lv and B -+ plv and allows a sensitive
search for the decay B -+ rVr and thus a measurement of fB,

the B meson pseudoscalar coupling constant. These topics
are covered in Chapter 6.

B meson studies are not the only interesting physics ac
cessible to a high luminosity asymmetric storage ring. A
properly-designed detector will allow measurements in the i
system of unprecedented detail, as discussed in Chapter 7. A
sample of r pairs of the same size as that of the B sample will
also be obtained, as the rf cross section is equal to the i(4S)
cross section. Detailed studies (see Chapter 8) have confirmed
that r experiments of great interest can be carried out with
high precision. Charm studies can also be brought to a new
level. Chapter 9 considers in detail a number of important
questions in the charm sector, including the search for DO iJo
mixing, which can be addressed in a particularly clear way. It
is worth noting that the study of exCited charmed meson and
baryons, still in its infancy, has been advanced to its present
state largely through experiments at the i(4S). Such exper
iments are, of course, not accessible in 1,b(3770) data, and are
far from optimally carried out in the 4-5 GeV region.

While the most recent lower limits on the t quark mass
would appear to place t quark searches in the domain of the
Tevatron and the SSC, those measurements requiring large
B meson and r samples would appear to be most practical
at high-luminosity e+e- storage rings. In the case of the r,
this is perhaps obvious, as the r has to date been observed
only in e+e- annihilation, and large, background-free samples
of r's are likely, for the foreseeable future, to be obtainable
only by this technique. While B mesons are copiously pro
duced in high-energy hadronic collisions, only a handful have
been observed to date, and the prospects for obtaining a very
large tagged sample of B mesons at a hadron machine appear
daunting. As of this writing, a total of tV 106 B mesons have
been produced in decays of the T(4S), while only a few hun
dred hadronic decays have been reconstructed. An increase
in the produced sample of two orders of magnitude, with a
Lorentz-boosted i(4S) and a high-quality detector, promises

3

A variety of topics, drawn
from the areas of T, charm
and r physics, are discussed
in addition to the B decay
physics program

In the VB = 10 .GeV re
gion, the numbers ofB mesons,
charmed particles and r's pro
duced are roughly comparable



Even with modest initiallumi
nosity goals, we will overtake
the CESR data sample in a
short time

Running on the T(48) in an
asymmetric configuration pro
duces signal-to-background ra
tios which are superior to both
T(48) running in the symmet
ric' case, due to the ability to
reconstruct individual B-decay
vertices, and to running above
the T(48), due to the larger
fraction of the cross section
which represents BE produc
tion

to yield the first measurements of CP violation in B meson
decay.

Given sufficient priority, the construction of new, high
luminosity storage rings in the PEP tunnel and a new high
quality detector can be completed in about five years. Build
ing a high-luminosity asymmetric B factory at SLAC results
in a considerable savings of money and time. The use of the
PEP tunnel and many PEP accelerator components could
save as much as 1 1/2 years, as it will not be necessary to
retain an Architectural and Engineering firm, to file Environ-·
mental Impact statements or, indeed, to do any substantial
amount of civil construction.

It is important, nonetheless, to ask what could be accom
plished in the intervening time by facilities which are currently
in operation. The machine with the highest· luminosity in the
T region is CESR, which has achieved a peak luminosity of
1 x 1032 cm-2sec-1, and has detailed plans to improve the
luminosity over the next several years. It is, of course, very
difficult to predict the course of such an improvement pro
gram. For illustrative purposes, we have made the assump
tion that the development of CESR luminosity with time will
show a linear rise to 5 x 1032 over five years. As about 1/3 of
CESR data is taken below the T(4S) to allow study of con
tinuum background, this leads to an integrated luminosity at
the T(4S) of 9.2 fb-1 over five years, representing an order
of magnitude increase over existing B meson samples. It is
worth noting that the lower backgrounds to B meson recon
struction at an asymmetric machine require less off-resonance
running; fifteen percent should suffice.

The first few years of running of the proposedasymmet
ric machine therefore nearly triple the total world sample,
even with the initial luminosity assumptions. The ultimate
sample represents a factor of thirty increase over the sam
ple projected to exist at turn-on. This increase is important
in itself, but the fact that the B mesons will be produced
in motion at the T (4S) represents a new and most impor
tant feature. As the separate decay vertices of Band D
mesons are distinguishable, the combinatoric background un
der exclusive-mode peaks will be substantially reduced, pro-

4
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viding clean, high-statistics tag samples. This is investigated
in some detail in Chapter 6. More importantly, the ability
to measure the decay time· between vertices in the decay of
BO and lJo to CP eigenstates makes the search for CP viola
tion viable. The energy asYmmetry provides unique capabil
ity to study CP violation. The measurement of CP-violating
asymmetries in decays to CP eigenstates is not possible at
a symmetric machine, as the CP asymmetry integrates to
zero. While other CP-violating effects can conceivably be
measured at a symmetric machine, only decays to CP eigen
states can be rigorously, that is without uncertainties due
to hadronic physics, related to the fundamental parameters
of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Such a measurement is
not possible with a large sample of B mesons produced by
stationary T(4S) decays. The method proposed herein, dis
cussed in Chapter 5, has been stated to enjoy a factor of 4-5
advantage in required luminosity over a technique based on
producing B mesons above the T(4S). This assessment did
not take into account the debilitating. effect of background.
The asymmetric machine has additional substantial advan
tages in this regard. Reduction of combinatoric background
by reconstruction of distinct vertices is one advantage. A
second. is the ability to take CP-relevant data on the T(4S),
where the signal-to-background ratio for B reconstruction is
far superior to that obtainable either in the resonance region
above it or in the continuum. The effect of background on
the measurement of CP asymmetries is discussed in Chapter
5.

1.1. THE ROLE OF A B FACTORY IN THE SLAC PHYSICS

PROGRAM

In recent months, SLAC has been pondering new direc
tions for its current program, seeking directions which are
consistent both with its long-term goals and with the needs
of a national program. It has been decided that SLAC will
not serve as a major participant in the construction of an
SSC detector but rather will maintain its role as the main
stay of the electron-positron arm of the national program.
This provides crucial diversity to the national program, as a

5

The oft-quoted factor of 4 to
5 advantage of the asymmet
ric i(4) configuration over the
symmetric case above the i(4)
is an underestimate, as it
does not account for the addi
tional advantage which accrues
to a superior rejection of back
ground, with its concomitant
improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio

The B factory will allow SLAG
to maintain its leadership in
the e+e- arm of the national
program through the coming
decade .



The Hilton Head HEPAP Sub
panel identified a B factory as
an important facility for the
'1990's

Energies of 9 and 3 GeV
are optimal for measuring CP
violating asymmetries

strong, forward-looking electron-positron program is an im
portant adjunct to the proton-based program. This proposed
role for SLAC has been endorsed by HEPAP and the DOE;
there is general agreement that this isa fruitful role for SLAC
in the context of the future U.S. elementary particle physics
program.

SLAC is at the forefront of the worldwide R&D effort on a
high energy (~ 400 GeV) linear collider; this direction must
be vigorously pursued. The amount of R&D required and
the cost of a large new linear collider· preclude the start of
construction of such a machine before sse construction costs
begin to taper off (1997 at the earliest). This provides a nat
ural window for a high-quality project at SLAC which meets
the proper criteria of physics interest, cost and time-scale,
and which complements ongoing SLC;.based efforts. Only
with such a· project will SLAC retain its high-quality fac
ulty and staff and preserve a vital university user commu
nity. Many people in the experimental community are seek
ing accelerator-based opportunities which are complementary
to the SSC program. This was clearly evident in the report
of the 'Hilton Head' HEPAP subpanel, which prominently
identified a high luminosity B factory as an important facil
ity for the 1990's. The high luminosity asymmetric storage
ring facility in the 1 region provides an exceptionally rich
physics program encompassing bottom, charm and ". physics
which will serve as a) the bridge between the currentSLAC
program and the linear collider era and b)a very rich and
diverse physics program which is of great interest to the na
tional and international community.

The physics potential of a machine of this type is widely
recognized: KEK, DESY, Novosibirsk, PSI, SLAC and Cor
nell have been exploring the feasibility of such a machine.
SLAC has many advantages which make ita natural place
to build a B factory. The facility we are proposing makes
use of the existing PEP tunnel, interaction region halls and
utilities, as well as many machine components. Both rings,
one at 9 GeV and the other at 3 GeV, optimal energies for
the measurement of CP~violating asymmetries, would be con
structed in the existing PEP tunnel. The vacuum and cooling
systems are designed to support currents which would allow

6
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a peak luminosity of 1034 cm-2sec-1, although the initiallu
minosity goal of is 3 x 1033 • Basing the project on the PEP
complex results in a considerable savings of money and time
and takes advantage of the existing PEP infra-structure. The
project as a whole benefits from the SLAC's managerial and
technical expertise, its long experience in electron-positron
storage rings and its existing relationship with the DOE. The
enthusiastic participation of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and major university groups in the design and construction
of the accelerator promises to bring a considerable amount
of additional accelerator expertise, as well as engineering and
technical manpower, to bear on the project.

The physics program described in this Report addresses
important questions, provides interesting technical challenges
both in detector and accelerator design. and motivates a project
of the quality and scope which SLAC must have to main
tain its forefront position. The main goals, the first mea
surement of CP violation in B decay, and the detailed explo
ration of the phenomenon, are of prime importance. A high
luminosity asymmetric B Factory should be SLAC's next ma
jor endeavor.

7

The B factory project would
be actively supported by LBL
and a variety ofmajor univer
sity user groups



2. STANDARD MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR

CP VIOLATION IN BO MESON DECAY

E ven though twenty-five years have passed since the dis

'cover/ of CP violation, its observation only within the

J( meson system has left us with different hypotheses as to

its origin. However, during that time the Standard Model

of the electroweak interactions has been developed, in which

CP violation has a natural place, the Cabibbo-Kobayashi

Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix:

YUh)
~h .•

vth

(2.1)

A unique CP-violating phase could occur with three gener

ations of quarks. Independent of any phase convention in

defining the matrix, the phase could be taken to be

(2.2)

In the Standard Model expla
nation for C P violation, large
CP-violating asymmetries are
predicted in neutral B decays.

The question before us is whether this is indeed the origin of

CP violation as it is observed in nature. If this phase were to

explain what is observed in K decays, then large CP-violating

asymmetries would be predicted in neutral B meson decays.

This chapter presents the current status of what can be

said about such asymmetries in the context of our knowl

edge of the experimental constraints on the parameters of the

Standard Model, updating and extending previous work~-5

We use the unitarity triangle of the CKM matrix to show

these constraints as a function of top quark mass. The CP

violating asymmetries for neutral B meson decays in which

we are interested are related to the angles of the unitarity

triangle. The consequent range of asymmetries allowed for

a given type of B decay is evaluated, and the luminosity of

8



an electron-positron collider needed in order to guarantee a

statistically significant measurement of CP violation in one

or more types of B decay is then presented.

2.1. THE UNITARITY TRIANGLE

Unitarity of the 3 x 3 CKM matrix yields

Vud V:b + ~d v::t + vtd vtb = O. (2.3)

The unitarity triangle is just a geometrical presentation of

this equation in the complex plane~ We can always choose to

orient the triangle sothat ~d V::'b lies along the horizontal axis.

This is equivalent to choosing a phase convention. In any case,

the parametrization adopted by the Particle Data Group 7

makes ~b real and ~d real to a very good approximation.

Also, Vud R:l 1, vtb R:l 1, and ~d R:l - sin ()c = -0.22, and Eq.

(2.3) now becomes

(2.4)

which is shown as the unitarity triangle in Figure 2.1.

CP-violating asymmetries between BO and lJo mesons de

caying to CP eigenstates are proportional to sin(2¢», where

¢> stands for one of the angles (labelled (¥, {3, and I in Figure

2.1) of the triangle~ Rescaling the triangle by [l/(IVcd ~bl) ],

the coordinates of the three vertices A, B, and C become:

A( ReVub _ ImVub ). B( )
I I' I I' 1, 0

j~d Vcb ~d ~b
C(O,O) .

9

(2.5)



(b) A=(p;n)

In the Wolfenstein parametrization; which is just the small

mixing-angle approximation given here with the matrix ele

ments expressed in terms of powers of sin 0e, the coordinates

of the vertex A are (p, "1). What remains for Section 4is to

constrain the point A by using the experimental data which

are presently available.

Figure 2.1 Representation in
the complex plane of the tri
angle formed (a) by the CKM
matrix elements V:b, Vcd·
v.:i" and vtd, and the rescaled
triangle (b) with vertices at
A(p,1]), B(I,O), and C(O,O) .
A relevant BO decay mode
is indicated for the angle in
volved in the corresponding
CP-violating asymmetry.
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2.2. CP VIOLATION WITH NEUTRAL B MESONS

The decay rate of a time-evolved, initially pure BO (fJO)
into a CP-eigenstate, f, is: 10

r(B~hys(t) --+ f) ex: e-rt [1 - 1m oX sin(6.m t)]

r(fJ~hys(t) --+ f) ex: e-rt [1 +1m A sin(6.m t)]
(2.6)

CP-violating effects are manifest through the presence of the

interference term 1m A. For the processes under consideration

here, the CP violation arises from the quantum mechanical

10



interference of amplitudes corresponding to two paths to the

same final state, one of which involves BO - lJo mixing. Pos

sible small CP-violating effects in the decay amplitude itself

are neglected. Care must be taken whether the· final state

is CP-even or odd, since that flips the sign of the interfer-
11

ence term: 1m Aodd = -1m Aeven • We always quote the

interference terms obtained for CP-even eigenstates.

For a given quark subprocess, Table 2.1 lists a few cor

responding hadronic final states and the relevant interference

term, 1m A, responsible for CP-violation (stated in terms of

the angles in the unitarity triangle).

Table 2.1

Decay Modes and Interference Terms for Various Classes

Quark sub-process Decay mode ImA

(class)

Bd --+ 'ljJKs, XKs, ¢JKs, 'TJeKS, .
b--+c+cs, c+cd, s + -0 ° - sin(2,B)wKs,pKs,D D-,D D ,

(i) 'ljJKL, ¢JKL, pKL, ...

b --+ il +ud B + - - ° - sin(2a)d --+ 1r 1r ,pp, p1r ,
(ii) W1r0 1r01r0,

b --+ u+ud Bs --+ pKs,wKs, - sin(2,)

(iii) pKL,wKL

b--+ c+cs ,c+cd Bs --+ 'ljJ¢J, 'TJc¢J, 'ljJKs 21 Vus~b Isin,Vud cb

We concentrate on three promising classes of measure

ments:

(i) Measuring sin(2,B) in Bd decays:

This class has the advantage that different quark sub

processes: b --+ c+ cs, b --+ c+ cd, b --+ s, all yield the

same interference term~2 1m A = - sin(2,B). The stan-

11



dard example at the hadron level is Bd ~ 'IjJ[{s, with an

observed
13

BR(Bd ~ 'IjJ[{s) ~ 3 x 10-4. To increase

statistics, one can look at many decay modes: Bd ~
+ -0 °x[{s, </>l{s, p[{s,w[{s,D D-,D D ,'IjJ[{L,<!>[{L,p[{L,

etc.

(ii) Measuring sin(2a) in Bd decays:

The relevant quark subprocess here is b ~ it + ud.
Possible two-body hadronic decay modes are 14 Bd ~

1r+1r-, W1r°, p1r0, and Bd·~ pp. These modes may suffer

from additional contributions, either from virtual inter

mediate states, in the form of penguin diagrams at the

quark level~5,16 or from real intermediate states, i.e.,
. 17

rescattering effects at the hadron level. For example,

Bd ~ D+D- ~ 1r+1r- may upset the identification of

Bd ~ 1r+1r- as a pure b~ it +ud transition. Although

difficult to calculate quantitatively, a recent estimate15

is that these additional contributions are less than a

20% effect for class (ii) decays, and they will be ne

glected here. In addition, the mode pp has opposite

CP-parity in the s- and p-wave final states, producing

asymmetries of opposite sign.

(iii) Measuring sin(2,) in Bs decays:

The relevant quark subprocess is, b~ it +ud, the same

as that in class (ii). However, 1m A is related to a dif

ferent angle of the unitarity triangle, because the inter

ference term depends not only on the quark subprocess

but on BO - 13° mixing, which in turn involves differ

ent CKM elements for the Bd and Bs systems. Pos

sible hadronic modes of this type are B s ~ p[{s and

Bs ~ w[{s, although again rescattering effects may be
. t t 17
Impor an .

A fourth class utilizes the quark subprocesses in class (i),
but for B s rather than Bd decays. The predicted interference

12



term is very small, at most of order sin2 Do sin,.

In addition to the three promising classes above, decays to

CP non-eigenstates could also show large CP-violating effects,

but they are not susceptible to the same clean interpretation

in terms of just CKM matrix elements. This report will be

restricted to the predicted CP asymmetries in classes (i) 

(iii) only.

2.3. CONSTRAINING THE UNITARITY TRIANGLE

Now that the relevance of various B-decay asymmetries

has been presented, we return to the unitarity triangle and the

measurements which we will use to constrain it. Two of these

constraints depend on loop processes: the CP-violating pa

rameter t and the Bd - Ed mixing parameter Xd. As loop pro

cesses are GIM-suppressed, the resulting constraints strongly

depend on the yet-unknown mass of the top quark, mt. The

detailed analytical expressions may be found elsewhere.
1S

On

the other hand, I~bl and IVub/~bl are directly measurable in

semileptonic B decay, and thus independent of mt.

The values of well-known quantities used here are:

fK ::::: 0.16 GeV;

me ::::: 1.4 GeV; mB ::::: 5.28 GeV; Mw - 80 GeV;

GF ::::: 1.166 X 10-5 GeV-2;

IVusl ::::: sin Do ::::: 0.22; ItI ::::: 2.26 X 10-3
•

(2.7)

The QCD correction factors for t and Xd are the same as those

used in Ref. 18. We consider the ranges
7

0.036 :::; I~bl :::; 0.056, (2.8)

1920 .
and ' 78 GeV :::; mt :::; 200 GeV. The constramts on the

rescaled unitarity triangle are then imposed as follows:

13



a. The top mass is fixed within the range given above. As

examples we choose mt = 80,120,160, and 200 GeV in

Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, respectively.

b. The value of I~bl is fixed within the range given above.

As examples we choose I~bl = 0.036,0.046, and 0.056 in

subfigures a, b, and c, respectively.

c. The constraint 21

(2.9)

is imposed. This forces the vertex A to lie between two

circles centered at the vertex 0(0,0). In the Figures,

those circles are dotted.

d. The Xd constraint is imposed. This requires the vertex

A to lie between two circles (dashed in the Figures) cen

tered at B(l, 0). The width of this band arises mainly

from theoretical uncertainties in BB fb and, to a lesser

extent, from lifetime and mixing
21

measurements:

(0.1 GeV)2 :::; BBfb :::; (0.2 GeV)2

1.04 ps :::; 10 :::; 1.32 ps

0.50 :::; Xd :::; 0.78 .

(2.10)

e. The f-constraint is imposed. This demands that the

vertex A lie between the two hyperbolas (solid curves

in the Figures). The width of this band arises from the

theoretical uncertainty in the BK parameter:

(2.11)
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mt::: 80 GeV

Figure 2.2 Constraints from
WUb/~bl (dotted circles), :l:d (dashed
circles), and f (solidhyperbo-
las) on the rescaled unitarity
triangle for mt = 80 GeV.
The shaded region is that al
lowed for the vertex A(P,77) .
(a) Web I = 0.036, (b) Web I =
0.046, (c) I~bl = 0.056 .
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Figure 2.3 Constraints from
IVub/Vcbl (dotted circles), Xd (dashed
circles), and (; (solid hyperbo-
las) on the rescaled unitarity
triangle for mt = 120 GeV.
The shaded region is that al
lowed for the vertex A(p, T/) .
(a) IVcbl = 0.036, (b) IVcbl =
0.046, (c) IVcbl = 0.056 .
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mt = 160 GeV
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Figure 2.4 Constraints from
Wub/Vebl (dotted circles), Xd (dashed
circles), and € (solid hyperbo-
las) on the rescaled unitarity
triangle for mt = 160 GeV.
The shaded region is that al
lowed for the vertex A(p,1]) .
(a) Web I = 0.036, (b) Web I =
0.046, (c) Webl = 0.056 .
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mt =200 GeV
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11
0.5Figure 2.5 Constraints from

lVub/Vebl (dotted circles), :Cd (dashed
circles), and f (solid hyperbo-
las) on the rescaled unitarity
triangle for mt = 200 GeV.
The shaded region is that al
lowed for the vertex A(P,17) .
(a) Il/;:bI = 0.036, (b) Il/;:bI =
0.046, (c) Il/;:bl = 0.056 .
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The final allowed domain for the vertex A is given by the

shaded region in Figures 2.2-2.5. We stress again that the

IVub/l/;;bl constraint does not depend on either mt or Il/;;b I· In

contrast, the f and Xd constraints do change. Larger mt or

larger Il/;;bl values correspond to smaller radii for the Xd circles

and, in general, to an f band which is lower and narrower.

The allowed values for the angles a, (3, and"'{ can be de

duced from Figures 2.2-2.5. Figure 2.6 shows the minimum

and maximum values for these angles as a function of the top

mass, where the parameters range according to Eqs. (2.7)

(2.11). Note that a value of45° corresponds to a maximal OP

asymmetry, while 90° for an angle implies that there will be no

OP asymmetry in the corresponding class of B decays. How

ever, if one angle is 90°, then OP violation will necessarily

exhibit itself in the other two classes. Examining Figures 2.2

2.5, we see that either a or "'{ may be 90° when mt ~ 80 GeV.

Consequently, zero asymmetries may occur for class (ii), e.g.,

Bd ---+ 11'+11"-, or class (iii), e.g., B s ---+ pKs decays, respec

tively. In contrast, the angle (3 ranges between

(2.12)

Thus, the interference term for class (i), e.g., Bd ---+ 1jJKs de

cays with 1m A = - sin(2(3), is never zero, always negative,

and can reach -1.
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Figure 2.6 The upper and
lower bounds on the angles
a, [3, and 'Y of the unitarity
triangle as a function of mt .
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2.4. RANGES OF CP ASYMMETRIES FOR BO MESONS

To estimate the number of bb events required to measure

CP violation, it is crucial to calculate the allowed range for the

interference terms, 1m A. The constraints of Eqs. (2.7)-(2.11)

are employed. Figure 2.7 shows the minimum and maximum

of - sin(2¢» for ¢> = a, (3", as a function ofthe top mass. The

dotted line displays the lower bound on the absolute value,

Isin(2¢»I·

With mt ~ 50 GeV, large OP asymmetries in all three

classes would be predicted (see Figure 2.7). A small top mass

forces the vertex A to lie in a narrow allowed region with

a large imaginary part 'fJ (due to the f: constraint) and with

negative p values (due to the Xd constraint), as can be seen

in Figure 2.2. With large top mass, the situation is very

different. The allowed region becomes larger, and all values

for the interference term of classes (ii) and (iii) are allowed,

-1 ~ {- sin(2a) or - sin(2,n ~ 1 . (2.13)

The possibilities range from maximal (11m AI = 1) to vanish

ing (11m AI = 0) CP asymmetry~2

The fact that a particular interference term might van

ish is disconcerting; if we were "unlucky" in the shape of the

unitarity triangle chosen by nature, the failure to observe CP

violation in just a class (ii) or just a class (iii) process would

not be evidence against CP violation originating in the CKM

matrix. It is better to have a measurement for which a non

vanishing asymmetry is guaranteed. This is indeed the case

for class (i) processes, since the angle (3 satisfies (see Figure

2.7b):

-1 ~ - sin(2(3) ~ -0.08. (2.14)

Therefore, we are guaranteed that there are processes for

which the magnitude of the OP-violating interference term,
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Figure 2.7 The upper and
lower bounds (solid curves) for
the interference term, 1m >.,
as a function of mt. The
lower bound on 11m >'1, is
shown as the dotted curve.
(a) 1m >. = -sin(2a), (b)
1m >. =- sin(2,8), (c) 1m >. =
- sin(2-y).
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11m .\1, is greater than about 0.08 and can even be maximae
a

We define 11 as the lower bound on Isin(2,B)I, and present it

as a function of the top mass in Figure 2.8. Can we do better

from the point of view of having at least one asymmetry which

is bigger than II? The answer is certainly yes if we measure

processes that reside in two or three different classes, and

consider the biggest value of Isin(2c,b)I which corresponds to

any of these classes.

Figure 2.8 The quantities
11 (solid curve), 12 (dashed
curve), and 13 (dotted curve)
as a function ofmt (see text).
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To make this quantitative, we define the following quan

tities for any allowed unitarity triangle ~:

max2(~) =max{l sin(2a)l, Isin(2,B)I}

maxa(~) =max{1 sin(2a)l, Isin(2,B)I,Isin(2,)I}
(2.15)

If we now range over all allowed triangles, we define

(2.16)
12 _ min {max2(~)}

alIt:::..

1a _ min {maxa(~)}
alIt:::..

What is the significance of h? An experiment which is sen

sitive to both class (i) and class (ii) processes is assured that
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11m AI ~ h for at least one of the two classes. Figure 2.8

shows h plotted against the top mass. Small top masses

(:::::: 80 GeV), or large ones (:::::: 200 GeV), have 12 > 0.2. This

situation would be encouraging for CP violation studies. In

contrast, intermediate top masses (:::::: 130 GeV) allow h to

be just above 0.1 .

Similarly, an experiment searching simultaneously for CP

asymmetries in processes of all three different classes is guar

anteed to find that 11m AI ~. h for at least one of the three

classes of CP-violating asymmetries. We present h as a

function of the top mass in Figure 2.8. Small top masses

(:::::: 80 GeV) or large ones (:::::: 200 GeV) have 13 > 0.3, and in

termediate top masses (:::::: 130 GeV) have a minimum value of

h just below 0.2 . An important conclusion is that there ex

ists an ~ngle </> = 0:, (3, or, such that Isin(2</»I ;G 0.2. There

must be substantial CP violation in at least one of the three

classes if the Standard Model is the source of CP violation.

Simple geometrical considerations lead to another point

of interest. If there is a near-maximal interference term in

one of the three classes, then there will be a large interference

term in at least one of the other two classes. For example,

for Isin(2,)I :::::: 1 we get Isin(2</» I ;G 0.7 for either </> = 0: or

</> = {3. This turns out to have important bearings on the

luminosity considerations presented in section 2.5.

2.5. LUMINOSITY CONSIDERATIONS

We now proceed to apply the results of the last section to

find the luminosity required to observe a statistically signif

icant CP-violating asymmetry at an electron-positron B fac

tory. We choose a "favorite" B O decay mode that corresponds

to each of the three classes of asymmetry measurements, es

timate the relevant experimental and detector-related num

bers that are associated with each of these decays, and then
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combine them with the magnitude of the appropriate CP

violating interference term to estimate the luminosity required

for a 30" effect. One must always be aware that much of the

experimental and detector-related input to these calculations

is based on estimates or educated guesses; they may change

with future data when specific branching ratios are measured,

and other decay modes than we have chosen, or combinations

of them, may well turn out to be optimal.

We limit our discussion to asymmetric machines ruiming

at the T(48), and to polarized ZO machines. For each type

of machine, we will quote two values of integrated luminos

ity, .cu and .cd, corresponding to the minimal and maximal

magnitude of the interference term, Isin(2<p)I, respectively.

An experiment which is capable of acquiring integrated lu

minosity above .cu is guaranteed a statistically significant

(30") CP-violating asymmetry in the Standard Model. On the

other hand, an experiment with an integrated luminosity be

low .cd is not expected to observe a CP-violating asymmetry.

Thus, observation of an effect in the latter case would indicate

a source outside the Standard Model, while if no significant

asymmetry is observed it will not add to our knowledge of the

Standard Model.

To compute the integrated luminosity needed to measure

a CP-violating asymmetry to a given level of accuracy, we

follow fairly closely the analysis and assumptions made in

the Snowmass 88 report: 24 The formal expression for the

integrated luminosity is:

J.c dt = {20"(e+e- --+ bb) 10 B €r€t[(l - 2W) d 8(sin2<p)]2}-1

(2.17)

where:

10 is the fraction of BO's in the b-quark fragmentation;

B is the product of the branching fractions to the desired
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final state f;

€r is the reconstruction efficiency of the final state f;

€t is the tagging efficiency, i. e. the fraction of events in

which the flavor of the B which decays to f can be

measured;

W is the fraction of incorrect tags;

d is a dilution factor which takes into account the loss in

asymmetry due to fitting, time integration, and/or the

mixing of the tagged decay;

8(sin2</» is the required accuracy on the C:i> asymmetry param

eter sin(2</», taken to be Isin(2</»/31 for a 30" effect~5

Table 2.2 lists the branching ratios and reconstruction

efficiencies for the modes in each of the three different classes

which we consider.

Table 2.2
Branching Ratios and Reconstruction Efficiencies for

Representative Decay Modes of the Three Classes

Class Decay mode B €r (asym. 1'(48)) €r (pol. ZO)

(i) Bd~'l/JKs (3 x 10-4 ) x 0.14 0.61 0.46

(ii) Bd ~ 7r+7r- 2 X 10-5 0.8 0.8

(iii) B s ~ pKs 3 x 10-5 - 0.46

The rate
13

for the mode Bd ~ 'l/JKs is a factor of 0.6

times that 24 used in the Snowmass 88 report. The modes'

Bd ~ 7r+7r- and B s ~ pKs have yet to be observed, and esti

mates of their branching ratios depend on uncertain hadronic

matrix elements and IVub/~bl. As working values, we use

branching ratios of 2 x 10-5 for Bd ~ 7r+7r- and 3 X 10-5

for B s ~ pKs. The latter, in particular, might be thought

optimistic, but, as will be seen shortly, even this branch

ing ratio will not help to lower the required luminosities.
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The reconstruction efficiencies in Table 2.2 should be achiev

able, at least within a factor of two, by state-of-the-art de

tectors:
6

Table 2.3 summarizes the characteristics of B pro

duction and tagging at the two machines which are relevant

to Eq. (2.17) . Combinations ofbranching ratios and tagging

efficiencies which are higher than given here will result in a

lower required luminosity, and vice versa.

Table 2.3

Comparison between the Asymmetric T(4S) and the Polarized ZO

Factor Asymmetric T(4S) Polarized ZO

O'(e+e- ~ bb) (nb) 1.2 6.3

Fraction of BO, 10 0.5 (for Bd)
0.35 (for Bd)

0.15 (for Bs )

Tag efficiency, €t 0.48 0.61

Wrong tag fraction, W 0.08 0.125

Asymmetry dilution, d 0.61 (for Bd)
0.61 (for Bd)

0.50 (for Bs )

2.6. ASYMMETRIC MACHINE OPERATING AT THE T(4S)

We update the fraction of neutral Bd mesons at the T(4S)

to be 0.5 (rather than the value 0.43 used at Snowmass 88)

from the recent measurements by ARGUS and CLEO collab

orations;1 and take the tagging efficiency to be 48% when the

charges of both the kaons and the leptons from the accompa

nying B are used. The solid curves in Figure 2.9 show £u and

£d for the class (i) process Bd ~ 'l/JJ{s alone as a function

of the top mass. To observe the smallest possible interfer

ence term, Isin(2,B) I, at the 30' level, the required integrated

luminosity is

(2.18)
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for mt ~ 130 GeV. It is lower for a lighter top. At the other

extreme, if the interference term is maximal, then an inte-

An experiment which is sensitive to both class (i) and

class (ii) processes would require a smaller integrated lumi

nosity to see a statistically significant effect. In much the

same way that we defined h in the previous section, we

define .cu2 and .cd2 by ranging over all allowed triangles 27

for a combination of the class (i) and class (ii) processes

Bd -+ 'l/J/{s and Bd -+ 11'+11'-. Thus, .cu2 is the integrated

luminosity which guarantees in the Standard Model an obser

vation of a CP-violating asymmetry at the 30' level, if asym

metries in both classes (i) and (ii) are measured. The dashed

curves in Figure 2.9 show .cu2and .cd2 as a function of the

top mass. We find that
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grated luminosity .cd ~ 2 - 3 X 1039 cm-2 will suffice.
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Figure 2.9 The integrated
luminosity of an asymmetric
electron-positron collider oper
ating at the T(48) required to
observe a statistically signifi
cant (30') C.P-violating asym
metry as a function of mt.
Minimum and maximum re
quired integrated luminosity
when CP-violating asymme
tries are searched for in the de
cay Bd --? 1/JKs (solid curve),
or simultaneously in the de
cays Bd --? 'l/JKs and Bd--?
11"+11"- (dashed curve). The
minimum integrated luminos
ity curves in these two cases are
identical.

(2.19)

for mt ~ 130 GeV. This is not much below the value of

.cu given previously. .cu2drops below 1041 cm-2 only if the

top is lighter than 90 GeV or heavier than .200 GeV. If the

values of the interference terms are favorable, an integrated
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•
luminosity of £d2 ~ 2 - 3 X 1039 cm-2 will suffice, as was the

case for class (i) processes alone.

The addition of class (ii) processes has not changed much.

Could we have lower required luminosities if we simultane

ously search for CP-violating asymmetries in all three classes?

An e+e- collider could run at the T(58) to study Bs decays

which fall in class (iii). However, lower cross-section, lower

tagging efficiencies and low hadronization of a b-quark into

a Bs-meson make this possibility unattractive. We find that

a simultaneous measurement of processes in all three classes

does' not lower the required luminosity.

2.7. POLARIZED ZO

We consider a ZO machine with a 90% longitudinally po

larized electron and/or positron beam. The tagging of BO ver

sus 130 mesons can be done geometrically via the forward

backward asymmetry~8 This, together with a large cross

section makes it an interesting alternative to the asymmetric

i(48) machine. Since a polarized ZO machine is automati

cally a source of Bs mesons, we consider situations where (1)

the detector is sensitive to only class (i) processes, (2) the de

tector is sensitive to both class (i) and (ii) processes, and (3)

the detector is sensitive to all three classes simultaneously.

The results for detection of only class (i) decays are shown

in Figure 2.10, where £u and £d are presented as a function of

the top mass. The results are smaller by a factor of 2.8 than

those for the asymmetric i(48) machine (see the analogous

Figure 2.9). A 90% polarized ZO machine needs

(2.20)

in order to be guaranteed a 30" CP-violating asymmetry in

the mode Bd --+ '!f;J{s within the Standard Model. The mini

mum luminosity to see a significant effect is £d ~ 1039 cm-2 •
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While individually different, the ratio of required luminosities

between the asymmetric T(48) and polarized ZO machines is

very close to that found in Ref. 24.

The luminosity required will be less if we are in situa

tion (2). The argument follows exactly the same lines as for

the T(48) machine, and the results are shown in Figure 2.10

(compare to Figure 2.9). We find

Figure 2.10 The integrated
luminosity of an electron
positron collider operating at
the Z with a 90% polarized
beam required to observe a sta
tistically significant (30') CP
violating asymmetry as a func
tion of mt. Minimum and
maximum required integrated
luminosity when CP-violating
asymmetries are searched for
in the decay Bd - ,pKs (solid
curve), or simultaneously in
the decays Bd - ,pKs and
Bd - 1r+1r- (dashed curve).
The dashed curves apply as
well when CP-violating asym
metries in the three decays,
Bd - ,pKs, Bd - 1r+1r-, and
B, - pKsare simultaneously
searched for.
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(2.21)

for ffit ~ 130 GeV. For either smaller or larger top masses, the

required luminosity would be less, e.g., 3 X 1040 cm-2 for ffit ~

200 GeV. The minimal luminosity for a useful experiment is

still £d2 ~ 1039 cm-2, as was the case for £d.

Could we do better if we include· in addition the mea

surement of a class (iii) decay asymmetry? If we move to

situation (3) above, then we need to range over all possi

ble allowed unitarity triangles while considering the luminos

ity required to see a statistically significant asymmetry in

Bd ~ 'ljJJ(s, Bd ~ 1r+1r-, and Bs ~ pJ(s decays within
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the Standard Model. In analogy to the previous situations,

we define £11,3 and £d3 to be the maximum and minimum

integrated luminosity which is required to see a statistically

significant asymmetry. The question that we asked above can

be rephrased into: is £11,3 significantly smaller than £u2? This

could be the case if the product Isin(24))1 2 • UOB€r€tJ.2) was

larger for the B s -+ pKs mode than for the other two [see Eq.

(6.1)]. The answer is given in Figure 2.10, where both £11,2 and

£11,3 (as well as £d2 and £d3) are displayed as the same dashed

curve. As mentioned in section 5, there is no choice of CKM

parameters which makes the CP-asymmetry in Bs -+ pKs

large while rendering the asymmetries in Bd -+ 1JJKs and

Bd -+ 1["+1["- both small. Given our assumptions on produc

tion cross sections, branching ratios, and efficiencies, it follows

that there is no improvement with a simultaneous measure

ment of asymmetries in three rather than two classes.

Our conclusions regarding the Bs -+ pKs mode for the

asymmetric T (48) machine (operating for this purpose at the

T(58) resonance) and the polarized ZO machine do not imply

that a measurement of class (iii) asymmetries is useless. On

the contrary, this is a very important measurement that will

provide additional information on the Standard Model pa

rameters. Whether the independently-measured three angles

will sum up to 1800 is a stringent test for the CKM model

of CP-violation. All we conclude here is that measuring CP

asymmetry in class (iii) processes in addition to class (i) and

class (ii) asymmetries will not relax the luminosity require

ments for the polarized ZO machine, and certainly not for the

asymmetric T(48) machine.
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Fast detector simulation per
mits the generation of high
statistics, and study of the ef
fects ofdifferent boosts and de
tector configurations.

Certain detector effects are not
simulated, and their effects on
an analysis must be estimated,

3. MONTE CARLO AND DETECTOR SIMULATION

A software package for simulation of e+e- collisions and
idetector response is available on the SLAC VM computer,

as well as on VAXes. This package has been used in most of
the studies (for which a Monte Carlo simulation was required)
presented in this report.

Rationale for a fast Simulation Since one of the primary fea
tures of a BB Factory is very high luminosity, many of the
physics topics discussed in subsequent sections of this report
require very high statistics. In order to effectively estimate
backgrounds to rare decay modes, for example, many hun
dreds of thousands of continuum events must be generated.
In addition, many studies focus on the dependence of a mea
surement on a specific experimental parameter, such as the
beampipe radius, vertex detector resolution, the center-of
mass boost, or the electromagnetic calorimeter resolution.
We have therefore chosen to use a "fast" simulation of the de
tector response, in order to make it possible to generate many
events in a short time, so that the analysis can be repeated
with, for example, a different boost. Since an important goal
of this work is to establish the required detector performance,
no final detector design exists. Instead, tools are available to
explore different designs, some of which may conflict. For
example, a CRID will greatly enhance the particle identifica
tion capabilities for high momentum tracks, but may reduce'
the ability of the electromagnetic calorimeter to detect low
energy photons. Where such detector decisions are relevant,
each study described below will specify the choices made; the
final design must represent an optimization which has not yet
been attempted.

Detector effects which are not completely modeled in the
fast simulation must be kept in mind by users of the code.
If these omissions are important in an analysis, their effects
must be estimated in another way.

1. 7r, K decays in flight, and their effect on reconstruc
tion and track parameter resolution, are not simulated.
However, the parameterization of /-l/7r separation in
cludes the possibility of decay.
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2. Actual hits and multiple scattering in the tracking sys
tem are not simulated, but instead the reconstructed
track parameters are smeared appropriately.

3. The effects of beam related noise are not simulated.

4. Nuclear interactions, bremsstrahlung, and photon con
versio:ns in the detector are not simulated.

5. Partiel~ idtmtification with the electromagnetic calorime
ter a:nd muon r(tp.~eout detector is simulated with a
crude param~terization; see below.

3.1. MONTJ!) CAR-LO EVENT GENERATION

Two Moute C~do event generators are available for physics
analyses. The first is the standard Lund Monte Carlo version
6.3, with the addition of a subroutine to produce a particle
antiparticle final state (such as BlJ). Thus, the decay models
available include;

1. Continuum u, el, s, c, together or separately.

2. tt-pair or r-pair production.

3. Production of bottom-onia and decay via 999 and 199.

4. Decay of i(48) to 50% BOlJo and 50% B+B-.

5. Production of BOlJo or B+B- or BslJs separately.

6. Both B mesons can decay to a mix of all possible modes
(a "cocktail"), or one B can decay to a specific final
state, with the recoil B decaying to a mix of modes. The
decays are all handled at the quark level, in the specta
tor quark model. The mix includes semileptonic decays
(with mass suppresion for b -+ r-vrc), the charged
current decays b -+ (du)c and b -+ (sc)c, and the
QeD-induced "neutral current" decays b -+ (cu)d and
b -+ (cc)s (the distinction is important in the Lund
color-correlated string fragmentation scheme). Non
spectator decays, and b -+ U decays, are not generated,
they may easily be included if desired. Note that Lund
fragmentation results in a slightly lower charged parti
cle multiplicity than that measured by CLEO and AR
GUS. This was deemed unimportant for most studies,
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The BBGEN Monte Carlo is
available for studies of BB
mixing and CF violation.

but work is in progress to provide more realistic decay
tables for the D and B mesons.

In all cases, The Lund Monte Carlo simulates initial state
radiation, and performs the boost of all particles to the lab
frame. Most D and B decays are handled via Lund string
fragmentation at the quark level, using Petersen fragmenta
tion with appropriate parameters; the user can request spe
cific decay modes if desired. Finally, decay vertices are pro
duced for all long-lived particles after the event is generated.

The second available event generator is ~he BBGEN pack
age by Roy Aleksan. This package is capable of explicitly
simulating BB mixing and CP violation with the complete
decay time dependence, for CP +1 and -1 BB eigenstates.
One B meson then decays to the desired final state, such as
a CP eigenstate, while the other decays via a Lund-like mix
of modes. Since the Lund MC generates all decays without
regard to decay length, it is difficult to modify it to simulate
BB mixing oscillations; so to explicitly see mixing in the MC,

.BBGEN is used.

3.2. DETECTOR SIMULATION

Both of the above event simulation packages are inter
faced to the same fast detector simulation package. The user
has available to him the generated 4-vectors of the stable and
unstable particles, the track parameters of the stable charged
tracks detected in the tracking system, the energies and angles
of. photons detected in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and
information for each charged track from the particle identifi
cation systems. The generic design of each of these detector
systems is described below. A "cartoon" overview of the de
tector is given in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Overview of theBB detector assumed for this study, shown in rz projection.
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The tracking simulation covers
95% of the solid angle with
100% efficiency, and it returns
smeared track parameters.

3.3. TRACKING SYSTEM

The tracking system is assumed to contain 3 layers of pixel
vertex detectors, followed by a low-mass drift chamber. An
example of what the system might look like, in xy projection,
is given in Figure 3.2. The system covers 95% of the full solid
angle, and is immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field of 1
Tesla. Its goal is to provide accurate measurements of the five
track parameters evaluated at the distance of closest approach
of the track to the beamline:

</>0, TO, zoo

Three layers of pixel detectors
contain 110 million pixels.

The drift chamber is optimized
to minimize multiple scatter
ing.

Tracks are detected with 100% efficiency if they have Icos 01 <
0.95, Pt > 0.04 GeVIc, and if they are produced within 20 cm
of the beam in xy projection.

Pixel Vertex Detector The three layers of pixel vertex detec
tors, with barrel geometry, are positioned at radii of 25, 45,
and 65 mm. They all cover the region Icos 01 < 0.95, allowing
for lcm displacements of the collision from the nominal IP;
the third layer extends to ±20 cm from the IP. The thickness
of each layer is assumed to be 300JLm of silicon (this includes
all support and readout material), although the actual detec
tor may be half as thick. Each pixel is assumed to be 50jlm
square. A total of 110 million pixels, consisting of ",,200 chips,
are required (2700 cm2 of silicon). This system provides the
dominant measurement precision for all the track parameters
except the curvature "'.

Low Mass Drift Chamber The main design goals of the cen
tral drift chamber are to

• provide uniform coverage over as large a solid angle as
possible, by making the chamber long in Z and small
in radius;

• minimize the contribution of multiple scattering to the
measurement of the curvature, by using a low density
gas such as helium, and through careful choice of wire
materials and cell design;

• provide good position and dEldx resolution, through
the use of small amounts of gas additives such as C02
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to reduce the diffusion and isobutane to increase the
primary ionization and gas gain, and through careful
design of the cell electrostatic configuration;

• provide ease of pattern recognition using jet'-cell geom
etry.

The working design geometry for the drift chamber con
sists of eight superlayers (four axial, two stereo U, two stereo
V), each with four sense wire layers spaced at 1 cm. The
entrance wall, at 8 cm radius, is instrumented with cathode
z-strips, as is the outer wall at 77 cm. The maximum length
is ±150 cm, providing a coverage of Icos 01 < 0.95 for 4 super
layers and 1cos 81 < 0.89 for all 8 superlayers (plus the pixels
and inner cathode strips).

A gas candidate might be 15% C02, 7% isobutane, 78%
helium. This gas yields low mass, low diffusion, reasonable
ionization, low Lorentz angle, slow unsaturated drift velocity,
reasonable gain, good dEldx resolution, good quenching, and
good wire aging properties (the precise properties of this and
similar gas mixtures is under study at present).

The cell design, including electrostatics, mechanical force,
and multiple scattering considerations, is also in progress.
Preliminary results indicate that it is possible to come up with
a mechanically stable design employing lots of thin cathode
and potential wires, with uniform drift trajectories. Tilted
cells may be necessary, in order to reduce the distortion of
drift trajectories due to the magnetic field. With a maximum
drift distance of 25 mm, the position resolution can be kept
below 150p.m. Wire materials of aluminum, carbon fiber, and
magnesium are being considered. It should be possible to keep
the total material in the chamber, including gas and wires, to
below 0.1%of a radiation length.
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Figure 3.2 Tracking system for a BE detector, in xy projection, showing dimensions
(in cm) and a possible cell structure.
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Beampipe and Resolution We assume a beampipe radius of
2 cm, with a thickness of 1 mm beryllium equivalent (this
may include coatings for synchrotron photon masking, and
cooling pipes). Thus, with the geometry and measurement
resolutions discussed above, the resolutions used to smear the
five track parameters are given as follows:

(T,po (mr) = 0.222 + 1.122
• (:S (:)',

(TpJp: (%/GeV) = 0.232 + 0.272. (p~)' (~:)".

(TPz/Pt (mil) = 0.242 + 1.l2'· US(:)",
(Tro (pm) = 15

2 + 25
2

• C~)' f:)".
(Tzo (pm) = 172 + 25

2
• (p~)' (:)'

The momentum resolution due to measurement error as
a function of Icos 61 is shown in Figure 3.3.

0.' r-rT"T'T"r-rT"T'T"..........,...,..,r-rT.,...,..,r-rrTT'1

0.3

0.8

0.1

0.0 0 0.11 0.' 0.8 0.8
1008/11

To attain this precision in the momentum resolution, one
must fit for the scattering angles in the silicon detectors and
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A 2 cmbeampipe is assumed.

Figure 3.3 Momentum res
olution versus Icos 01 for the
tracking system shown in Fig
ure 3.2.



Th,! momentum resolution is
ad] ieved by fitting for scatter
ing angles in the silicon.

Approximately 12000 CsI crys
tals comprise the electromag
netic calorimeter.

chamber walls. It may also be possible to improve on this
resolution by identifying and fitting for scattering angles in
the wires hit by the tracks (often, no wires at all will be hit by
a track). Note also that tracks with Icos 01 > 0.89 will not
pass through the outer layers of the drift chamber, so the mo
mentum resolution is degraded by the appropriate factor. A
5 x 5 track parameter error matrix (assumed diagonal), based
on detected track parameters, is made available for vertex
fitting.

3.4. ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETRY

With the small outer radius of the drift chamber (78 em),
it is possible to include a barrel CRID and still keep the in
ner radius of a barrel calorimeter helow one meter, making a
crystal calorimeter affordable. We leave 16 em for aCRID;
thus 18 radiation lengths of CsI would lie from 94 to 128 em
(followed by the coil and a muon rangeout detector). The
endcap calorimeters, with outer radius of 94 em and inner
radius of 54 em (I cos 01 < 0.95) would lie between 166 em
< Izi < 200 em. The total volume of CsI would be 7900 liters
in the barrel and 1265 liters for the two endcaps. We may
expect a cost of $lOOO/liter for the crystal.

We have assumed an angular resolution of 10 mr for both°and 4>. The minimum dimension of a crystal would then
have to be 3.25 em, which is approximately the Moliere radius
in CsI; thus, showers can be fully contained in one crystal,
but will often cross into neighboring crystals, improving the
angular resolution. There will be close to 11000 crystals in
the barrel and 1300 in the two endcaps.

The simulation assumes 100% detection efficiency for pho
tons with 1cos 01 < 0.95 and E"( > 0.025 GeV. The energy
resolution is assumed to be O'E/E = 2%/E 1/ 4 EB 1%, where
the EB indicates that the two terms are added in quadrature.
The angular resolution is taken to be 10 mr in 4> and 0. In
addition, ]{L, n, fi will interact in the calorimeter with a prob
ability of 1 - e->', where>. is a nuclear absorption length ( =

18 radiation lengths in CsI). Such an interaction will result
in a shower, indistinguishable from a photon, with an energy
randomly chosen between 0 and Ehad.
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Figure 3.4 An example BE event. (a) All generated'tracks, in xz projection, framed
by the inner dimensions of the electromagnetic calorimeter. (b) The decay chain; subscripts
refer to the particle number in Figure (a). (c) A blowup of the vertices in the event; the two
B vertices are 133Jlm apart in z.
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3.5. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

Five different subsystems are available to provide ch~rged

particle identification. They are described briefly in the fol
lowing sections. Note, however, that it may not be possible
to include both TOF and CRID systems, due to' space limi
tations and the degradation of .low energy photon detection
efficiency. To illustrate the information available from these
systems, we refer to an example event shown in figures 3.4a-c.

dE/dx in the Drift Chamber The drift ch~mberwill provide
up to 32 samples of dE/dx, each 1 cm long, in a gas mixture
of He/isobutane/C02 at atmospheric pressure. We estimate
a dE/dx resolution of 7.5% , and a ratio plateau/minimum of
~1.4. A display of the dE/dx information available from the
event in Figure 3.4 is shown in Figure 3.5.

Momentum, GaV

Figure 3.5 The dE/dx
information available for the
event in Figure 3.4. The
track numbers now refer to
detected tracks, rather than
the generated tracks shown in
that figure.
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TOF A TOF system is available,. with 5 cm scintillator in
the barrel region from 80 to 85 cm, and in the endcap re
gions from 150 < \ZI < 155 cm. The nominal resolution is 75
psec, nominal efficiency is 100% , and the system is assumed
capable of resolving tracks independent of their angular sep
aration. A display of the TOF information available from the
event in Figure 3.4 is shown in Figure 3.6.
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GRID A GRID system is available, based on 1 cm of C6F12

(n= 1.277) radiator, proximity focussed over 10 cm onto a
drift detector. The radiator provides No = 61 photons, but
total internal reflection is assumed to reduce this to 36.6. The
CRID angle is measured with 100% efficiency over Icos 81 <
0.95, and the accuracy is degraded by contributions from mea
surement error in the drift detector, multiple scattering, track
curving, chromatic error, and geometrical errors. A display
of the GRID information available from the event in Figure
3.4 is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6 The TOF infor
mation available for the event
in Figure 3.4. The track
numbers now refer to detected
tracks, rather than the gener
ated tracks shown in that fig
ure.

Figure 3.7 The GRID
information available for the
event in Figure 3.4. The
track numbers now refer to
detected tracks, rather than
the generated tracks shown in
that figure.



elrr separation in Calorimeter Since it is notoriously difficult
to simulate EM calorimeter response to hadrons at low energy
(particularly with a fast MC), we have instead taken a sim
pler approach, which is to use a parameterization of the el1r
separation (versus momentum) in an EM calorimeter. The
efficiency for making a positive identification grows from 90%
to 98% with increasing momentum. Electron misidentifica
tion probabilities fall from 5% to 1% with momentum, and
pion misidentification falls from 5% to 0.5% with momentum.

rrI J1 separation in Muon Range-out Detector This is handled
with a simple parameterization, just as with the elrr separa
tion in the calorimeter. The efficiency for making a positive
identification is taken to be 95% for tracks with p > 0.25
GeVIe. Muon misidentification probabilities fall from 5% to
1% with momentum. Pion misidentification is complicated
by decays and "punch-through". The misidentification prob
ability assumed is shown in Figure 3.8.

0.4 ,.....-,

0.2

0.3

Figure 3.8 Pion misidentifi
cation probability in the muon
rangeout counter, versus track
momentum.
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3.6. VERTEXING

The event generation assumes round beams of dimensions
50pm X 50pm X 1.5 cm. The track impact parameters are
smeared as described above. Software is available for finding
the crossing point of track pairs and evaluating the track pa
rameters there (for Ks and A finding). A software package is
also available for fitting a common vertex to a specified set of
tracks, and returning the position and error matrix for that
vertex, as well as a X2 for the fit.

3.7. ANALYSIS TOOLS

Other analysis tools available to the user include VEC
SUB, a four-vector manipulation package (which interfaces
to the Lund routines for doing sphericity, thrust, jet cluster
ing, and Fox-Wolfram analyses). Handypak, Unified Graph
ics, a 3D event display, and particle ID event displays are also
available.
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Acceptable synchrotron-radiation
masking schemes appear to be
practical

4. MASKING, BEAMPIPE
AND VERTEXING ISSUES

T:he detector environment at a high-luminosity asymmetric
B factory is, in many ways, similar to that encountered by <,

currently operating experiments in the l' region. There are
several aspects of the environment which are different. The
first of these, the fact that the l' system is moving in the
laboratory, which is crucial to the measurement of CP viola
tion, poses no particular problems. The detector modeled in
Chapter 3 is, in the main, quite conventional, although the
requirements of good particle identification and high-quality
photon detection present interesting challenges. The goal of '
high-sensitivity studies of the photon transitions within the
l' family places requirements on the energy and angular reso
lution of the photon detector which can certainly be met (see
Chapter 7). The rate of good physics events is such that a
data acquisition system must be designed with far higher rate
capability than has heretofore been the case in e+e- detec
tors. The situation is one which has been successfully met in
numerous fixed target experiments; the necessary rate capa
bility can be achieved in a straightforward manner. The most
interesting challenges we will have to face occur in the imme
diate vicinity of the interaction region. The high currents,
taken together with the vertexing requirements, present new
combinations of design restrictions in the area of masking,
beampipe heating and vertex detection.

4.1. MASKING

The masking of synchrotron radiation and off-energy elec
tron induced backgrounds is very tightly coupled to the spe
cific design of a machine lattice and final-focus system. This
is a complex problem, which is discussed in some detail in
the accompanying report A Feasibility Study for an Asym
metric B factory Based on PEP, and will not, therefore, be
treated here. It should be mentioned that the masking prob
lem is substantially more tractable in a crab-crossing scheme
than' in zero crossing angle optics. Preliminary studies in
dicate that practical masking schemes with heampipe radii
which are quite acceptable for vertex finding can be found.
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The variation of vertex-finding precision with beampipe ra
dius is discussed in Chapter 5, as is the correlated effect on
the measurement of CP-violating asymmetries.

4.2. BEAMPIPE COOLING

The heating of the beampipe by image currents and higher
order-mode losses is another concern. The combination of
these two sources will represent a heat load of many kW.
Can this heat be removed without engendering an unaccept
able temperature rise, while maintaining a sufficiently thin
beampipe that multiple coulomb scattering does not compro
mise vertex detection precision? This question has led us to
contract with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena for
a conceptual design study of the cooling of a beampipe with
a wall thickness which is the equivalent of 1 mm of beryllium.
First indications are that the design criteria can indeed be
met. There are, in fact, several options, involving two-phase
water cooling, single phase cooling with He gas, "perspira
tion cooling" with water droplets and the use of heat pipes.
These options are being studied in detail; a single concept
will shortly be chosen by JPL and an engineered design pre
sented. See the accompanying accelerator feasibility study for
a somewhat more detailed discussion

4.3. VERTEX ISSUES

The vertex detector is a critical element in the design of
the experiment for the asymmetric B factory. The vertex de
tector must meet the requirements imposed by the physics
and the environment, if we are to realize the benefits of an
asymmetric machine. Since no experiment operating in the Y
region has experience with such a device, we cannot extrapo
late from present performance.

Fortunately, as the physics studies in this report clearly
demonstrate, a vertex detector typical of those now in use is
quite adequate for our purposes. The most interesting events
for our purposes in the T region have tracks with typical mo
menta of", 1 GeVIe. With a beampipe having a wall thick
ness of 0.005 radiation lengths, including radiation shielding,
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The vertex resolution is dom
inated by multiple coulomb
scattering

Requirements on vertex-finding
are less stringent than those
in existing fixed-target exper
iments

and a typical first layer of silicon tracking, the resolution at
the vertex is about 30 /Lmlp(GeVIc) due to multiple coulomb
scattering alone for tracks at 90°. (The calculation placed the
scattering material at an average radius of 2.3 cm.) Since the
resolution for tracks below 2-3 GeVIc is dominated by mul
tiple scattering, and not by intrinsic spatial resolution, the
actual spatial resolution of the vertex detector does not rep
resent a stringent requirement.

Although this multiple-scattering-dominated resolution is
insufficient to assign every track in the event to a unique ver
tex using only geometrical information, this assignment is not,
in fact required. The requirements on the vertex detector are
to measure the decay times of the B mesons well enough to
follow the time evolution of mixing and therefore CP violation
in decays to CP eigenstates, and to reduce backgrounds by re
moving some of the particle combinations from consideration
when making mass spectra. These are much less demand
ing requirements than full geometrical vertex reconstruction,
and certainly less demanding than the requirements of large
background reduction posed by current fixed-target charm
experiments.

The performance of the vertex detector in studying CP
violation is spelled out in some detail in Chapter 5 for the
decay BO ~ JI 'ljJJ{~. The assignment of tracks to vertices
is straightforward, since the BO 'decay is completely recon
structed without requiring vertex information. The BO ver
tex is reconstructed using all of the other tracks in the event,
knowing ·that the z-axis is constrained by the position of the
B O decay. The role of the vertex detector is to measure t - t,
the time difference between the BOand BO decays, which
can be done with a resolution of better than one-half the B
lifetime. With this resolution, the measured asymmetry is
only slightly worse than that seen in an ideal detector. Simi
larly, the vertex resolution is better than that needed to study
DO - DO mixing, which is described in the charm physics sec
tion (Chapter 9). Some speculations on ways of achieving
even better vertex-finding performance in the future are con
tained in an Appendix.

An important example of the background reduction from
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a vertex detector is the decay mode BO --+ 11"+11"-, discussed
in Chapter 6. With fairly simple cuts, which may not yet be
optimized, the signal to background is improved by a factor
of more than 4, with an efficiency of 62%. Much of this
gain is due to a global cut on vertex topology, which can be
used in a general way to reduce continuum background for all
B physics, thus also reducing the amount of time needed for
running below the B 13 threshold.

The other important feature for a vertex detector is its
ability to tolerate the background level at the high luminosity
B factory. This is true no matter what detector technology
is considered. Experience at CESR and DORIS, gained in
recent tests aimed at understanding this environment, is quite
valuable in this regard; we will therefore summarize these
results here.

A feasible design for a vertex detector depends princi
pally on what is a tolerable background rate. This seems
to be true no matter what detector technology is considered,
i.e.) wire chamber or silicon-strip device, as naive estimates
in both cases lead to roughly the same maximum tolerable
rates. Pixel devices can tolerate a higher occupancy. The
vertex resolution will, of course, hinge on this choice, but es
pecially in view of the importance of multiple scattering, this
may be a secondary consideration. Occupancy questions, as
well as the practicalities associated with handling the heat
load in the vertex chamber beampipe caused by higher-order
mode losses and ohmic heating, may dominate the ultimate
technical choice.

Three possible background sources need be considered in
addressing this question: synchrotron photons, particle show
ers from coulomb scattered beam particles striking the beam
pipe, and high-energy photons from bremsstrahlung of beam
particles. Each of these processes produces ionization in the
vertex detector, and ultimately a detected current from the
apparatus. The latter determines operational lifetime, trigger
rate and occupancy. Based on present experience, including
small-diameter beam tests at CESR and DORIS, some con
clusions can already be drawn, which allow for extrapolation
to conditions at a B factory.
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Occupancy in the vertex detec
tor is the primary considera
tion

The first of these is that the requirements of a reasonable
occupancy per detector element will limit the tolerable back
ground rate before the useful lifetime of the device is reached.
Consider a hypothetical wire chamber, with anodes of 20 cm
length. For such devices, the maximal amount of collected
charge before serious degradation of performance varies from
0.1 to 1 Coulomb/cm, depending on gas composition. There
fore, a useful lifetime of 2 years translates into currents of
between 0.4 and 4 /-LA per wire. Typical beam crossing rates
of 40 MHz lead to occupancies per wire in excess of 100%
for modest gas gains of f'V 5 x 104 • Clearly this is unac

ceptable; a 10% occupancy translates into a current draw of
0.03 /-LA/wire. A similar calculation for silicon micro-strip
detectors shows that there, too, occupancy is the critical is
sue, although questions of integration time and readout pitch
are important assumptions in reaching this conclusion. Once
again, it must be remembered that the new generation of pixel
devices currently under development, can tolerate higher oc
cupancy.

Background rates with small diameter beam pipes have
been explored recently at CESR. With a 2.3 cm radius pipe
of 1 mm aluminum, CLEO observed a current draw of 3 /-LA
in the innermost layer (64 cells) of their vertex chamber, and
10 /-LA in total for single beam currents of 43 rnA. Assuming a
gas gain of 5 x 104 , these translate into 130 and 420 primary
ion pairs per crossing respectively. The average hit multiplic
ity with a random trigger was found to be 8/wire per beam
crossmg.

In explaining the observed current, all three sources of
background noted above were considered. Fluorescent pho
tons or synchrotron X-rays above about 20 keY could pass
through the aluminum beam pipe. In argon-ethane, a 20 keY
photon would produce 660 ion pairs, so that the observed
total current in the VDC is equivalent to 2/3 of a photon
per crossing. If synchrotron light were the dominant source
of background, one would expect a small hit multiplicity, no
dependence on the beam tube residual pressure and a strong
energy dependence. None of these conditions was observed.

Beam particles which coulomb-scatter from residual gas
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molecules in the region between 4 and 8 m from the interac
tion point are spread out into a broad ribbon after passing
through the final focus. Some fraction strike synchrotron ra
diation collimators or the beam pipe producing showers in
the VDC. If a typical shower consists of 20 tracks, then one
expects 3 X 104 ion pairs per incident electron. Monte Carlo
calculations for a pressure of 10-8 N2 equivalent predict a
scattered electron rate of 5 kHz, or an expected 50 ion pairs
per crossing in the VDC. One expects to observe tracks in
the chamber, a dependence on the pressure in the so called
"coulomb region" and on the beam current. Although not
many tracks were found, the latter two conditions were ob
served. It is possible that the Monte Carlo prediction of the
rate is not reliable, since an understandhlg of the non-gaussian
tails of the beam is required. Changes in pressure in the re
gion from 10 to 50 m from the interaction failed to produce a
strong change in the background rate, leading to the rejection
of bremsstrahlung photons as a background source.

If the observed backgrounds in the CLEO vertex detector
are assumed to be due to coulomb-scattered beam particles, as
the bulk of the evidence indicates, then the product of beam
current times pressure in the "coulomb region" of the beam
tube can be used to scale to the B factory. The innermost
layer would draw about 20 itA and have an occupancy of 7%
for total beam currents of 1.5 A, assuming that a residual
pressure of 10-9 torr, which is feasible, can be achieved.
However, if a third of the observed current in the present
VDC is due to synchrotron photons, then this translates into
a predicted current of 160 itA in the innermost layer at a B
factory, which is impractical. Because of the large number
of ion pairs produced in a chamber by a synchrotron hit, the
flux of X-ray photons through the vertex region must be kept
below about 10 MHz. A similar restriction can be derived for
silicon microstrip detectors, where segmentation is finer, but
integration times are longer.

The difficulties in combining the requirement of having
minimum amount of material between the interaction point
and the vertex detector with the requirement of a tolerable
flux of synchrotron photons has been emphasized by a recent
small-diameter pipe test at DORIS. There a 1.8 cm radius
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Requirements on small radius
and minimal material are less
demanding at an asymmetric
storage ring, since moderate
vertex resolutionis sufflcient

pipe of 0.5 mm beryllium was inserted into the empty Crystal
Ball interaction region and surrounded by 4 quadrants of wire
chambers. Rescattered light from nearby copper synchrotron
scrapers was visible in the form of a copper K-line in the pulse
height spectra, and in fact dominated the observed counting
rates. Projected counting rates on the innermost layers of
the new ARGUS vertex drift chamber approach 150 kHz at
an operating pressure of 3 Atm absolute. Better shielding will
reduce this to tolerable levels for ARGUS, but the experience
emphasizes the importance of synchrotron radiation shielding
for B factory applications.

The Monte Carlo studies presented in this report assume
1 mm beryllium equivalent of material, a part of which could
be taken up by absorbers used to shield against rescattered
synchrotron light. Moreover, since most of the primary pho
tons are due to the high-energy beam, double masking will
be possible. In addition, studies indicate that the nominal
2 cm radius assumed here could be increased to as much as
3 cm without serious degradation in the physics potential of
the experiment. Although the requirement that no more than
",,10 MHz of X-ray photons be seen by the vertex detector is
a challenge, calculations of suitable masking schemes for pro
posed machine designs are already within reach of this goal.
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5. MEASURING CP VIOLATION
AT AN ASYMMETRIC COLLIDER

5.1. INTRODUCTION

M'easurement of CP violation in the B meson. system pro
. ·vides the possibility of making sensitive consistency tests

of the Standard Model. Measurements in the past few years
of two properties of this system have revealed that the mea
surement of CP violation is more feasible than had previously
been thought. The first is the measurement of the long life
time of the B mesons l

(TB ~ 1.2 ps). This long lifetime,
together with the recent development of precise vertex detec
tion techniques, make the observation of detachedB vertices
possible. Secondly, a high degree of mixing between BO and
-0 . 2 3
B has been reported by the ARGUS and CLEO collabo-
rations. This introduces the exciting possibility of measuring
CP violation in the B system. This would be the first detec
tion of CP violation outside the 1(0 system.

We describe in this chapter a method for measuring CP
violation at an asymmetric-energy e+e- collider which takes
advantage of the long lifetime of the B meson and depends
on the BB mixing. If a CP eigenstate is detected in conjunc
tion with an identified BO or BO , the distribution of the flight
path between decays contains a term which provides a mea
surement of CP violation, as described below. The moving
B mesons in the laboratory make this flight path measure
ment possible. The use of the T(4S) provides the largest
BB cross section in e+e- production, other than from the
ZO, and allows excellent background rejection because the B
is monoenergetic in the center-of-mass frame. Since there are
no extra fragmentation products accompanying the BB in the
event, very simple tagging strategies can be used to separate
BO from BO decays, providing a tagging efficiency of R:: 50%.
The 1988 Snowmass Summer Study group on e+e- B facto'
ries concluded that this method required the least luminosity
to measure CP violation in the B system, compared to any
other e+e- technique, except for a polarized Z factory~ The

OP eigenstates studied in detail here are J/'ljJJ(~,5(for mea
suring sin 2,8), 7r+7r- (for measuring sin 2a) and pOJ(~ from
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At the i(48), a BE pair
remains in a coherent state as
long as neither has decayed.

B8 decay (for measuring sin 2,).

We discuss the advantages of an asymmetric energy e+e
collider, the physics behind CP violation in the B system, and
our analysis methods. We then study the effects of different
boosts and different beampipe radii on the measurement. We
conclude with a comparison of possible measurements of CP
violation at an asymmetric and symmetric e+e- collider.

Why an asymmetric energy collider?

Most measurements in the b quark sedor (with the ex
ception of the i discovery itself) come from e+e- colliders
operating in two energy regions which offer complementary
advantages and disadvantages: (1) a center-of-mass energy
equal to the T(48) mass where the cross section is high and
exclusive BB final states are produced with the B mesons
essentially at rest, or (2) a center-of-mass energy in the con
tinuum where the cross section is lower and inclusive final
states are produced, but the B mesons are moving in the
laboratory frame, making lifetime measurements possible.

In addition to the higher rate for producing BB exclu
sive states on the i(48) resonance, there are several other
advantages. 8ince only two particles are produced, one can
use the constraint that each B meson energy is equal to the
beam energy to reduce the combinatorial background when
reconstructing final states. Another benefit of exclusive BB
states is that having tagged one of the B's as a Bu or Bd'
one is guaranteed that the second B is of the same type. Fur
thermore, there is a great advantage in having produced two
spin-O particles in a p-wave state. Because of Bose statistics,
aBoBO pair will remain in a coherent BO BO or B1B2 state as
long as neither B has decayed. This coherence is extremely
important for measuring mixing or CP violation. One of the
most promising ways to observe CP violation in the b sector
is to use the B decays to CP eigenstates fop where CP vi
olation manifests itself in the interference of the amplitudes
A(BO -+ fop) and A(BO -+ BO -+ fop). In order to, detect
this CP violation, one must know the nature of the particle
(BO or BO) at a given time. On the i(48), tagging one B as
a BO or a BO identifies the other with certainty.
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Because, as we will show below, the CP-violating asym
metry is an odd-function of the time difference between the
B meson decays (when the B's are in a p-wave), integrating
over all times will yield no asymmetry. Thus one must also
measure the time order of the decays to be sensitive to CP
violation. Since the B mesons are produced almost at rest at
a symmetric machine - the B momentum is about 330 MeV,
and the average decay length of the B's is about 20 p,m 
a measurement of the B lifetimes and, consequently, of any
time dependent effects, is impossible with present vertex de
tection technology. In spite of the advantage of having the
center-of-mass energy equal to the mass of the 1'(4S), it is
currently not practical (with asymmetric machine) to study
the time dependence of the B decays, and therefore it is not
possible to measure CPviolation using the BOBO mixing sce
nario outlined above.

The conventional method, in e+e- annihilation, of pro
ducing B mesons moving in the laboratory frame is to operate
at a center-of-mass energy in the continuumabove the ires
onances. At a center-of-mass energy of 15 GeV, the average
decay length of the B mesons is about 300 p,m, a decay length
which can be measured with present technologies. Unfortu
nately, there are also disadvantages in this energy region~

First, the cross section is lower by a factor of eight at a
center-of-mass energy of 15 GeV compared with the 1'(4S).
Since the B mesons are no longer produced with the beam en
ergy, one must fully reconstruct a B in order to determine its
momentum which is required to study the time dependence.
Furthermore, mixing and CP violation studies are more com
plicated, since the quantum coherence of the initial state is
lost and each B meson state can evolve independently of the
other B state. This means that tagging the second B does
not guarantee that one has determined the real nature of the
first one at the time of production. For example, a high energy
positron might tag a B+, a BO, or a BO which has mixed to
a BO. The effect of the B~B~ and B~B~ mixing is to produce
an apparent dilution of the CP violation asymmetry. This di
lution (from tagging confusion) requires a factor of two more
events to make a measurement of the same statistical signif-
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An asymmetric collider allows
both exclusive BE production
witl! a large cross section and
lifetime measurements.

Tile first B decay projects the
other B into a known (pure)
quantum state. Hence, it
is the time difference between
decays which is relevant to the
measurement of CP violation.

icance. Together with the lower cross section, one suffers so
greatly in terms of rate that the advantage of having moving
B's in the laboratory frame is lost.

A solution that overcomes the disadvantages of these two
schemes while retaining their positive aspects is to produce
the T resonances moving in the laboratory frame, which can
be achieved by colliding two beams of unequal energy~ This
results in two B's boosted in the same direction along the
beam axis. The average distance between the two B decays
is approximately f3,CT wheref3 and, are the boost param
eters of the center of mass and T is the average B lifetime.
This method allows both the production of exclusive B meson
states with a relatively large cross-section and the measure
ment of the lifetimes that enable the detection of a violation
of OP symmetry.

5.2. USING CP EIGENSTATES AT THE 1'(48) TO MEA

SURE CP VIOLATION

Formalism

The 1'(48) decays into BO BO in a p-wave state which im

poses special correlations on the final state: The unique ini
tial state implies that if the first neutral B decays into a final
state II at time tt, this projects the remaining neutral B onto
the orthogonal state which cannot decay into II. This state
then propagates in time and we observe its decay at time t2
into final state h. We can think of the first decay as preparing
the second B in a special state at tl, whose propagation then
depends only on the time difference between decays t2 - tl.

The final states II or 12 that are observed can either be
unique to BO or BO only (for example, the primary decay
into a lepton of a given charge) or can receive contributions
from both types of B. In the case of a OP eigenstate for II
or 12, the contributions from each B are essentially equal in
magnitude. A decay unique to BO or BO is said to tag the
B flavor. We can measure mixing in the B system if both II
and 12 are tagging decays. OP violation can be measured, in
the presence of mixing, if one decay is a tagging decay and
the other is a OP eigenstate. The observation of an event in
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which both B mesons decayed into eigenstates of the same
OP would also indicate OP violation~ but the rates in this
case are too small to be useful.

The decay to a tagging state plus a OP eigenstate provides
four configurations which have to be separately analyzed as
a function of t2 - tl in order to measure OP violation. For
the possiblefinal states which provide a BO tag (fn), a BO
tag (fJj) or a OP eigenstate (fcp), the choices of decays and
associated times are:

(1) !n(tl)!cp(t2),

(2) !Cp(tl)!n(t2),

(3) !Ij(tl)!CP(t2),

(4) !CP(tl)!1i(t2).
OP violation produces a distribution in t2 - tl which is dif
ferent for (1) and (4) from that for (2) and (3). Summing
over (1) and (2) or (3) and (4), as would be done if no vertex
information were available, removes the OP-violating asym
metry. A measure of OP violation is therefore given by the
asymmetry in rates

A = (2)+ (3) - (1) - (4)
(1) + (4) + (2) + (3)

where each term is integrated over the same positive time
interval, t2 - tl. A change of sign of the OP of the state is
equivalent to exchanging Band B and therefore changes the
sign of A.

We sketch below, to a very good approximation, the cal
culation of the rates for (1) and (2), as expected for a OP-even
state. The mass eigenstates of definite lifetime for the B sys
tem are

With no vertex information, no
asymmetry can be measured
using CP eigenstates at the
i(4S).

giving

Bo _ (Br +Bg) -il/Jl- -J2 e ,
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The phase that is measured
is independent of K-M matrix
convention.

We define

m = ml +m2 r = rl + r2
2 . - 2 '

~m m2 - ml and ~r =r2 - rl.

Under reasonable assumptions in the Standard Model; it is
expected that ~r ~ r and ~r~ ~m. Under these assump
tions, the time evolution of Br and BB is given by

Br(t) =Bre-(rt/2+imt)eil::t.mt/2

Bg(t) = Bge-(rt/2+imt)e-iAmt/2 .

We take for the decay amplitudes

I 0) -0(fBI Hw B = B, (fBI HwlB ) = 0,

(fcpl Hw IBO) = AeitP2 , (fcpl Hwlffl) = A'e-itP2 •

where Hw is the weak decay Hamiltonian, and </>2 is the phase
from the Kobayashi-Maskawa (K-M) matrix. In the following
we shall let A = A', which is a safe approximation.

The phases in the individual formulae shown above de
pend on the phase convention for the K-M matrix. However,
the final result below contains one phase which is a mea
surable invariant of the matrix and is independent of conven-
t
. 10
Ions.

For process (1), the state projected at tl is BO. With
t = t2 - tl, the rate to subsequently detect a final state fcp
is proportional to

For process (2), the state projected at tl is

B Oe-itP2 -IJOeitP2

V2
and therefore the rate to subsequently detect f B is propor
tional to

I (fBI Hwl(BO(t)e-itP2 - IJO(t)eitP2 )/V2) 1
2

.

Inserting the time evolution of BO(t) and BO(t), through their
dependence on Br(t) and Bg(t), and the decay amplitudes,
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we get the following expressions for the reaction rates:

!B(tl)fCP(t2) ex: IAI21BI2 [1 - sin(24)) sin(~mt)] e-rt ,

!CP(h)!B(t2) ex: IAI21BI2 [1 +sin(24)) sin(~mt)] e-rt ,

where 4> = 4>1 + 4>2. The OP-violating asymmetry depends
on the phase 4>, which in principle can be calculated from the
K-M matrix, and the presence of mixing which depends on
the magnitude of ~m/r.

Note that if the Standard Model is not a complete de
scription of weak interactions, observing OP violation in only
one channel (e.g., J/'ljJ[{~) does not allow us to determine
whether the OP violation originates in the mixing (~B = 2)
or in the decay (~B = 1). It is therefore necessary to observe
OP violation with sufficient accuracy in more than one decay
mode in order to distinguish between different models.

Measurement for a moving T(4S) system

For a moving T(4S) system, where the momentum of the
B in the T(4S) rest frame can be ignored (this approxima
tion will be discussed below), the distribution in t translates
directly into the distribution between the B decay vertex po
sitions along the flight direction of the B mesons. For this
study, with beam energies of 9.0 and 3.1 GeV, the boost is
given by f3"'f = 0.56. The distance between the B decays
within an event is ~z ~ f3"'fet, and therefore the mean ~z

has a value of f3"'fCT ~ 180 p.m. The point of creation of the
T(4S), which is not precisely measurable, is fortunately not
needed for the analysis.

The exact relationship between t and ~z, in terms of the
velocity f3cm, the Lorentz factor "'fcm and the polar angle ocm
of the B in the event's center of mass frame is

Reconstructing the momentum of one of the B's does not
allow exact evaluation of t since tl is unknown. Fortunately,
since f3cm is only about 0.06, "'fcm is very near 1 (:::::l 1.002),
and the polar angle distribution of the B meson in the center
of-mass system is peaked at large angles, the average error on
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t due to the above approximation is only on the order of 13%
for ,8,=0.56.

The CP-violating, time-dependent asymmetry defined ear
lier is simply given by

A(t) = sin2<psin(~mt).

This asymmetry, which depends on the time ordering of the
decays, can be integrated t over the measured time difference
between decays. The result of integrating from some mini
mum time to (to exclude events in which the time order of
the decays was determined incorrectly) to t = 00 is

_[ft'; Sin(~mt)e-rtdt] . '
A - };OO rt sm 2<pe- dtto

_ [sin(~mTo/f) +(~m/f) cos(~mTo/f)] .
- 1 + (~m/f)2 sm2<p,

where TO = tor. If all events are used, TO = 0, and

A (~m/r) . 2'" x . '"
= 1 +(~m/f)2 sm 'fJ = 1 +x 2 sm 2'fJ

where x =~m/r is the mixing parameter. The factor x/(l +
x 2), which dilutes the time-integrated, time-ordered asym
metry is roughly 0.5 for the Bd system and smaller (:=:::: l/xs)
for the Bs system in which Xs is expected to be large (3 or
greater).

If N detected events are available in total, then the error
on the asymmetry is given by SA = y'(1 - A2)/N. In order to
make a three standard deviation detection of the CP violation,
we will need N ~ 9(1 - A2)/A2 events. Since A is expected
to be rv 0.05 to 0.3 in the Standard Model,ll this means we
need between 100 and 3600 events.

A cut requiring a non-zero TO would increase A at the cost
of reducing N. For ~m/r ~ 0.75, a cut requiring TO ~ 0.6
increases the significance in terms of the number of standard
deviations, SA/A, by about 20%.
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Finally, it is important to note that the measurement al
lows several internal checks since the asymmetry changes sign
if we·exchahge BO and BO, the CP of the final state, or the
time ordering of the two B decays.

5.3. PHYSICS AND DETECTOR SIMULATION

In order for our new, expanded ·studies of CP violation us
ing B -4 J/'ljJI<~ to be directly comparable to the previously

published study5 we have continued to use the Monte Carlo
simulation written for that paper to study this reaction. Our
studies of B -4 ?r+?r- and Bs -4 pOI<~ utilized the simula
tion described in Chapter 3. We therefore include here a brief
description of the B -4 J / 'ljJI<~ simulation. This simulation
includes a four-vector generator (written by Roy Aleksan) in
terfaced to the GEANT 12 detector simulation package.

B Production and Decay

This program generates BOBO final states for a moving
center of mass. In the center-of-mass frame, the B's are gen
erated with a sin2 () distribution with respect to the beam
direction. The B mesons decay either semileptonically or
purely hadronically. The semileptonic branching ratios are
set to 12% each for e and J.L and 2% for T. These decays come
from the coupling of the W to the b quark and therefore ex
hibit the standard momentum distribution for V..:.-A coupling.
The remaining spectator quark is then combined with the c
quark to form a D or D* meson with probabilities of 30% and
70%, respectively.

For the purely hadronic decays we use a simple model,
consistent with what is known about B meson decay. The to
tal multiplicity of primary decay mesons is selected according
to a gaussian distribution with mean 4.7 and variance 3.2 .
The decay multiplicity is bounded between two and ten. The
ratio of pseudoscalar to vector mesons is chosen to be ·1:2.
The hadronic decay products are distributed according to a
phase space angular distribution in the B rest frame.

We feel that for this study, great accuracy in the hadronic
decays of the B is not necessary. The semileptonic B decays
and the charmed meson decays are more important, since
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The coherence of the BO and
Jjo mesons at the T(48) is
crucial to the measurement.

these are the decays used for tagging B flavor. Fortunately,
these are relatively well understood and therefore are accu
rately simulated by the generator.

Once the B decay is simulated, all unstable mesons decay
according the branching ratios tabulated by the Particle Data
Group 13 for these secondary particles. The D+, D- , DO and
DO mesons are exceptions; we use the most recently measured
branching fractions~4 Twenty percent of charged D decays
and 10% of neutral D decays have not been measured. For
these decays, we produce final states with at least two neutral
pions. The D s decays are simulated using the same method
as for the B meson. We have checked that the generator

14
reproduces the measured decay modes reasonably well.

Since the measurement of the distance between the pri
mary B decays is a critical part of the C~ violation mea
surement described here, the generator must simulate the
flight distance of all longlived particles such as Band D
mesons. These lifetimes have been set to the following val
ues: r(DO) == 0044 ps, r(D+) = 1.10 ps,r(Dt) = 0040 ps,
r(B+) = 1.10 ps and r(BO) = 1.10 ps.

Mixing

The generator allows for B~B~ mixing. At the 1(48),
both BO and BO - or equivalently B1 and B2 - are in a co
herent state, until one of the B's decays. This coherence is
vital to the measurement as it means that the relevant start
ing time for time-dependence studies is the time at which the
first B decays and not the time at which both B's were pro
duced. This is fortunate since the experimentally measurable
quantity is the distance between B decays if this distance is
sufficiently large. We cannot measure the distance the B's
travelled together before the first one decayed since the beam
size is much larger in this direction than the B decay length.
In the study described here, we assume the beam size is 400
/-lm in the horizontal transverse dimension, 40 /-lm in the ver
tical transverse dimension and 2 cm in z (again, purely for
consistency with ref. 5).

The decay of the first B (at time t1) fixes the nature of the
second B. The time dependence for the mixing between BO
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and BO can be seen in the probability to observe a B meson
decay as a BO or BO at time t2 if it was a BO at time tl:

and

where x =¥ represents the amount of mixing and has been

measured by the ARGUS collaboration
2

to be 0.73~~J~ (and
subsequently by the CLEO collaboration to be 0.68~~:~~) for
the B~B~ system. For this analysis it has been set to 0.75.

Detector Simulation

Because an important part of this analysis is the measure
ment of the B vertices and their relative location, accurate
simulation of the multiple scattering of particles in matter is
essential. We use the GEANT

l2
detector simulation package

since, in addition to the multiple scattering, this package sim
ulates all the other interactions or reactions that degrade the
measurements such as bremsstrahlung, nuclear interactions,
pair production, Compton scattering and decays of very long
lived particles such as kaons or charged pions. The penalty
for using this package is the large amount of computing time
that is needed to simulate one event. Therefore, we only simu
late the vertex detector environment in detail. We have simu
lated the central detector and calorimeter by simply smearing
the momentum of a charged particle and the energy and an
gles of a neutral particle according to normal distributions
with the following standard deviations:

(JPT _ R (JE _ 0.02 - d'- - 0.005 1 +PT' - - ..tr.i' <J(J - 0.02 ra Ian.
PT E . {,E

In the above formulae, PT and E are measured in units of
GeV. The angular resolution for the charged particles is then
mainly due to the multiple scattering and the vertex detector
resolution. Again, these distributions were used for consis
tency with ref. 5.
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Since the two B vertices are
close in the x - y plane,
it is possible to idenitfy the
primary vertex of one B
decay by matching its x and
y coordinates with those of
the other B which has been
reconstructed kinematically.

The important points for obtaining good vertex recon
struction are the amount of material before the first two mea
surements, the distance between the interaction point and the
first measurement, and the vertex detector resolution. We
simulate a 1 mm thick beryllium beam pipe at a radius of
10 mm (or 20 mm for some comparisons; see section 5.7) with
two layers of silicon pixel detectors. The silicon thickness has
been set to 300 11m; the two layers are located at radii of 12
mm and 42 mm (for the smaller beam pipe), or 22 mm and
52 mm (for the larger beam pipe) and extend 300 mm in both
the forward and backward directions. The pixel resolution is
set to 10 11m.

For a boost with ,8,=0.56, particles emitted at a relatively
large angle in the center-of-mass frame (I cos Berni ~ 0.7),
will have their angle reduced by a factor of roughly 0.6. The
momentum of most of the particles will be increased slightly
compared to a symmetric machine, particularly for particles
emitted at small forward angles. This is fortunate since these
particles will cross more material than the onc:~s emitted at
large angles.

Vertex Reconstruction

The algorithm used to reconstruct primary Band D de
cay vertices is based on the detector model discussed above
and assumes that the position errors at the vertex location
are dominated by the resolution of the vertex detector and
the multiple scattering in the beampipe and vertex detector.

The ~lgorithm begins by extrapolating each track back
to its distance of closest approach to the z axis which is cen
tered on the beam-beam collision region and points along the
direction .of motion ofthe Y (48) system. B arid D meson ver
tices are expected to be separated by less than a few hundred
microns in the plane perpendicular to this axis and to lie in a
few centimeter long region along this axis. In addition, the
two primary B decays are expected to be very close to each
other in the transverse plane (i.e.to have the same x and y
coordinates but different z coordinates) since they have very

. little transverse momentum and therefore nearly follow the
trajectory of the parent Y(48) in the laboratory. Note that
this is a very important constraint since it allows one to iden-
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tify a primary B vertex without having to fully reconstruct
B or D mesons, by matching its x, y coordinates with those
of a kinematically reconstructed B meson.

The track position errors and particle lifetimes are such
that in only a small fraction of the events are all vertices found
with all particles correctly assigned. Therefore, the vertex

finding is most useful when combined with external particle
identification and kinematic information. In the physics dis
cussion below, one B decay will in fact be fully reconstructed
using information mostly external to the vertex detector. The
vertex information is then crucial for measuring the position
of the second B meson. We summarize the quality of the
vertex information for this case (with ,8'1'=0.56):

56% of B decays with only one vertex are found

37% of B decays with two vertices are found

8% of B decays with three or more vertices are found

The z position error for the
chosen primary B vertex is 46 pm

The transverse position error for
the chosen primary B vertex is 36 pm.

5.4. MEASURING sin 2,8 WITH B -+ J/1/JK~

In order to measure CP violation, we must identify events
in which one B meson decays to a CP eigenstate (such as
.J/ 1/JK~) and the other decays to a final state which identifies
the B meson as a BO or BO. The latter B will be referred to
as the tagging B. The relative decay position of the two B's
must be measured to observe a CP-violating effect. In this
section we explain in detail our methods, using the determi
nation of sin 2,8 as an example.

In this analysis, we will concentrate on the CP eigenstate
.J/1/JK~ with the J/1/J decaying to a lepton pair. Then the
vertex position of the lepton pair gives the decay position
of the B decaying to a CP eigenstate. Since the B mesons
are produced almost at rest in the T(4S) system, the two
B's will have almost the same decay position in the plane
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The difference in decay posi
tion between J /t/J and the pri
mary vertex for the tagging B
measures t2 - tl.

perpendicular to the beam direction even in the laboratory
frame. The J/'ljJ vertex position in this plane can therefore
also be used to identify the primary decay products of the
tagging B, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The difference in decay
position along the beam direction between the J/'ljJ vertex
and the primary vertex for the tagging B then measures the
relative time between decays t - t2 - tl referred to in the
previous section.

"

--~-- -... "" ... ' J.1--------......

Jl+\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Figure 5.1. Example
of a BO jjO decay illustrating
the fact that the two B
decay vertices are typically
very close together in the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis
but separated in the direction
along the beam axis.

7.a8

Charged bons and leptons are
used to identify the tagging B.

We use charged I<'s or charged leptons to identify the tag
ging B as a BO or BO. Throughout this analysis we assume
perfect particle identification. We will discuss the background
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levels which would result from particle misidentification.

We impose the following fiducial cuts on all charged tracks:
they must have PT ~100 MeV, and Icos 01 =:; 0.98 (in the labo
ratory frame). Where appropriate, we will discuss the effects
of relaxing or tightening these requirements. We have not
made use of constrained fits in this analysis.

Reconstructing the Jl"p and the J{~

In order to test the analysis, we generated various runs
of 2000 or 20000 BOBO events (for different boosts and beam
pipe configurations) in which one of the B's decays to JI"pJ{~,

. and the Jl"p decays leptonically. If we assume a branching
fraction of 5 x 10-4 for B -+ Jl"pJ{~, and a Jl"p leptonic
branching ratio of 14%, this represents approximately 30 fb- 1

or 300 fb-1, respectively (1,4 x 107 or l,4x 108 BOBO events).
This assumption for the B -+ J1"pJ{~ branching fraction is

based on the measured branching fraction 15 of (8± 3) x 10-4

for B± -+JI"pJ{±. Unless otherwise noted, all numbers pre
sented in the remainder of this section are from a run of 20000
events with ,81'=0.56, and a 10 mm beampipe radius ..

Since the extreme cleanliness of this decay mode is due
to the clear signature of the Jl"p decaying to an oppositely
charged pair of leptons, our first step is to reconstruct this
state. We accept any e+e- or ",+",- pair whose invariant
mass is between 3.0 and 3.2 GeV to be a Jl"p candidate. The
Jl"p candidate is retained if the leptons form a single vertex,
with X2=:; 12 for the vertex fit. We find at least one JI"p
candidate which satisfies these selection criteria in 90% of the
events. In about 1% of the events, we find more than one
candidate; this ambiguity is resolved later.

We have assumed that we can identify both electrons and
muons over the full range of momenta from Jl"p decays; i.e.,
0.5 GeVIc to 4.5 GeVIc. Electrons pose no problem; muons
may be more of a challenge in the low momentum range.
Cerenkov counters and dE/dx can provide ",11r separation
up to a momentum of about 500 or 600 MeVIc; a combi
nation of muon range chambers and coarser muon counters
and absorber can probably cover the rest of the range. If,
for example, muons cannot be cleanly identified in the 500 to
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Our net efficiency for recon
structing B -+ JIt/JI<~ is 65%.

800 MeVIc range, about 6% fewer JI'l/JI<~ events are recon
structed.

The next step is to find a I<~ either in the 71"+71"- or 71"071"0

decay mode. For the easier (and dominant) charged mode, we
simply calculate the invariant mass of all pairs of oppositely
charged pions. We use rather loose cuts on invariant mass
and vertex X2 for the charged pion mode, and on invariant
mass and 71"0 momentum for the neutral mode. Together, we
find an average of 3.31<~ candidates per event.

Reconstructing the B from the JI 'l/JI<~

Once the JI'l/J(,s) and I<~('s) have been found, we calcu
late the invariant mass of each combination in the event. This
invariant mass distribution is shown in Figure 5.2 for all the

JI'l/JI<~ candidates. We boost the JI'l/JI<~ combination back
to the i(48) rest frame to determine the total momentum

Pcm of the JI'l/JI<~ combination in this frame. A combination
is defined to be a B candidate if Pcm::;450 MeVIc, and the
reconstructed mass of the combination lies between 5.15 and
5.45 GeV. (We cut more tightly on the lower edge of the mass

region in order to eliminate background from B -+ JI'l/JI<~7I"°

which has opposite sign CPj we will discuss this in more detail
below.) We do not require that the J / 'l/Jdecay products come
from an isolated vertex. We find at least one combination
that meets these criteria in 68% of the events. If we require
that all charged and neutral particles have Icos 01 ::; 0.95,
this drops to 56%; it drops even further, to 41%, if we cut
at Icos 01 ::; 0.90 (these efficiencies decrease more quickly at
a higher boost; see section 5.7). This clearly demonstrates
the need for good forward particle detection, down to within
'V 12° of the beamline, and mandates that the energy asym
metry not be too large.
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Figure 5.2. Invariant
mass distribution for JNK~
candidates in events in which
one B decays to J/'l/JK~.

In about 3% of the events, we find more than one combi
nation which passes the selection criteria. These ambiguities
are resolved by choosing the "best" combination, as deter
mined by mass and vertex X2• Note that choosing the correct
J{~ is actually unimportant, as long as our cuts are not so
loose that they allow background events from other processes.
The correct choice of JJ"p candidate is, however, very impor
tant since the JJ"p candidate determines the vertex positions
of the B mesons.

Finding the Primary Vertex of the Tagging B

Once a B -+ JJ"pJ{~ candidate has been identified, we
proceed to find the primary vertex of the tagging B. All
charged tracks in the event, except the leptons from the JJ"p
candidate and the pions from the J{~ candidate, are consid
ered. One "track", calculated from the vertex parameters of
the J J"p candidate leptons, is included. We then group these
tracks into vertices. As explained above, the primary vertices
of the two B's will be very close to each other in the plane
transverse to the beam direction. The separation of the two
vertices in the transverse plane is determined by the trans
verse momenta and the lifetimes of the B's. We use the mea
sured transverse momentum of the JJ"p J{~ candidate and the
mean B lifetime to translate the measured JJ"p vertex to the
mean position of the primary vertex for the tagging B in the
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transverse plane; the translated J/'l/J vertex, of course, tells us
nothing about the z position of the tagging B decay. Those
tracks that form a good vertex with the translated J /'l/J vertex
determine the primary vertex of the tagging B, and hence its
decay position.

The Tagging B

We now need to identify the tagging B as a BO or a
BO . Two techniques have been used: lepton tagging, which
uses semileptonic decays of the B, and charged kaon tagging,
which uses charged f{'s from the bottom -7 charm -7 strange
cascade. A negative lepton or kaon identifies the tagging B
as a BO, while a positive lepton or kaon indicates a BO (where
we have used the convention that a BO has quark content bd).

Lepton Tagging

To correctly identify the tagging B as a BO or B O, we
must select leptons from the primary decay of the B meson.
These leptons tend to have higher momentum in the Brest
frame than leptons from secondary decays such as the decay
of the charm quark. We boost the momentum of each lepton
back into the T(48) rest frame. We accept any lepton with
momentum in the T(48) rest frame greater than 1.4 GeV.
There is very little contamination from w~ong-sign leptons in
this sample. In addition, we accept leptons with momentum
between 0.8 and 1.4 GeV if exactly two vertices are found
for the tagging B and the lepton belongs to the primary ver
tex (i.e., the same vertex as the translated J /'l/J vertex). Of
the leptons with momentum between 0.8 and 1.4 GeV, about
27% satisfy this vertex requirement. Events with only one
lepton satisifying the above criteria are accepted as tagged
events. The total tagging efficiency is 14%; 94% of the tags
are correct.

Kaon tagging

Besides the cascade decay which can lead to a charged
kaon useful for tagging, we must consider other sources of
charged 1('s in B decays. The b -7C decay B -7 DsDX can
result in a wrong-sign kaon; it is likely to be accompanied by
one or more other charged or neutral f{'s, however. In events
with a single charmed meson, the Cabibbo-suppressed decays
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will generally result in two kaons (either oppositely charged,
one wrong-sign charged and one neutral, or both neutral), or
no kaonsat all. Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the
charm meson (which fortunately are relatively rare) can give
a single wrong-sign K. b -+ u decays of the B can add a kaon .
of the right sign.

Hence we accept two cases. If there are two charged kaons
of the same sign, and a total of no more than three charged
K's, we accept that sign as tagging the B. If there is a single
charged K, and no good K~-+7l'+7l'- candidates, other than
the one from the B -+ J/ t/JK~ candidate, we again accept the
charged K as a good tag. This method tags 41%of the events
containing a B -+ J/t/JK~ candidate (37% with a single K,
4% with two or three K's), with 94% of the tags being correct.

Combined tagging

There is some overlap of the two tagging methods. In
the 6% of events where both tags are available, they agreed
on the identity of the B meson as a BO or BO 94% of the
time (the 62 events in which they disagreed were considered
untagged). Overall, we tag 51% of the events containing a
B -+ J/t/JK~ candidate with 94% of the tags being correct.
The combined reconstruction and tagging efficency is 34.6 ±
0.4%. The efficiency for tagging is less sensitive to the track
Icos 81 cut than is the B -+ J/ t/JK~ reconstruction efficiency.
It drops from 51%for Icos 81 ::; 0.98 to 49% for Icos 81 ::; 0.95,
and to 46% for Icos 81 ::; 0.90.

Backgrounds to B -+ J/ t/JK~ Reconstruction

Although the B -+ J/t/JK~ signature is very distinctive,
the branching fraction is relatively small (~ 5 X 10-4). There
fore, this mode could have significant backgrounds. We have
investigated three possible sources of background: events in
which a hadron is misidentified as a lepton to form a J/t/J can
didate, events in which both B's decay semileptonically, and
events in which B -+ J/t/JI(~7l'°, a process which can also be
used for measuring CP violation but which has opposite sign
CP and therefore must be well-separated from B -+ J/t/JK~.

Particle Misidentification

We generated a variety of events, including events in which
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Particle misidentification con
tributes negligible background
to the reconstruction of the
B --? J /'I/J](~ candidate.

The background from events
with two semileptonic B de
cays is less than 1.5%.

The decay B --? J/'I/J](~1(o,

which has CP opposite to
J/'l/JJ(~, contributes a back
ground of less than 1.5%.

one or both B mesons decay semileptonically, and associated
the leptons with pions in the event to attempt to reconstruct
a J /'l/J candidate. For a particle misidentification probability
of 1%, we find no candidates for B -+ J/'l/JK~, resulting in an
estimate of less than 2.0% background at the 90% confidence
level.

Events with two semileptonic decays

Since the branching ratios for B -+ e±X and B -+ f.t±X
are each roughly 12%, we expect the rate for same-flavor dou
ble semileptonic events to be almost 3%, about 400 times
larger than the B -+ J/'l/JK~, J/'l/J-+ /+/-:- rate per event. In
order to measure the background from this process, events
with two semileptonic B decays were generated at random.
A preselection was then done to choose only those events in
which same-flavor opposite sign leptons had an invariant mass
within 200 MeV of the J /'l/J mass, and in which there was
at least one K~. In order to get 2000 such events, over
121,000 double semileptonic events were generated. Thus the
2000 events represent 2.2 million BOBO events. None of these
events pass our selection criteria for a B -+ J/'l/JK~ candidate.
Normalizing to the number of events in the signal channel,
we estimate a background from double semileptonic decays of
less than 1.5% at the 90% confidence level. We estimate that
events in which one B decays semileptonically, and then the
charm state also decays semileptonically, produce fake J/'l/J's
at only 10% to 20% of the rate for events in which both B's
decay semileptonically.

B -+ J/'l/JK~7r°

We expect the product branching ratio 15 for B -+J/'l/JK*o,
J{*o -+ K~7r0 to be about equal to the B -+ J/'l/JK~ rate.
Thus we simulated 2000 events in which one B decays to
J/'l/JK*o and every J{*o decays to K~7r°. Only 18 events pass
our selection criteria for J/'l/JK~ candidates. The background
rate is primarily a function of the detector's mass resolution,
which in turn is a function of the momentum resolution of the
tracking chambers and the energy resolution of the calorime
ter. These 18 events represent a background of less than 1.5%
which is not significant.
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Backgrounds to Tags

There are two possible reasons for incorrectly tagging the
B as a BO or BO. First, the charged lepton or kaon may
be correctly identified but nevertheless have the wrong sign
because of secondary or Cabibbo-suppressed decays. As men
tioned above, this background is about 6% for the lepton and
kaon tags. Secondly, a wrong-sign particle may be misidenti
fied as a lepton or kaon. The particle misidentification proba
bility must be low enough such that the background from the
second source is significantly less than the background from
the first source.

Misidentifying a charged kaon as a lepton does not intro
duce a background to the lepton tag because most charged
kaons which pass the momentum cuts used for lepton tagging
have the same sign as the lepton from primary B decay. It
was determined that the number of wrong-sign charged pions
and the number of right-sign leptons which meet the selection
criteria for a lepton tag are about the same in events with a
reconstructed B -+ J/'l/JJ(~ candidate. Therefore, if the prob
ability of misidentifying a pion as a lepton is less than about
2%, t~h~ background to the lepton tag will be less than half
of that due to wrong-sign leptons.

Since 6% of the charged kaon tags are actually of the
wrong sign, and we find a J(± tag in 41%of the reconstructed
events, this combination produces 2.5% wrongly tagged events.
In addition, if we ignore charged pions from J(~ decays, there
are an average of 1.7 wrong-sign pions per event. This means
for every 1%probability of misidentifying a pion as a kaon, we
would have an additional 1.7% wrongly tagged events. This
indicates that the J(/ 7r misidentification rate must be kept to
",,1% for momenta up to 3 GeV/c to prevent the misidenti
fied pions from dominating our rate of false tags. A Cerenkov
ring-imaging device will probably be required if J( tagging is
to be used.

It should be noted that if one is notable to obtain such
a low misidentification rate with high efficiency for kaon
identification, one could instead use D tagging. We estimate
that by using D mesons (reconstructed in their simpler de
cay modes, such as J(+7r-(7r0), J(+7r-7r-(7r0), J(+7r-7r+7r-,
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The K/1r misidentification rate
must be kept to '" 1% for
momenta up to 3 GeV/c.

If K tagging is not practical, a
combination of D tagging and
lepton tagging could provide a
tagging efficiency of 30%.



The size of the background due
to tags can be estimated from
the data itself, using pairs of
charged B mesons.

I<j7l'-, etc.), together with the lepton tags, 30% ofthe events
can be tagged with only 5% wrong tags.

Correction to Measured Asymmetry due to Backgrounds

Although the backgrounds dilute the measured asymme
try, the effect is fully correctable if we can accurately estimate
the size of each background. For wrong sign tags, which move
events from one time distribution to the complementary dis
tribution, the background has a doubly strong dilution. The
measured asymmetry Ameas is related to the true asymmetry
Atrue by the relation

Ameas = Atrue(1- 2P)

where P is a measure of the fraction of the sample which is
background (for other types of random backgound, the fac
tor of 2 is absent from the formula). For example, for back
grounds due to wrong-sign lepton or kaon tags, P is the prob
ability that a tag has the wrong sign. As we have shown, this
probability is about 6%. For backgrounds due to misidenti
fied lepton or kaon tags, P is the particle misidentification
probability per event times the ratio of untagged to tagged
events. For the analysis outlined above, the ratio of untagged
to tagged events is one.

The size of backgrounds to tags can be estimated from the
data itself using pairs of charged B mesons. Since the charged
B mesons cannot mix, the only sources of two like-sign tags
in an event are secondary decays and particle misidentifica
tion. We would like to know the correction to Ameas due to
backgrounds to significantly better than 10%. Since the cor
rections themselves are generally not larger than 10%, this
should not pose a problem.

In order to minimize the statistical error in the asymmetry
measurement, the tagging strategy must be optimized. This
requires balancing high tagging efficiency against a higher per
centage of incorrect tags. This optimization would depend on
the size of the data sample and the precision required. While
fairly "loose" tagging would be very useful in an initial search
with a small data sample, cleaner, less efficient methods might
be preferable for larger data sets and higher precision.
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Summary of Events Generated and Reconstructed

In Table 5.1, we summarize the number of events gener
ated for this analysis, the assumed branching fractions and
the size of the equivalent BO BO data sample, the charged and
neutral track geometrical criteria, the number of B -+ J / 'l/JK~
candidates and, finally, the number of tagged events. For
B decay to the CP eigenstate J/'l/JK~, the size of the final
correctly-tagged sample is 6527 events for 1.4 X 108 produced
BO BO pairs, which would be obtained with an integrated lu
minosity of fV 200 fb-l.

Table 5.1 Summary of results for the CP eigenstate
J/'l/JK~, with ,8,;,=0.56

Number of generated events with one

B -+ JNI<.~ decay

Assumed branching fractions for:

B -+ J/"pI<.~

IN-+l+l-

Equivalent number of produced BO13° pairs

Charged track criteria:

minimum transverse momentum

maximum Icos 81
Neutral track criteria:

minimum energy

maximum I cos 8 I
Number of B -+ JNI<.~ candidates

Number of right-sign lepton tags

Number of wrong-sign lepton tags

Number of right-sign kaon tags

Number of wrong-sign kaon tags

Total number of right-sign tags

Total number of wrong-sign tags
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20000

5 X 10-4

0.14

1.4 x 108

0.1 GeV/c

0.98

0.03 GeV

0.99

13620

2088

141

5286

308

6527

387



Fitting for the amplitude of
the CP-violating asymmetry
reduces the error by 15-20%.

Measuring CP Violation

To measure the CP-violating asymmetry, we use the time

ordering of the decays determined hy the relative positions of

the J /"p vertex and the tagging B vertex along the beam di

rection and the identity of the tagging B from the K± or

lepton tag to divide the events into the four categories de

scribed in section 5.2 (BO first, J/"pK~ second; J/"pK~ first,
BO second; BO first, J/"pK~ second; J/"pK~ first, BO second).

Combining the first and fourth categories, and the second and

third categories, we plot the dz distribution (the difference in

position of the J /"p vertex and the tagging B vertex along the

beam direction), which is proportional to the relative decay

time, to a good approximation.

Given 6914 reconstructed and tagged events, we find the

raw asymmetry in the number of events to be -0.179±0.012.

If dm/r = 0.75, this translates into a measurement of sin 2(3

of -0.424±0.028 (after correcting for 6% wrong tags) using

this integrated asymmetry only. We can do better by per

forming a simultaneous fit to the two time distributions to

derive sin 2(3 itself; this reduces the error to ±0.023; the fit

is shown in Figure 5.3. Known values of dm/r and the BO

lifetime must be provided to the fit; these will be well mea

sured by the time this measurement is attempted. The fitting

function also takes into account the imperfect vertex position

resolution; a measured value for the standard deviation of the

dz measurement must also be provided. For our sample of

20000 events in which one B meson decays to J/"pK~, we

measure sin 2(3 to be -0.408 ± 0.023, in excellent agreement

with the input value of -0.4.
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Figure 5.3 The decay length
distributions for the two classes
of events; the upper plot in
cludes events where the first B
decays to JNK~ and the sec
ond is tagged as a BO, or the
first is tagged as a jjO and the
second is B - J/1/JK~(types
(1) and (4)); the lower plot in
cludes events where the first B
is tagged as a BO and the sec
ond is B - JNK~, or the
first B decays as J/1/JK~ and
the second is tagged as a [jo;
(types (2) and (3)). The events
were genera.ted with sin 2fJ =
-0040 and fJr=O.56; the fit
found sin 2fJ = -00408 ± 0.023.

Of course, if sin 2f3 is this large, a much smaller data sam
ple would be needed to reach our goal of a three standard
deviation measurement. In another sample of 2000 events
(corresponding to 30 fb-1), the analysis yields 695 recon
structed and tagged events. The integrated method yields
sin 2f3 = -0.25±0.09, while the fitting method yields sin 2f3 =
-0.37±0.07, which is a five standard deviation measurement.
Again, this shows a f'V 20% reduction in the error compared
to the integrated measurement.
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This measurement requires good
momentum resolution, particle
identification and vertex de
tection, although it should be
noted that other analyses ac
tually make more stringent de
mands on the vertex detector

The integrated luminosity needed
to establish a 3/T effect should
be between 4 and 160 fb- 1, but
only for an asymmetric ma
chine

Detector Requirements

In order to achieve this type of measurement a very good
detector, such as has been described in Chapter 3, will be
needed. We reemphasize here those characteristics of the de
tector which most important to this analysis. Vertex detec
tion is central: a detector with excellent resolution and as
small a beampipe radius as possible is desirable. Note} how
ever} that in this analysis it is important only to get the time
order of the decays correct. For events in which It-tl is small,
the asymmetry is near zero, so the integrated asymmetry is
fairly insensitive to the resolution in the decay length!6 Other
analyses make more stringent requirements on the vertex
measurements. Very good momentum resolution is needed
for good invariant mass discrimination (e.g., separating B -+

J/'I/;K~ from B-+ J/'I/;K~7('O). Electron, muon and kaon
identification at momenta from a few hundred MeV/ c to a
few GeV/ c are all important for reconstructing the J /'1/; and
for lepton and kaon tagging. Finally, good photon detection
and energy resolution are useful for the reconstruction of 7('°'S,
which can be used for finding more K~ 's, or for reconstructing
other CP eigenstates (e.g., J/'I/;K~7('O).

Required Data Sample

In order to meet our goal of a three standard deviation
measurement of sin 2fJ, we need roughly N = 33/(sin 2fJ)2 re
constructed and tagged events. As we have shown, our anal
ysis yields about 23 such events per fb-1, if we use only the
CP eigenstate J/'I/;K~. The total luminosity needed then is
Ldt = 1.6 fb-,.1/(sin2fJ?, or between'" 4 and '" 160 fb-1.

Aleksan et al~ have shown that the states J/'I/;K*o and
'1/;'K~ can be reconstructed with similar efficiency. Consid
ering product branching ratios, these CP eigenstates could
easily double the number of reconstructed and tagged events
available to measure sin 2fJ. Other CP eigenstates (such as
D+D-) 17 which can can be measured with a significance com
parable to J/'I/;K~, can be used either to provide consistency
checks, to increase the statistical significance of the CP vio
lation measurement, or, perhaps most importantly, to allow
exploration of the pattern of CP violation. It is the compar
ison of a number of measurements of CP-violating quantities
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(see Chapter 2) which can provide a sensitive consistencytest
of the Standard Model, or provide clues to the origin of effects
which go beyond it.

5.5. MEASURING sin 2a WITH B -+ 11"+11"-

The decay B -+ 11"+11"- can be used to measure sin 2a
where a is one of the angles in the unitarity triangle discussed
in Chapter 2. Since the 11"+11"- vertex marks the decay of the
B just as the lepton pair from J/ 'l/J decay marks the B decay
in B -+ J/'l/JI(~, the results of the B -+ J/'l/JK~ study can
be used to estimate that approximately 1000 reconstructed,
tagged B -+ 11"+11"- events are needed to measure sin 2a to an
absolute precision of 0.06. Since the uncertainties on sin 2a
are so large, we believe this is a reasonable goal.

In a study discussed in Section 6.5, the reconstruction
efficiency and backgrounds for the mode B -+ 11"+11"- are esti
mated. The reconstruction efficiency is "" 35% and that the
fraction of continuum background events which pass the se
lection criteria is "" 5 X 10-7• The most serious background
is from B -+ 11"±K=F and B -+ K+K-. Because these decays
are all two-body, the 11"± and K± momenta are high (in the
range 2 - 4 GeV) and therefore particle identification is diffi
cult without a Cerenkov ring imaging detector (CRID). With
a CRID, the backgrounds should be acceptable.

Assuming a reconstruction efficiency of 35%, a tagging
efficiency of 50% (the tagging efficiency determined in the
B -+ J/'l/JK~ study), and a sample of 30 fb-1 at the 1'(4S)
(about 1.5 x 107 BOBO pairs), the branching fraction for B -+

11"+11"- must be at least 2 x 10-4 to result in a reconstructed,
tagged sample of 1000 events. Theoretical models do not
indicate that this is likely. To achieve a sample of 1000 events
with 300 fb-1 would require a branching fraction of only
2 x 10-5 which seems more likell

8

Therefore, a measurement of sin 2a to a precision of 0.06
would require a data sample of 300 fb-1 unless the branching
fraction for B -+ 11"+11"- is significantly greater than 2 x 10-5 •
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The position of the B decay
to a CP eigenstate is measured
with the 11'+ 11'- vertex; the
remaining tracks in the event
identify the position of the
tagging B decay.

With a sample of 300 fb- 1
,

a good measurement of sin 2a
seems possible.



A measurement of sin 21' can
only be done in the Bs system,
and therefore must be done
above the T(4S).

5.6. MEASURING sin2, WITH B s -+ pOI<~

In order to determine the third angle, " of the unitarity
triangle (as discussed in Chapter 2), it is necessary to produce
Bs mesons, and therefore to run above BsBs threshhold. In
particular, this means running at an energy higher than the
T(4S) resonance. In this section we will assume that this
running is done at the T(5S), and that the T(5S) is also
above B;B: threshhold.

The time-dependent CP-violating asymmetry in the de
cay B s -+ pOI<~ is given by

A(t) = sin2")'sin(xst/r)

where t is the time difference between decays to the CP eigen
state pO I<~ and to a tagged B s decay, and Xs is the mixing
parameter for the Bs system (xs = !:1m/r). Since X s is ex
pected to be large (~ 3), the asymmetry will oscillate in time

very rapidly!Fl Imperfect vertex resolution will, therefore,
cause the oscillations to be smeared and the asymmetry to be
diluted. The resolution must be well understood to predict
the amount by which the asymmetry is diluted. These issues
will be addressed below.

The branching fraction Bs -+ pOI<~ times the efficiency
for reconstructing this final state must be large enough to
produce a sufficient number of events. The minimum required
number of events will be discussed in the first section, while
reconstruction efficiency and backgrounds will be discussed in
the second section.

Just as in the measurement of the mixing parameter X s ,

the CP-violation measurement suffers from the complication
of the BsBs pair being produced in both a C= -1 and C= +1
state. This issue will be discussed in the third section.

#1 We assume that X s , and therefore the frequency of the oscillation,
will be measured using like-sign leptons as discussed in section 6.2
on X s ' Therefore, we will be trying to determine the amplitude of
the oscillation only.
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Requirements for Sample Size and· Resolution

Using the same notation as in the discussion of measur
ing CP violation in the decay B ~ J/t/JK~, the rate for
fcp(tdfB(t2) or fjj(tl)fCP(t2) is proportional to

while the rate for fB(tl)fCP(t2) or fCP(tl)fjj(t2) is propor
tional to

The time-dependent asymmetry#2 is then simply

A(t) = sin 2"}' sin(xst/7"),

a sinusoidal function with wavelength 21r7"/ Xs and amplitude
sin 2"}'. In Figures 5.4 and 5.5, we show examples of this time
dependent asymmetry for particular cases which are discussed
in detail below.

1.0 ,....,.--r--.--,.......-,-...,........--.--rr...,.....,......,r--r-.--r-r-rr--r--r-T1TT'I"--r--r-"I

0.5

0.0

-0.5

#2 Note that when integrated over t, this time-ordered asymmetry is
dilutedby a factor of x,/(l + x~), which is approximately l/x, for
large x, and therefore a large dilution.
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Figure 5.4 Time-dependent
OP-violating asymmetry, witb
sin20y = 0.3 and x, = 471',
using generated decay lengtbs
for 1000 events, witb perfect
resolution for measuringt. Tbe
fit finds an amplitude of 0.29±
0.04.
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In units of distance between decay vertices, the wave
length of the oscillation oX is given by

oX = 21r(3,cr
Xs
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iFigure 5.5 Time-dependent
CP-violating asymmetry, with
sin 21 = 0.3 and x, = 411',
using generated decay lengths
for 1000 events, with Gaussian
smearing having u = 0.2l,
where l is the wavelength
of the oscillation. The fit
finds an amplitude of 0.14 ±
0.04, showing that even that
with this modest smearing,
the amplitude is reduced by a
factor of two

The measurement ofCP viola
tion in the B, system places
more stringent requirements
on vertex resolution because of
the expected rapid mixingrate.

in the approximation that the two Bs's are produced at rest in
the center-of-mass frame. Recall that (3,cr. is approximately
330 pm for (3, = 1. Therefore, for X s in the range 21r to 41r,
for example, the wavelength of the oscillation is only 165 
330 pm. The resolution for measuring. the distance between
decay vertices ~z must be significantly better than this to
prevent a significant reduction in the amplitude of the oscil
lation due to smearing.

To estimate the required resolution, we generated the de
cay lengths for 100,000 events with the expected time de
pendence for sin 2, = 1 and X s = 41r. The time-dependent
asymmetry was fit to a sine wave for two cases: for perfect
resolution and for a spatial resolution (J' for measuring ~z

given by

(J'

-- =0.1 or
(3,cr

(J' (J' X s-=---=0.2.
oX (3,cr 21r

Therefore, this would correspond to a spatial resolution of
33 pm for (3, = 1, or 18 pm for (3,=0.56. This resolution
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dilutes the amplitude of the oscillation by about a factor of
two. If X s = 211" rather than 411", the same dilution would
corresp~nd to a resolution of 66 pm rather than 33 pm(for
f3'Y=1). In other words, to limit the dilution to less than
a factor of two, we must have sufficient vertex resolution to
satisfy

u X s
-f3-2 ~0.2."'(er 11"

Next we address the question of the number of recon
structed events needed to measure the asymmetry. The sta
tistical error on an asymmetry A is given by

where N is the total number of reconstructed events and A =
NdifflN. Ndiff is the number of events which contribute to
the asymmetry. In this case, Ndiff is given by

00

Ndiff = ~ sin 2"'(Je-t/rl sin(xst/r)ldt
o

N . X s (2 )= sm2 -1 .
"'( 1 +x~ 1 - e-1r/ z•

For large X s (~ 3),

X
s

( 2 -1) ~ ~
1+x~ 1- e-7r/ z • 11"'

Therefore, A ~ (2/11") sin 2"'( and the error on sin 2"'( is

6 sin 2"'( =

11"
~ 2..[N for small sin 2"'(.

For example, if sin 2"'( is less than ~ 0.3, X s is greater than
~ 3, and the total number of reconstructed, tagged events
is 1000, then 6 sin 2"'( ~ 0.05. Such an example is shown in
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For large x. and small sin 27,
the statistical error on sin 27 is
7r/(2..[N) for N reconstructed,
tagged events.



We estimate the tagging efli
ciency for B, mesons to be
20% and the reconstruction ef
ficiency for B, -+ pO Kg to be
32%.

Figure 5.4, where sin 2')' = 0.3 and 3:s = 411". In these his
tograms, we plot the bin-by-bin asymmetry and the best fit
to a sinusoidal function whose wavelength is specified by 3:s.

We fit for the amplitude of the oscillation. The top figure cor
responds to perfect resolution for measuring t. The best fit
for the amplitude is 0.29 ± 0.04. The lower figure corresponds
to a resolution of (j = 0.2'\ which results ina factor of two
dilution in the amplitude. The best fit value is 0.14 ± 0.04.
Backgrounds (as discussed below) will also reduce the ampli
tude; none have been included in these histograms.

Tagging & Reconstruction Efficiencies and Backgrounds

To observe an asymmetry, one B s / B s has to be tagged.
Then the initial Bs / Bs nature of the other meson decaying
to pO](~ is determined. The tagging of a B s can be achieved
by either looking for a primary positively charged lepton or
by reconstructing a D;. The useful decay modes of the D;
are </>11"-, </>11"+11"-11"-, and ](*0](-. Using only the </> decay
to ](+](- (50%) and assuming an overall reconstruction ef
ficiency of 60% for these final states, one arrives at a Ds

tagging efficiency of about 8%. For the lepton tagging effi
ciency we assume the same value of 14% as in the J/1/J](~

case above. With these numbers one can hope to achieve a
total tagging efficiency of 20% for the Bs •··

To investigate the reconstruction efficiency of the pO](~

final state, Monte Carlo BsBs events were generated at the
1(58) where one Bs decayed to pO](~ and the other decayed
to a representative mix of hadronic and semileptonic decays.
This CP eigenstate was reconstructed by first searching for a
I(~ using only the 11"+11"- decay mode (neglecting 11"011"0), and
then looking for another 11"+11"- pair from a common vertex
within the pO mass range. The four-vectors from the two
decays were used to form an invariant pO](~ mass which for
our Monte Carlo event sample shows a clear B s signal at 5.42
GeV over very little combinatorial background. The Monte
Carlo simulation includes the detector effects as described in
chapter 3. With rather loose cuts on the ](~ and pO masses
one arrives at a detection efficiency of 32%.

With these numbers one can estimate the integrated lumi
nosity needed to obtain the 1000 events mentioned in the pre-
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vious subsection. Assuming that the 1(5S) decays to BsBs
(either directly or via B;Bn 1/3 of the time and that the
energy spread of the machine is about the same as the width
of the 1(5S), one can start from a BsBs production cross
section of 0.1 nb. Leaving the branching ratio to pOJ(~ as an
unknown parameter, one needs 150 pb-1 / BR(Bs -+ pOJ(~)

in order to observe 1000 events. In other words, with a total
integrated luminosity of 300 fb-1 one can measure sin2, if
the branching ratio BR(Bs -+ pOJ(~) is at least 5 X 10-4•

The combinatorial background from the BsBs events them
selves is small, about 2%. Likewise, the background from
BuBu and BdBd events on the 1(5S) is small, about 4%.
The most serious background comes from the qq continuum
events and can exceed several times the Bs -+ poJ(~ signal
- increasing with decreasing pOJ(~ branching ratio. However,
with tighter cuts on the J(~ and pO selection this background
can be reduced by almost an order of magnitude - while de
creasing the efficiency for the signal from 32% to 20%. Proba
bly the most powerful tool against this type of background is
a multiple vertex fit, as described for B -+ 71"+71"- in Chapter
6 on rare decays.

Contamination from C= +1 BsBs States

If the BsBs pair is produced in a C= -1 state, the time
dependent asymmetry is given by

A(t) = sin2,sin(xst/r)

where t is the time difference between decays as discussed
above. If the BsBs pair is produced in a C= +1 state (such
as e+e- -+ BsB; -+ BsBs,), then the analogous time-de
pendent asymmetry depends on the sum of the decay times.
The time-dependent asymmetry for the time difference t for
the C= + 1 state takes the form

A(t) = sin 2, ( Xs 2 cos(xst/r) + 1 2 sin(xst/r)).
1 +X s 1 +X s

For large Xs, the cos(xst/r) term will dominate in this expres
sion but will be supressed relative to the asymmetry in the.
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The B8 B8 pairs in the C=
+1 state will introduce a small
phase shift in the oscillation
and dilute the asymmetry.

A large data sample above
the B8 B8 threshold and an
optimistically large branching
fraction for B8 -+ pOI<~ are
needed to measure sin 2')'.

C= -1 state by a factor of xs/(1+x;) ~ 1/xs. The cos(xst/r)
term will introduce a small phase shift in the oscillation. In
addition, the contamination of these background events will
dilute the asymmetry. The measured asymmetry Ameas is
related to the true asymmetry Atrue by the relation

Ameas = Atrue(1- P),

where P is the fraction of the total sample (including back
ground) which is an independent background. Therefore,
equal amounts of C= +1 and C= -1 states, for example,
will dilute the asymmetry by a factor of two,!3 The con
tamination must be small enough so that the dilution is not
significant and well enough known so that the dilution can be
accurately estimated.

Conclusions on Measuring sin 2, Using Bs -? pO I<~

For sin 2, ~ 0.3, X s ~ 3, and no dilution of the asymme
try due to imperfect vertex resolution or backgrounds, the sta
tistical error on sin 2, for a total of N reconstructed, tagged
events is approximately 7r/(2VN). For N = 1000, this gives
an uncertainty of 6' sin 2, = 0.05. The reconstruciton effi
ciency for Bs -? pOI<~ is estimated to be approximately 32%.
We estimate that the efficiency for tagging the other B meson
as a B~ or B s with a charged lepton or a fully reconstructed
D s is about 20%. Therefore, a reconstructed, tagged sam
ple of 1000 Bs -? pOI<~ decays would require approximately
16,000 BsBs events in which one of the B's decays to pOI<~.

To obtain such a sample with a total integrated luminosity
of 300 fb -1, the branching fraction for B s -? pOI<~ must be

at least 5 X 10-4 • It may be quite a bit smaller than this; 19

however, there are other CP eigenstates (e.g., wI<~ and wI<*o,
where w -? 71"+71"-71"0 and l{*o -? I<~7I"0) which could be re
constructed with similar efficiency. Adding several such states
together may give the statistical precision needed. The size
of the asymmetry will be reduced by at least a factor of two
(and hence the relative error will be increased by a factor of
two) if the spatial resolution (j divided by the spatial wave
length of the oscillation A = 271"{3,cr/xs is greater than 0.2.
For {3, = 1 and X s = 471", for example, this corresponds to

#3 The ratio ofC= +1 to C= -1 states is not known. In the study of
measuring X 8 , it was assumed that at a center-of-mass energy above
the threshold for B:B: production, the fraction of B8 B8 states
which are C= +1 is 0.06, which would only dilute the asymmetry
by a factor of 0.94.
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33 p,m resolution for measuring the distance between decay
vertices. The asymmetry will also be diluted due to decays to
pOK~ from Bs meson pairs in the C= +1 state or from other
backgrounds. The vertex resolution and background contam
ination must be well understood so that the expected dilution
can be accurately estimated.

5.7. COMPARING DIFFERENT BOOSTS AND BEAMPIPES

In their study, Aleksan et al~ used a boost with f3i :::::: 1
and assumed a beampipe radius of 1 cm. It is important to
determine how critical these parameters are, since machine
design is simpiified for a smaller boost, and such a small
beampipe may not be achievable. Another study16 suggested
that a boost with f3i :::::: 0.5 would be closer to optimum.

We have conducted studies at several boosts to under
stand the advantages and disadvantages of a lower boost. Be
cause we have assumed a constant geometrical acceptance in
the laboratory frame, the reconstruction efficiency for B -+

J/'l/JK~ increases at lower boosts. Moreover, this efficiency is
less sensitive to the low-angle cut-off, as is shown in Table 5.2
and Figure 5.6.

Table 5.2 Efficiency for reconstructing
B -+ J/'l/JK~ for various low-angle cut-offs.

cos (} f3i=0.56 f3i=0.97

0.98 68% 61%

0.95 56% 48%

0.90 41% 23%
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Our study also indicates that the resolution on !::i.z im

proves somewhat going from f3,=1 to f3,=0.56, but the res

olution scaled by f3,er (the mean B vertex separation) gets

worse. This is shown in Figure 5.7. The important crite

rion, however, is the error on measuring the CP violation

amplitude,sin 2</>. We have carried out identical analyses, as

described in section 5.4, on samples of 20000 BdBd events

produced with three different boosts: f3,=0.97 (12.5 GeV

vs. 2.2 GeV), f3,=0.56 (9.0 GeV vs. 3.1 GeV) and f3,=0.43

(8.0 GeV vs. 3.5 GeV). In all three cases, the error on sin 2f3 is

essentially the same; the results are summarized in Table 5.3.

Thus any of these boosts is adequate for studying CP viola-

tion in Bd mesons.
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Table 5.3 Error in measuring sin2{3 for different boosts
and beampipe radii, with 300 fb-1 of data.

Boost ({3'Y) Beampipe Radius Erroron sin 2{3

0.97 lcm 0.025

0.56 lcm 0.023

0.43 lcm 0.023

0.56 2cm 0.025

0.43 2cm 0.025

In order to evaluate whether a larger beampipe would pro

vide adequate vertex resolution, we have conducted an iden

tical study to the one described above (for the two smaller

boosts) using a 2 cm radius beampipe in the simulation (see

Figure 5.7). We find that the resolution on flz is degraded

by only about 30%. This leaves the error on sin 2{3 essentially

unchanged; these results are included in Table 5.3. Thus,

according to this simulation (which includes a complete sim

ulation of multiple scattering and nuclear interactions in the

1 mm Beryllium beampipe and two layers of 300 /-Lm thick

silicon vertex detector), a 2 cm beampipe radius is accept

able. Of course, for other measurements - particularly any

mixing or CP violation measurements involving Bs mesons

considerably more stringent demands are made on the vertex

resolution.
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5.8. COMPARING SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC B FAC

TORIES

In principle, CP violation can
be detected at a symmetric B
factory, ifit is operating above
the 1(48).

We have outlined the methods and information required
for measuring CP violation in the B B system at an asymmet
ric collider; however, this is not. the only way this measure
ment could be made. In particular, a CP-violating asymme
try can be measured without any vertex information if the BO
and BO are in a C = +1 state. Such a state can be produced
by running above BB* threshhold; the B* decays to BO,.

When produced in a C = +1 state, the reaction rates for

decays to a CP eigenstate and a tagging (BO or BO) state are
4

!CP(tl)!B(t2) oc [1 - sin(2<,h) sin(.6.m(tl + t2))] e-r (h+t2) ,

!CP(tl)!Jj(t2) oc [1 +sin(2<,h) sin(.6.m(tl + t2))] e-r (t 1+h) .#4

Note that they are symmetric in tl and t2, in contrast to the
equations in section 3.2. The time dependent asymmetry can

#4 The sign convention we have used here is arbitrary; it depends on
the CP of the eigenstate being reconstructed.
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be integrated over both tt and t2 and results in

Although the dilution factor in front approaches 2/x3 for large
x (as would be the case for Bs mesons), it is approximately
0.6 for x ~ .0.7. Thus, even without any time measurement,
an asymmetry can be measured: it would appear as an un
equal number of Band B tags detected in association with
a CP eigenstate. This method has the advantage that the
measurement can be made with a symmetric collider.

The 1988 Snowmass Summer Study group on e+e- B
factories concluded that asymmetric B factory at the T(4S)
had a factor of 4.7 advantage in the total luminosity needed
to make a three standard deviation measurement of a CP
violating asymmetry for states with no background, compared
to a symmetric B factory operated just above BB* thresh-

4 -hold. The Snowmass study assumed a total B B cross sec-
tion of 1.2 nb at the T(4S), of which 43% was assumed to be
BOBO production. In contrast, above BB* threshhold, the to
tal BB cross section was estimated to be 0.3 nb, with 34% of
this being BdBJ+BJBd production. This produces a factor
of five advantage in useful cross section. In this background
free study, therefore, this advantage arises primarily from the
higher cross section at the T(48). In an actual experiment,
however, the reduction in background afforded by the use of
vertex cuts and by the higher intrinsic signal-to-background
ratio at the T(48) are equally important.

The symmetric case has a small advantage in the "dilu
tion" factor d (see Chapter 2.5), which relates the measurable
asymmetry A to sin 2f3: a smaller value of d requires a larger
number of reconstructed and tagged events to measure sin 2f3
to a given precision. For the symmetric collider case, d is
just the fully time-integrated dilution, 2x/(1 + x2)2, which
equals 0.63 for x = 0.71 (neglecting a factor of VI - A2).
The integrated asymmetry for the asymmetric collider case is
d = x/(1 +x2) = 0.47 for x = 0.71. The fitting method de
scribed here, however, yields a larger value of d. The uncer
tainty due to the number of correct tags derived from the fit
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Because the OF-violation mea
surement at a symmetric fac
tory must be done above the
Y(48), where the B cross sec
tion is a factor of four smaller,
all other B physics studies
suffer.

is 0.0208 for N = 6914 events; the effective value is therefore
d = 0.58, slightly smaller than the value of 0.61 used in refer
ence 4, but larger than the fully time-integrated value. (Note
that the error quoted in section 5.4 is larger, as it includes, in
addition, the error due to the correction for wrong-sign tags,
which we assume are the same for both the symmetric and
asymmetric cases.)

Since new measurements by CLEO 20 indicate that BOBO

production is ",,50% (rather than 43%) of the T(4S) cross
section, the luminosity advantage of the asymmetric collider
has actually increased from 4.7 to 5.4. It is important in the
design of a high-luminosity asymmetric collider at the T(4S)
to pay attention to the center-of-mass energy spread, as this
reduces the effective T(4S) cross section, and could thereby
reduce the luminosity advantage.

What other advantages does an asymmetric collider offer
compared to a symmetric machine? Perhaps the foremost
is that it allows the CP. violation study to be done at the
T(4S), where the cross section is maximized for all the other
Bd and Bu physics one wants to do. For a symmetric B
factory running off the T(4S), all the other physics studies will
suffer from the reduced cross section. Also, on the T(4S) the
continuum cross section is only a factor of two larger than the
B B cross section and, as we shall show, the vertex information
at an asymmetric collider can be used to suppress a very large
fraction of this background. Above the T(4S)the continuum
generates a much larger relative background; a large amount
of continuum data must be taken below the T(4S} in order
to perform a background subtraction, taking more time and
integrated luminosity away from the B physics program.

Above the T(4S), BO BO production may represent 10 to
20% of the BB cross section; since these BOBO pairs will be
produced in a C = -1 state, care must be taken to distin
guish these events from the B B* events in order to prevent a
sizeable dilution of the C = +lCP asymmetry measurment.
This can be done given sufficient mass resolution:

Another important difference is the "confidence" one can
place in the CP-asymmetry measurements. In our method,
we have important internal cross checks: the total number of
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events with a BO tag should equal the total number of events
with a BO tag; the total number of events in which the CP
eigenstate decay precedes the tagging decay should equal the
total number of events in which the CP eigenstate decay fol
lows the tagging decay. Only when the events are sorted into
the proper four categories, and then properly combined (see
section 3.2) will the asymmetry appear. Then the asymmetry
should be clearly seen in deviations from exponential decay
rates. When measuring a time integrated asymmetry with
B B* events, one must rely entirely on an asymmetry of the
tags; every other possible source of such an asymmetry must
be ruled out in some way.

Finally, we will show (in Chapter 6) that the vertex
ing information available at an asymmetric collid,er is very
useful in suppressing continuum background to the reaction
B ~ 71"+71"-. Measuring sin 2a at a symmetric machine may
be much more difficult than measuring sin 2,8. While it is
clear that it will require a great deal of luminosity (tv 300
fb-:-,l) and good vertex resolution at an asymmetric collider,
we know of no reason it cannot be done. And although mea
suring sin 2, will· require a great deal of luck (along with a
large data sample) at an asymmetic B factory, it is completely
impossible at a symmetric collider since the integration dilu
tion goes as tv 2/x3 ; this is clearly too high a price to pay
when X s ~ 3.
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6. B DECAY PHYSICS OTHER
THAN CP VIOLATION

6.1. INTRODUCTION

T he measurement of CP-violation in the B system is the
primary goal of a next-generation B factory. Along the

way, however, a spectacular bounty of physics results can be
reaped at lower levels of integrated luminosity. The B sys
tem presents a unique opportunity to measure basic param
eters of the Standard Model and to probe for heavy objects
which can manifest themselves in decays which proceed via
loop diagrams. In addition, since B decays are expected to be
dominated by short-distance dynamics, they provide an im
portant testing ground for perturbative QCD. It is difficult to .
overestimate the richness of the physics program which awaits
the next high-luminosity B factory.

The B system has only begun to be explored; less than
10% of the exclusive decay modes have been measured and
only a few hundred B decays have been fully reconstructed.
CLEO, and to a lesser extent ARGUS, can be expected to
dominate the field for the next five years. CESR has achieved
a peak luminosity of 1032 cm-2 sec-1 and expects to improve
this by a significant factor; the upgraded CLEO II detector
has greatly improved electromagnetic calorimetry allowing,
modes with neutrals to be reconstructed with greater effi
ciency. SLC and LEP will also produce a substantial number
of B's, and although fewer in number than CESR these will
be moving B's, which allows secondary vertices to be recon
structed. Despite the advances expected in the field of B
physics in the next few years, there are many interesting top
ics, in addition to CP-violation, which are likely to remain
out of reach or to be only partially explored. This is because
no one machine will have the combined advantages of high
luminosity, high cross-section onthe 1'(4S), and moving B's.

We present in this chapter several detailed analyses show
ing how the advantages of a high-luminosity, asymmetric ma
chine can be exploited in order to make significant inroads in
B decay physics. The analyses are divided into the following
categories:
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1. B s mixing.

2. Exclusive b -+ c hadronic decays.

3. Exclusive b -+ c semi-leptonic decays.

4. Exclusive b -+ u decays.

5. Penguin diagrams.

6. Annihilation diagrams.

In all but the last category, which is extremely difficult
at any machine, the analyses indicate that an asymmetric ma
chine operating at an initial luminosity of above 1Q33cm-2sec-l
will begin to produce significant new physics results in the
first year.

6.2. BsBs MIXING

Introduction and Formalism

Just as the J(o and J(o mix to produce mass eigenstates
J(~ and J(2, neutral B meson mass eigenstates should be a

mixture of Band B. In particular, measurements by ARGUS
1

and CLEO 2 have reported a high degree of mixing between
the Bd and Bd mesons, which leads to predictions that mix
ing of BsBs mesons should be "maximal". The mixing (in
both cases) comes about through box diagrams involving W±
and heavy quarks, primarily, the top quark~ The mixing can
be described by a mass matrix with non-zero off-diagonal el
ements:

Mixing of B,B, mesons is
predicted to be ''maximal''.

By diagonalizing this matrix we obtain Bl and B2' the mass
eigenstates with definite widths; M and r are the average
mass and width. If we define

then ~m=2ReQ and ~r=-4ImQ. For the B system, ~m ~
~r, so that the lifetime difference for B's is small, in contrast
to the J(o system.
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The Ba mixing parameter:Ca is
expected to be ~ 3 and could
be much larger

For large :Ca, only a time
dependent method can be
used.

Defining x == t6.m/r and y = t6.r/2r, the ratio r mea
sured by ARGUS and CLEO is

P(BO -+ EO) x2 + y2 x 2
r- - ""---- P(BO -+ BO) - 2 +x 2 - y2 "" 2 +x 2 '

since x ~ y. Because of the dominance of the top quark in
the box diagrams (assuming that there are only three gener
ations), x can be written

where q stands for d or 8. Here, Gp is the Fermi constant,
TBq and mBq are the appropriate B meson lifetime and mass,
and BBq and f B q are the B meson "bag" constant and decay
constant. lttq and ~b are the relevant Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix elements; "It is the QCDcorrection factor of order one

(~0.85
3
). A(Zt)/Zt, where Zt = mF!mrv, is a slowly varying

function of the top quark mass; it equals 0.75 for mt = mw
and drops to 0.52 for mt=200 GeV.

Most of these factors cancel, at least approximately, in
the ratio x s / Xd; we are left with

Existing measurements constrain this ratio to be equal to or
greater than 6. Averaging the results of ARGUS and CLEO
gives Xd = O.71:!:~:U; this implies that Xs ~ 3. It could be
considerably larger; Xs ~ 25 is not ruled out. If Xs ~ 2, this
would be evidence for a fourth generation of quarks mixing
with the known three generations~

We have carried out a Monte Carlo study to determine
the limits of measuring X s (t6.m/r for the Bs ) at an asymmet
ric B factory. ARGUS and CLEO have measured the ratio
of like-sign dilepton events to opposite-sign dilepton events,
for BdBd events. For BsBs events this ratio approaches 1
as X s increases, and loses all sensitivity for determining X s

if X s ~ 5, given a 10% measurement of the ratio. Thus a
time-dependent method ,as opposed to this time-integrated
method, is required.
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The goal of the study was to find the largest value of X s

(= x max ) which could be measured for a given boost, ver
tex resolution and integrated luminosity at an asymmetric
collider, in order to gain some understanding of the possible
trade-offs in these parameters. The method is to use like-sign
dilepton events to determine the high frequency modulation
in the D.z distribution caused by the rapid tiine oscillation in
the B s mixing. Here D.z is the distance between the leptons
along the beamline, measured where the tracks cross in the
x - y plane. The assumptions we have made in generating
"events" will be outlined below; our methods for extracting
Xs will then be described; we end this section with our con
clusions.

For B s meson pairs produced in a C = -1 state ,i.e.,
BsBs and B;B; pairs, the mixing depends only on the time
difference of the decays (D.t =t2 - tl). Because the T(4S)
is below threshold for BsBs and B;B; pairs, we must work
above it, preferably at the T(5S). The quantity D.t is ob
servable, neglecting the small momentum of the B mesons
in the T(5S) center-of-mass frame: D.t ::::: t5.zj(13IC) ,where
13, is pjm for the T(5S) in the laboratory frame. Because
of the large size of the beams (relative to the decay lengths)
the individual times tl and t2 are not measurable and are
not required. In effect, we can integrate over tl with no loss
of information. For B s meson pairs produced in a C = +1
state ,i.e., BsB;, the mixing depends on the sum tl + t2. We
can replace t2 by tl + D.t and then integrate over tl. The
resulting dependence on D.t could, in principle, be observed,
but because it has a small amplitude on top of a large purely
exponential component, it is much less distinct than in the
C = -1 case. It will be treated only as a background in this
study.

Input Assumptions

For the total production cross section and relative rates
for various combinations of B mesons, we have used the CUSB
data and analysis presented in 1988.

4
Because these data show

the cross section for BB production dipping to zero in the
range 10.750 to 10.800 GeV (the narrow window above BsBs
threshold, but below BsB;), we have chosen not to work at
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We have assumed that the
Y(5S) is above B; Ii; thresh
hold.

this energy, but rather at the T(5S). The total cross section
for B meson production is taken to be 0.27 nb at the T(5S)
peak.

In addition we have assumed that in all cases ,BB, BB*,
and B*B*, the relative proportions of BuBu to BdBd are
equal, as they are, at least approximately, at the T(4S). Ta
ble 6.1 lists the proportions of event types. Note that CUSB's
model has the peak of the T(5S) above B;B; threshold; this

is an optimistic assumption for this study~ If B;B; is not
produced at the T(5S) , or is produced at a much reduced
rate, it may be necessary to go to a higher energy, since this
is the primary source of the signal. We have also followed the
CUSB analysis and. assumed that three-body decays of the
T(5S) (e.g., B+B°7r-) are negligible.

Table 6.1 Relative Rates Assumed for B Species

Species Fractional Rate Type of mixing

BJBJ 0.11 no mixing

BJBJ 0.11 C = -1 Xd mixing

B;B; 0.26 C = -1 Xs mixing

BuBJ 0.15 no mixing

BdBJ 0.15 C = +1 Xd mixing

BsB; 0.02 C = +1 Xs mixing

BuBu 0.07 no mixing

BdBd 0.07 C = -1 Xd mixing

BsBs 0.05 C = -1 Xs mixing

For decay rates, we have assumed that all B mesons have
the same lifetime, 1.1 ps. This is smaller than the 1.3 ps 1988
Particle Data Group value, but closer to the value of 1.15 ±
0.14 reported at the InternationalConference on High Energy
Physics in Munich, August, 1988

6
• We have also taken the

semileptonic branching ratios to be 10% each for electrons and
muons, as reported at Munich. The efficiency for detecting
each of these leptons was taken to be 50%, independent of
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the boost. Thus, multiplying these factors together, 1% of all
B B events are included in the "data sample" .

Rather than actually doing detector simulations for tens
or hundreds of thousands of events, we have simply generated
the ~z according to the appropriate formulae, and then ap
plied Gaussian smearing. More complete simulations show a
definite non-Gaussian tail to the ~z resolution, but for sim
plicity's sake we have ignored this. We have also ignored the
small, but non-zero, momenta of the B mesons in the center
of-mass rest frame. These momenta will also effectively add.
a small amount to the smearing when relating ~z to ~t:

about 20 /lm on average, for Bs mesons coming from B;B;
events (the type of event which produces most of the signal),
when (3, ~ 1. Thus, when a resolution of 40 /lm is used in
this study, it should be considered to be comprised of 20 /lm
smearing due to momenta plus 35 /lm smearing from detector
resolution, added in quadrature to yield an effective resolution
of 40 /lm.

Mixing formulae for the different cases are shown below
(these equations were found in Krawczyk et al.

7
but are pre

sented here with slight changes in notation). Of course, for
BuBu events, there is no mixing, and no contribution to the
like-sign event distribution, only a purely exponential contri
bution to the opposite-sign distribution. For C = -1 mixing
events (BdBd' BJBJ, BsBs and B;B;) the opposite-sign and
like-sign events are distributed respectively as:

1 (t1+ t2) 2(X ~t)-exp - cos --
7"2 7" 2 7"

1 (t1+t2) . 2( x ~t)-exp - sm --
7"2 7" 2 7"

where xis Xs for Bs events and Xd for Bd events; Xd = 0.70
for this study; 7" is the mean B lifetime quoted above. After
substituting tl +~t for t2, where t2 ;::: t}, and integrating over
t}, the formulae are:

We have generated decay lengths
and applied Gausman smea~

ingj no real kinematics or de
tector simulation was done.

1 ~t 2 x ~t
-exp(--)cos (--)
7" 7" 27"

1 ~t. 2 x ~t
-exp(--)sm (--) ,
7" 7" 27

The simple time dependence is thus preserved.
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No backgrounds from the con
tinuum or from cascade decays
were included.

For BdBJ and BsB; events (0 = +1) the opposite-sign
and like-sign formulae are:

1 (it+ t2) 2( x tl + t2)-exp - cos
r2 r 2 r
1 (t 1 +t2). 2(xt1 +t2)-exp - sm - .
r2 r 2 r

After substituting and integrating as before, the relations
take on the form:

1 !::it 2 x !::it 2 • !::it
---exp(--)[2cos (--) +x - xsm(x-)]
2r(1 +x2) r 2 r r

1 !::it. 2 x !::it 2 • !::it
2r(1 +x2) exp(--r)[2 sm (2"-r ) +x - x sm(x-r )] .

To generate the!::iz distributions, we simply substituted !::iz/ (!::iz)
for !::it/r (where (!::iz) = (3,cr) , and then applied Gaussian
smearing, to approximate both the vertex resolution and the
small momenta of the B mesons in the l'(58) rest frame.

We have not included backgrounds from cc events, or from
semileptonic decays of charmed mesons from the B mesons,
or, indeed, from any source. We assume that most of these
backgrounds can be eliminated by cuts on the leptons' mo
menta. For cc events there is no large source of like-sign
events, because DD mixing is known to be small; and for
most cascade events, which could produce like-sign lepton
backgrounds, there would be no rapid osdllation in the back
ground. There is one obvious exception to this: if leptons
from the B s ~ DX ~ ex cascade are misidentified as having
come directly from the B s meson, this could create like-sign
events with a rapid time oscillation, smeared by the D life
time. If this background cannot be eliminated by momentum
cuts, etc., it could make the measurement more difficult.
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Figure 6.1 a&b The (un
smeared) decay time distribu
tion for C = -1 B s me
son pairs; the· upper plot is
for opposite-sign lepton events,
the lower for like-sign lep
ton events. This represents
30 fb- 1 of data, with xs =10.







with (~z)= 90 pm, and a resolution of 60 pm would fall at
the other end. The study has been carried out at two different
values of integrated luminosity: 3 and 30 fb -1. .'
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Figure 6.4 a&b The (smeared)
decay path length distribu
tion for C = -1 Bd me
son pairs; the upper plot is
for opposite-sign lepton events,
the lower for like-sign lep
ton events. This represents
30 fb -1 of data, with xd=0.70
and (J' = 0.25{~z).

Examples of these event distributions are shown in Fig
ures 6.1 through 6.6. Figures 6.1 a and 6.1 b show the un
smeared ~tlT distribution for opposite-sign and like-sign (C =
-1) BsBs plus B;B; events when x s=10. The luminosity is
equal to 30 fb -1. Figures 6.2 a and 6.2 b show the same data
after smearing with 0'=0.25 (~z). Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5
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show the similar (smeared) distributions for the (0 = +1)
BsB;, and the BdBd events. Finally, 6.6 a and 6.6 b show
the sum of all the distributions. The various types of BuBu
events are included in 6.6 aj 6.6 b is the histogram used for
the fits.
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Figure 6.5 a&b The (smeared)
decay path length distribu-'
tion for C = +1 Bd me
son pairs; the upper plot is
for opposite-sign lepton events,
the lower for like-sign lep
ton events. This represents
30 fb-1 of data, with xd=O.70
and (j = O.25(6.z).
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Extracting x s

The Fitting Function

As can be seen from Figure 6.6, the like-sign event distri-
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bution carries more distinct information than the opposite
sign events. Thus this analysis used only the like-sign his
togram. Preliminary fits to the opposite-sign histogram gave
consistently worse results than those from the like-sign his
togram. A simultaneous fit to both histograms may pro
vide additional discrimination, but these have not been tried.
In every case, we fit all 50 bins spanning the range 0.0 ::;
flz / (flz) < 2.5. This range contains 90% of all events.
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Figure 6.6 a&b The sum
of all the distributions from
Figures 6.2-6.5, plus the Bu
contribution to the opposite
sign lepton events in the upper
plot. The lower plot (6.6b) (for
like-sign lepton events) is the
histogram which was fit. This
represents 30 fb- 1 of data,
with xs =10, xd=0.70 and u =
O.25(~z).
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We have treated each of the four components contribut
ing to the like-sign event distribution separately.· The Bd
C = -1 and C = +1 slowly oscillating components have each
been calculated numerically by convoluting a Gaussian with
the appropriate time distribution formula. This calculation
assumes that Xd is known, so that the resulting distributions
depend only on the resolution. The convolution was done
for each of the seven resolutions. The small C = +1 Bs

component was treated as purely exponential; this is a good
approximation after the true distribution has been smeared..
Finally the signal component (C = -1 Bs ) was calculated
bin by bin by doing a numerical integration twice per bin,
splitting each into a lower and an upper half.

There were a total of seven parameters in the fitting func-
tion:

(1) L integrated luminosity (fb-1)

(2) (J" vertex resolution
(3) Nd- Bd C = -1 cross section (fb)
(4) Nd+ Bd C = +1 cross section (fb)
(5) Ns- Bs C = -1 cross section (fb)
(6) Ns+ Bs C = +1 cross section (fb)
(7) x s Bs mixing parameter.

Only X s was allowed to float. The total luminosity, vertex
resolution and total B cross section will be well measured; the
relative fractions of Bu , Bd and Bs , and of the C = +1 and
C = -1 components may be more difficult to determine. In
addition, the value of Xd was fixed at 0.70, the value used
to generate the events, which is roughly the average of the
ARGUS 1 and CLEO 2 results.

Procedure

After a resolution ratio ((J" / (~z)) and an integrated lumi
nosity were selected, a value for X s was chosen. The appro
priate histogram of ~z for like-sign dilepton events was gen
erated. The same random number seed was used each time
events were generated. After examining the histogram, a
rough estimate of X s was made and used as input to the fitter
with large errors (±5). The fitter then found the best value of,
X s by first executing the "CHOOSE" procedure (in MINUIT),
which does a quick search, randomly varying the input param-
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A seven-parameter fit was
employed; only:1)3 was allowed
to float.
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value of:1), over a wide range,
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eter and searching for the lowest minimum. This procedure
reduces the importance of the input value, thereby eliminat
ing a possible source of bias. Using this starting value, it
performed a full minimization procedure, followed by an er
ror analysis in which the true one standard deviation errors
are determined by finding the lower and higher values of X s

which increase the X2 by 1. As an example, Figure 6.7 shows
the same data as in 6.6 b, with a fit overlaid.

Figure 6.7 The same his
togram as in Figure 6.6b, with
the fit overlaid. The fit value
of 3:3 = 9.53~g:~i, the input
3: 3 =10.
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If the fit value of 3: 3 was
correct to within 10%, and the
errors were finite, the fit was
considered successful.

If the fit value of X s was within 10% of the input value, and
if the error bars were finite, this was considered a successful
fit (on a few occasions the central fit value was within 10%

of the correct value, but the upper error bar was unbounded;
such a case would be useful for setting a lower limit on X s , but
was not considered successful here). If the fit was successful,
X s was increased by 1 and the procedure repeated until a value
of X s which failed was found. If the initial value failed, X s was
decreased until a successful value was found. X max was thus
determined to be the largest value of X s with a successful fit,
plus 0.5.

In order to estimate the errors on Xmax, we redetermined
X max for a few points, starting with a different random num
berseed. This was repeated up to 10 times to make 10 mea
surements of Xmax at a single point. The errors determined
this way are shown as one standard deviation error bars in
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X max = 0.06 + 2.29(~z) /u

X max = 0.08 + 3.00(~z) /u

Figures 6.8 and 6.9. This systematic error ('" 1 - 2) domi
nates over the 1/Vfi error which comes from taking integer
steps to determine x max •

Conclusions

Table 6.2 presents the results for all the cases of the study;
they are also presented in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. Note that the
value of X max is always quoted as a half-integer, since we made
integer steps.

Table 6.2 Xmax Values

Vertex Resolution (u / (~z))

Lumin. 0.667 0.444 0.333 0.250 0.222 0.143 0.125

3 fb-1 3.5 6.5 6.5 9.5 11.5 15.5 19.5

30 fb-1 4.5 8.5 9.5 11.5 17.5 20.5 22.5

The figures also show a least-squared fit to a straight line;
the functions and their X2 , for 5 degrees of freedom, are as
follows:

.c =3 fb-1:

.c =30 fb- 1:

It is clear that Xmax is proportional to (~z) /u. The more
interesting result is that increasing the luminosity increases
the dependence of our Xmax capability on (~z) / u, but does
not alter the constant term. This implies that in the region
of (~z)/u '" 3, which corresponds to the capabilities of our
detector with 9 on 3 GeV, we will gain only slowly with lu
minosity. On the other hand, if Xs is larger than X max for
our data, we will, at the least, be able to set a lower limit on
X s of roughly Xmax. This will probably be the best limit on
X s , and is of significant theoretical interest.
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Figure 6.8 X max as a function
of(Az}/a for3fb- 1 integrated
luminosity.

Figure 6.9 Same as Figure
6.8, but for 30 fb- 1 integrated
luminosity.
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6.3. b --+ c HADRONIC DECAYS - UNDERSTANDING THE

WEAK DECAY MECHANISM

Introduction

The study of the hadronic weak decays of heavy mesons
has, over the last decade, been advanced considerably by ex
periments in both the c and b quark sector. There is an inter
esting opposition, however, of experimental and theoretical
progress in the two areas. The clearest theoretical predic
tions are made in the b quark sector, where the experimen~

tal measurements are crude. The experimental situation in
the charm sector is very much better: there are high preci
sion measurements of exclusive branching ratios and meson
and baryon lifetimes. The clear interpretation of these re
sults is, however, complicated by the fact that the energy
release in charm decay places the final state hadron relative
momenta in the middle of the resonance region; moreover,
non-perturbative effects are relatively large. In the b quark
sector, both of these effects are substantially less important,
so that more definite predictions can be made. The prob
lem is that the data on hadronic B meson decay are sparse.
The total of one million B mesons thus far produced at the
T(4S) by CLEO and ARGUS has yielded only a few hundred
reconstructed events. There is also no measurement of the
individual lifetimes of charged and neutral B mesons. Thus,
our understanding of the non-Ieptonic decays of the b quark
remains at a relatively crude level.

A high-luminosity asymmetric B factory promises to pro
duce a much larger sample of B mesons, which together with
the reduction in -combinatoric background made possible by
the reconstruction of individual B meson decay vertices and
the improved photon detection and particle identification ca
pability of a new detector, could lead to an increase in the
number of reconstructed hadronic B decays by as much as
a factor of 103• This would bring the experimental precision
to a level comparable to that which currently exists in the
charm sector. We would thus achieve a detailed understand
ing of the hadronic current-current interaction in the heaviest
experimentally accessible quark system.
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The Model of Bauer, Stech and Wirbel

Bauer, Stech and Wirbel have produced a model8 which,
assuming factorization, evaluates the effective Lagrangian us
ing quark model wave functions for the hadronic states. The
use of quark-model wavefunetions means that, perforce, this
picture deals only with two-body and quasi-two-body final
states. This model has been successful in describing the main
features ofexdusive hadronic charm decay, although, since it
incorporates neither non-factorizable amplitudes such as an
nihilation processes, nor final state interactjons, it cannot pro
vide a complete descript~on. Since these contributions are al
most certainly much less significant in the b quark sector, the
BSW model should come much closer to a complete descrip
tion of non-Ieptonic B meson decays. The phemonemological
BSW model finds its justification in the 1/Nc expansion; as

well as in QeD sum rule calculations~O which demonstrate
that those terms neglected in the model are of non-leading
order in 1/Nc and that these terms tend to cancel.

For a brief discussion of this approach, w~ begin with the
D.B = 1 non-Ieptonic effective Lagrangian (neglecting pen
guin amplitudes):

Leff(D.B = 1) =
Gp { . - --/2 'Vc:bV:d[Cl(JL)(cb)L(du)L +c2(JL)(db)L(CU)L] +

'Vc:bV:s[Cl (JL )(cb)L(SU)L +C2(JL)(sb)L(eu)L] +

'Vc:b~d[Cl(JL)(cb)L(dc)L +c2(JL)(db)L(cc)L] +

VubV:d[C1(JL)(ub)L(du)L + c2(JL)(db)L(uu)L] +

Vub ~:[C1(JL)(ub)L(SC)L + c2(JL)(sb)L(UC)L] +

Vub ~d[C1(JL)(ub)L(dc)L + C2(JL)(db)L(uC)L]}
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where the QCD renormalization group coefficients

c+ +c_ d C+ - c_
Cl = an C2 = ,

2 2

are evaluated at the appropriate scale Jl f'V 5 GeV. The no
tation (sc) L stands for the V - A color-summed operator

3
(Sc)L = L: Si/#L(l -1'S)Ci. Note that the QCD correction in-

i=l
duces an "effective neutral current" coupling; the pure charged
current form is recovered in the limit Cl --+ 1, C2 --+ 0, as
as --+ O.

The BSW method consists of evaluating this Lagrangian
in a specific quark model. The various terms are interpreted
as effective hadron, rather than quark, field operators. Thus
the first term would be rewritten as

The hadron field operators are to be explicitly evaluated using
factorization and quark model wave functions.

There is a relation between the coefficients Ci and ai:

The color factor e= 1INe arises from the color mismatch
involved in forming color singlets from the Fierz-transformed
terms in the Lagrangian. Its actual value may differ from 1/3
due to non-perturbative effects, particularly in the charm
sector. At the scale Jl = mb we expect

C1 ~ 1.1, C2 f'V -0.24.

Thus, the most basic task of an experimental investigation
of the mechanism of B meson hadronic decay is to establish
the values of al, a2 and e, and to compare these with values
derived from QCD-based models, such as the liNe expansion.
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Current B meson branching
ratio measurements are based
on, at best, tens of events per
exclusive channel.

The reconstruction efficiency
for B meson decay channels
proceeding through a D or D*
meson is necessarily small.

Particular exclusive decay modes may have decay widths
proportional to ai, a~ or (a 1 +K az? For example:

B(BO ---. D+1r-) rv O.4Sa!

B(B- ---. K- J/'l/J) rv 1.01a~

B(B- ---. D°1r-) rv O.4S(al +0.75az)Z ,

where factors proportional to K-M angles and phase space
have been suppressed.

Thus, measurements of individual branching fractions to
sufficient precision can allow the extraction of the al and az
coefficients. Comparison with the calculated values of CI and
Cz allows extraction of the value of e. In the charm sector,
the value of eso derived is 0.10 ± 0.15, which is consistent
both with the naive value of 1/3 and with zero, which would
indicate that color-suppressed amplitudes are absent. While
the complexity of the charm decay process makes it difficult
to further refine this analysis, in the b sector this ansatz pro
vides a far more complete description, and thus improved data
on B meson decay branching fractions should allow explicit
confrontation with theory. Current measurements, based on a
handful of events into any particular exclusive hadronic chan
nel, are not capable of shedding light on the problem. The
order-of-magnitude increase in statistics we can expect from
i(48) experiments in the next several years will also not pro
vide sufficient precision to clearly establish the value of ein
the B mson system.

B Meson Reconstruction Efficiency

The experimental problem facing us is the small branch
ing ratios of B mesons to particular exclusive channels, and
the relatively low efficiency of reconstruction of many major
channels. A low efficiency for reconstruction of B meson
decays which proceed through D* or D channels (the vast
majority) is inescapable. If we restrict ourselves to the recon
struction of D+ mesons through the modes Ks1r+, Ks1r+1r°,
Ks1r+1r+1r-, K-1r+1r+ and K-1r+1r+1r°, we have a typical
D+ reconstruction efficiency of 10%. For DO decays, recon
structed through the modes K-1r+, K-1r+1r0, K-1r+1r+1r- ,

Ks1r+1r+1r- and Ks1r°, the efficiency is higher, at 14%. For
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Dt decays, reconstructed through the modes <InC'+, <lnC'+1r°,
J(sJ(+ and J(*oJ(+, the efficiency is 1.1%. For D*+ and D*o,
the overall reconstruction efficiency, including the D meson
reconstruction efficiency, is 10%.#1 The excellent resolution
in MD. - MD produces very clean reconstructed B signals.
We will quote numbers of recon~tructed B meson events un
der the very conservative assumption that it is possible to re
construct charmed mesons with an acceptable signal-to-noise
ratio in only the simplest all-charged-particle decay mode.
This reduces the reconstruction efficiency to 2.7% for DO (via
J(-1r+), to 5.4% for D+ (via J(-1r+1r+) and to 0.7% for Dt
(via <P1r+). It also reduces the D*+ efficiency to 3.1% and the
D*o efficiencY,to 2.0%. This approach produces very clean B
signals, suitable for those experiments which depend on recoil
tagging.

Table 6.3 summarizes the number of B mesons which can
be completely reconstructed in integrated data samples corre
sponding to our standard 30 fb-1 and 300 fb-1 luminosities
at the 1(4S), under the assumptions stated above. The B
meson branching ratios used are those of CLEO, reported11

at the recent Lepton/Photon Conference, for charged particle
12

modes, and those of ARGUS reported at the 1989 Heavy
Quark Symposium, for modes involving 1r°'s. For compari
son, it is worth notingthat the largest extant 1(48) sample
(the CLEO 1987 sample) has yielded about 15 events in the
efficiently reconstructed EO -i' D*+1r-1r-1r+ mode.

Thus, even with the initial sample, a very large number of
B mesons will be reconstructed, even if we restrict ourselves
to the use of all-charged modes only. The excellent vertex
reconstruction and 1r0 detection capability of a new detector
will certainly allow the use of other modes in reconstructing
B mesons.

#1 We use the Mark III branching ratios for DO I D+ and D* decays
and assume that all D; decays used have a 3% branching ratio.
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Table 6.3 Number of reconstructed B meson hadronic decays

Decay Mode 30 fb-1 Sample 300 fb-1 Sample

Norma.l Charged D Normal Charged D

D Mode Only D Mode Only

fJo '-+ D+1r- 8300 ·4400 83000 44000

fJo -+ D*+1r- 10000 3100 100000 31000

B- -+ D*+1r-1r- 1700 5500 17000 55000

fJo -+ D+1r-1r° 22000 40700 22000 407000

B- -+ D°1r-1r() 10800 54700 10800 547000

fJo -+ D+D- 270 790 2700 79008

fJo -+ D*+ D-- 230 1200 2300 120008

Samples of these large sizes allow the determination of the
BSW coefficients to a statistical accuracy of far better than
1%j at this level, conclusions will be limited by systematic un
certainties involving calculation of reconstruction efficiency,
luminosity determination, and the accuracy of charmed me
son branching fraction measurements, which should soon be
improved by results from BEPC and the new generation of
fixed·target experiments.

A further use of these large, clean samples will be their
use as tags, much as been done with D mesons by Mark III.
Having a large sample of very clean tagged events allows the
reconstruction of exclusive semileptonic decay modes, as well
as the search for rare decays such as B '-+ TVr . Examples
of such uses of tagged events will be discussed later in this
chapter.
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6.4. b -+ c SEMI-LEPTONIC DECAYS - TAGGING B-MESONS

BY PARTIAL RECONSTRUCTION

While the semi-Ieptonic decays of B mesons cannot be
fully reconstructed due to the missing neutrino, they can be
partially reconstructed using the fact that B mesons are pro
duced almost at rest in the 1(48) rest frame. Such tags are
still useful for many purposes, and since the semi-Ieptonic
decays have much larger branching fractions then the fully
reconstructable modes, e.g., D*1r, much larger samples of B
mesons can be tagged by this technique.

We consider the following decay modes:

a. BO -+ D*+Z-v, D*+ -+ D°1r+

b. BO -+ D*+Z-v, D*+ -+ D+1r°

c. B- -+ DOZ-v

d. B- -+ D*o Z-v, D*o -+ D01r0

For the reconstruction of the DO we assume that all de
cay modes with no more than one 1r0 or one Ks can be re
constructed. Table 6.4 gives the resulting efficiency for these
four channels.

Table 6.4 B Meson partial reconstruction efficiencies

Mode Sum of branching fractions Overall efficiency

a. 2.5% 0.65%

b. 2.1% 0.25%

c. 1.7% 0.50%

d. 2.5% 0.40%

The calculations asume that 90% of the charged tracks
and 60% of the 1r°'S can be reconstructed. Lepton indentifi
cation is assumed for all reconstructed tracks with momenta
greater than 0.5 GeV. These calculations have been checked
against the Monte Carlo for the. D decay channels K-1r+,
K-1r+1r-1r+, K-1r+1r- and K-1r+1r°. They agree to better
than 20% in all cases.

We have made preliminary Monte Carlo studies of the
backgrounds in these channels. Backgrounds in mode (a) are
very small. For (b) and (d), the modes involving a slow 1r0

,
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Measuring lVubl provides im
portant constraints on the
Standard Model.

there is a strong tendency to pick up the wrong 71"0. There is
also strong feed down of D* modes into (c). However, when
the decay on the other side does not involve slow 7I"°'S, they
provide a reasonably clean tag.

In a 300 fb-1 data sample we can expect ~ 106 tags in
each of these channels. This should allow us to study rare
decays a the 10-5 level.

6.5. b -+ u DECAYS - DETERMINATION OF ~b

Introduction

There are several reasons for studying those decays of
B mesons which are expected to occur via b -+ U transi
tions. First, such decays provide the possibility of determin
ing the magnitude of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element
Vub' This measurement alone is an important goal for any B
physics program. In the three-generation Standard Model,
all elements in the KM matrix must be non-zero in order to
explain OP violation in K decays. From this one obtains a
theoretical lower limit, IVub/~bl ~ 0.05, or for I~bl ~ 0.05,
IVubl ~ 2.5 x 10-3 • An accurate measurement of I~bl would
provide an important ingredient in constraining the Standard
Model via the so-called Unitarity Triangle, as described in
Chapter 2.

Second, as discussed in Chapter 5, the measurement of
CP-violation in BO and jjo decays to CP-eigenstates reached
via b -+ U transitions would provide information distinct from
that accessible with b -+ C decays. In particular, such a mea
surement of CP violation would determine sin 2a, thus pro
viding another constraint on the Unitarity Triangle. Third,
one would like to extend the studies of strong interaction ef
fects in weak B decays (c.!. Section 6.3 for b -+ C decays) to
the case in which the final state contains no heavy quark.

Three approaches have been considered for experimen-
tally determining Vub at a B factory:

1. Inclusive semileptonic decays

2. Exclusive semileptonic decays

3. Exclusive hadronic decays
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Inclusive Semileptonic Decays

The traditional method has been13 has been the study
of the endpoint region of the inclusive lepton momentum
spectrum. Because of the large mass of the c quark com
pared to that of the u quark, the highest-momentum leptons
should arise only from the quark-level decay b --+ ul-ii. At
the 1989 Lepton-Photon Symposium, both CLEO and AR
GUS presented evidence for such decays at the 2.20' and 3.20'
levels, repectively. While not yet statistically compelling,
this· is the closest we now have to confirmed evidence for
b --+ U decays of B mesons. If the effects are real, they imply
that IVub/~bl f'J 0.1. However, the central values are rather
model-dependent: CLEO finds a factor of 2 range for this
ratio, depending upon the choice of the model used to relate
the experimental yields to KM matrix elements. Uncertain
ties in the models also affect the assumed shape of the b --+ c
lepton momentum spectrum, which must be subtracted or fit
to obtain the b --+ u yields.

We expect that by the time a high-luminosity B factory is
built, Method 1 will have reached the limit of systematic and
theoretical uncertainties. Moreover, Isgur and his collabora
tors 14,15 have called into question the use of free-quark decay
models to describe a kinematic region which is in fact dom
inated by specific single-hadron states. They maintain that
the inclusive spectrum near the endpoint should be obtained
as an explicit sumof exclusive contributions.

For these reasons, our discussion of the determination of
IVubl via semileptonic decays will focus on the complemen
tary approach of Method 2, involving exclusive modes. The
simplest such modes are B --+ 7rl+lI and B --+ pl+lI. Calcula
tion of their yields should be less theoretically uncertain than
in the inclusive semi-Ieptonic case. However, the calculation
does involve transition form factors whose shapes are mea
surable but whose absolute normalization must come from a
model. Hence extracting IVub Ifrom such measurements is also
not free of theoretical uncertainties. Given adequate statis
tics, however, there is a great wealth of information which
can in principle be extracted from detailed studies of these
decays~6 as well as from exclusive b --+ C and c --+ 8 decays,
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There are large theoretical un
certainties in relating exclusive
hadronic branching ratios to
lVubl·

allowing one to confront QCD models in considerable detail.
It is crucial that there be a significant signal-to-background
ratio over the entire Dalitz plot if we are to measure the four
momentum-tranfer-squared (q2) dependence of the form fac
tors. This cannot be done without precise vertex information.

Finally, one can explore exclusive hadronic modes such
as BO -+ 11'"+11'"-, BO -+ pO pO and BO -+ W°1l'"°. These final
states can be fully reconstructed with high efficiency, in con
trast to the more difficult partial reconstruction necessary in
semi-Ieptonic decays. Theoretical predictions for these modes
exist~ but there are large uncertainties in relating the quark
level. dynamics to the resulting hadronic final state. Until
these models have been fully tested in a variety of final states,
there will be a significant theoretical error involved in relat
ing Br(BO -+ 11'"+11'"-) or Br(BO -+ pOpO) to IVubl. However
these final states are still very important to study, because
they could in· principle allow one to measure two parameters
of the Unitarity Triangle: one side, given by IVubl, which is
related to the branching fraction, and one angle, sin 20:, which
is related to the CP-violating asymmetry.

A high-luminosity, asymmetric B factory would provide
sufficient data to explore in some depth the exclusive b -+ u
decays of B mesons, which have not yet even been convinc
ingly established. Furthermore, as the analyses presented be
low will demonstrate, at an asymmetric machine there are
vertex constraints available which significantly improve the
signal to background ratio and enhance the discovery poten
tial for these rare decays.

Exclusive Semileptonic b -+ U Decays

To lowest order in the weak interaction, a process B -+

MZ+v (where M is a light-quark meson) is mediated by a
single Wboson of four-momentum

q = PI + Pv = PB - PM·

The invariant q2,which is equal to m'Tv, can be in the range

mf 5:. q2 5:. (mB - mM)2,

where the upper limit corresponds to M at rest in the B
rest frame. The amplitude is proportional to Vub times the
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scalar product of a known leptonic current with a hadronic
weak current. The hadronic current is in turn given by a
sum of terms, each the product of a known kinematic factor
times a form factor which depends only on q2. In the case of
light leptons, a pseudoscalar M (i.e., 7r) involves a single form
factor, while a vector M (i.e., p) involves three form factors.
(If m, cannot be ignored, there is one additional form factor
in each case.) Thus the differential decay rate is

The corresponding formula for B --+ pZ+v is a sum of terms,
each involving one of the (correlated) Wand p density matrix
elements in a helicity basis. Each helicity amplitude is a linear
combination of the form factors, leading to complicated q2_
dependent interference effects. The complete formulas, as well
as detailed derivations, are given in Ref. 16.

Thus if we know the form factors, IVubl can be extracted
from a measurement of either B --+ 7rZ+v or B --+ pZ+v. A
common assumption is that each form factor is dominated by
a single pole, at the mass of the closest spin-1 meson with
the right parity and flavor-composition. For B --+ 7rZ+v only
the Vector (as opposed to Axial Vector) current contributes,
so that pole would be at the B*. That is, the pole is at q2 R::

28.4 GeV2 , very close to the maximum physical q2, 26.4 GeV2 •

Hence the predicted total rate is very sensitive to the assumed
shape of f+(q2). For B --+ pZ+v, the individual form factors
are less steeply varying, but this is compensated for by the
interference effects, so the sensitivity is still great:

6
Moreover,

we are dealing with transition form factors, so that even the
vector form factors are not constrained at some normalizing

. A 1 . QeD d 1 15,18,19,20 . ttlpomt.. s a resu t, vanous mo e s gIve 0 a
rate predictions differing by a factor of four for the same IVub \.
If we take IVubl = 0.005, then typical predicted branching
ratios, for a particular lepton, range from fV 0.6 to 2.2 x 10-4

for B --+ 7rZ+v and from fV 2.5 to 10 x 10-4 for B --+ pZ+v. In
fact, comparison to experiment for D decays, for which the
models tend to differ less, shows that none of them is entirely

16correct.
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To extract lVubl, one needs to
know the form factors (one
for B -+ 71'1+ v, three for
B -+ pl+v).



The q2 shapes and the ratios
of the form factors can in
principle - and should - be
measured. Obtaining enough
statistics to do this will require
a B factory.

We have carried out a Monte
Carlo study of B -+ 7rl+ v

In order to extract a believable value of IVuhl from mea
surements· of semileptonic B decays, it is thus necessary to
actually measure the form factors. Fortunately, given ad
equate statistics and an understanding of experimental sys
tematics, this is in principle achievable: for B -+ 7rZ+v one
needs to measure the q2-dependence of the decay rate; while
for B -+ pZ+ v one can determine the shapes and ratios of
the form factors by measuring the joint angular decay dis
tributions 16 of the Wand p as a function of q2. The overall
normalizations must still be taken from theory, but these mea
surements, along with similar ones for corresponding b -+ c,
C -+ sand c -+ d decays, should heavily constrain acceptable
models.

We have carried out a Monte Carlo study of the process
e+ + e- -+ T(4S) -+ BOE0 with BO -+ 7r-Z+v (or complex
conjugate, where 1 is either eor It), for the generic detector
of Chapter 3. Beam energies were 9.00 on 3.11 GeV. The
"other" B is treated by Lund quark-decay algorithms. For
purposes of this analysis, we assumed perfect identification of
detected charged particles; we do not expect this to affect the
conclusions significantly. The form factor f+ was taken to be
a simple pole at 5.329 GeV. Figure 6.10 shows the generated
q2 distribution, both for phase space and with the full decay
amplitude. (Because B -+ W +7r is a p-wave decay, and large
q2 is correlated with low pion momentum in the B rest frame,
the angular momentum barrier largely counters the large form
factor in this region.)

The analysis procedure, both for the signal of interest and
for background studies to be described, was as follows:

(1) In each event, find all candidate 7r=fZ± pairs, with each
particle having PT ~ 0.5 GeV, and m(l7r) ~ 1.0 GeV.

(2) For each pair, let all the remaining detected particles
form a loose 'tag'. Accept only those tags with invariant
mass between 4.75 and 5.50GeV. (Events below this
range are not adequately constrained; and only back
ground contributes above it.)
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Figure 6.10 Generated q2
distributions in Ge"y2 for
B -10 71'1+ v. The full amplitude
includes a simple pole form
factor.
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(3) After the tagging cuts, a surviving candidate for the
decay of interest is defined to have PB = PT - L: Pi,
where i runs over the particles making up the tagging
B. The four-vector PB is completed by assigning the
true B Omass. We define P* as IpB I in the overall center
of-momentum (1'(48) -rest) frame. The four-vectors q
and PI/ are computed from PB and the four-momenta
of the candidate 1and 1r.

Fig. 6.11 shows the distribution at this stage of p* versus

the reconstructed neutrino mass-squared for the signal of in
terest. The sharp peak around the expected values provides
two-dimensional discrimination against most sources of back
ground. This may be seen from Fig. 6.12, which shows the
same distribution for general 1'(48) --+ BE Monte Carlo
events.

A key to separating the B -10 71'1+ v
signal from background is the
two-dimensional constraint in
mv 2 vs. p"".

(4) Cut on p* and m1/2 , accepting only the peak.

(5) Finally, the 1r=F and l± must be consistent with originat
ing from a common vertex. (No cuts have been made
on the location of that vertex or on the overall vertex
configuration.) A simple cut against all tracks in the
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Figure 6.11 Reconstructed
ml/ 2 vs. p* (three-momentum
of B in overall c.m. frame)
for Monte Carlo BO _ 1r-/+v
events.

Figure 6.12 Reconstructed
ml/2 vs. p* (three-momentum
of the B in overall the c.m.
frame) for Monte Carlo BB
background events.

TAGGED B-->PI-L-NU

500

400

B-BBAR BACkGROUND

the event arising from a single vertex - as used in the
EO ---+ 71'+71'- analysis described in the succeeding sub
section - is ineffective here; the dominant backgrounds
are no more consistent with this than is the signal of in
terest.)

Fig. 6.13 shows the m,? spectrum for the signal after all cuts
except that on m p

2•
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The efficiency to detect the correct 1r and Zis 0.85. The
steps outlined above have associated efficiency factors of €1 =
0.83, €2 = 0.23 (tagging efficiency), €4 = 0.44, and €5 = 0.98,
for an overall efficiency of € = 0.070. The accepted area in
p* VB. m,,2, and hence the background, can be reduced by a
factor of 2 at a cost of reducing € to 0.059. To estimate
the total yield, we have taken a branching ratio (for each of
Z =e,/l) of 1.2 X 10-4• Then in the initial sample of 30 fb- 1

we would detect 440 signal events (with the more stringent
requirements). According to the Monte Carlo simulation,
the BiJ background would be f'V 340 events, and the con
tinuum background, with no special event-shape cuts, f'V 150
events. We have also studied two specific sources of back
ground: BO --+ D-Z+Y with D- --+K2Z-; and BO --+ p-Z+Y,
with the 1r0 from the p decay treated, if detected, as part
of the tag-candidate. For the latter calculation, we assumed
isotropic p decay, and a branching ratio four times that for
BO --+ 1r-Z+Y. The expected backgrounds are 2% and 4%,
respectively; neither process shows a peak in mv2, although
the first process does show a peak in p*. Hence neither poses
special problems.

These calculations ignore the effect of beam energy spread,
which, due to'the low Q-value for the i(48) decay, can signif
icantly broaden the p* distribution. (There is no significant
effect on the reconstructed m v

2.) For a 5 MeV r.m.s. spread
in the overall c.m. energy (the result, for example, of indi-
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Figure 6.13 Distribution of
reconstructed m v

2 for BO --+ 7r-l+ v
after cuts.

The detection efficiency for
BO --+ 7r-I+v can be s::; 6%,
while that for BB background
is'" 0.001%.

Beam energy spread has an
important effect on the width
of the p* distribution.



We should achieve a signal
to-background ratio for B -I

1rl+v of", 1 : 1, with the back
ground subtracted statistically.

B -I- pl+ v at an asymmetric
B factory: vertex information
will be of considerable help.

vidual beam energy fractional spreads of 6.7 x 10-4 r.m.s.),
achieving the same € = 0.059 requires increasing the accepted
p* range - and hence most of the backgrounds - by a fac
tor of 1.55. (The p* cuts become ±70 instead of ±45 MeV.)
However, it is highly likely that more sophisticated event
recognition cuts, relying primarily on vertex analysis but also
on kinematics, can gain back this factor and more.

Thus the overall signal-to-background level is expected to
be at least f'V 1 : 1, with the background separable statisti
cally. We conclude that the initial experiment would provide
a good first measurement of B ~ 7rl+v. With the full data
set of 300 fb-1 we could measure the yield separately for 1= e
and 1= J-l in each of ten q2 bins with 10% statistical precision.

While we have not carried out a Monte Carlo study of
B ~ pl+v, a few remarks are in order. The easiest way to
measure this will be in the charge state B+ ~ pO 1+v, for
which all the detectable particles are charged. If the branch
ing ratio is indeed significantly larger than that for B ~ 7rl+v.,
then measuring it will be less demanding. However, as already
pointed out, using this process to assess models for the form
factors and to believably extract IVub I- requires measuring not
only the q2 dependence, but also joint angular distributions.
This will require higher statistics and lower background than
does the BO ~ 7r-l+v measurement. Fortunately, the re
quirements that the 71"+ and 71"- form a pO and that all three
detected decay particles come from a common vertex should
help considerably. In fact, we have been informed that a
DESY asymmetric collider study concluded that vertex cuts
are powerful enough to allow measuring the B+ ~ pO1+v
branching ratio even without tagging (and therefore without
p* cuts). Of course, a detailed simulation is needed to assess
how well one can do, particularly for the separation of the
form factors. But in any case, by allowing one to combine
all of these tools, an asymmetric collider should provide a
significant edge in understanding this decay.
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Exclusive Hadronic Decays

BO -+ 71"+71"-

The branching' fraction for the decay B O -+ 71"+71"- is
predicted by Bauer, Stech and Wirbel8 to be 2.1 X 10-3 X

(Vub/~b)2. If Vub/Vcb is about 0.1, as recent semi-leptonic
decay results from CLEO and ARGUS suggest, this would
imply Br(BO -+ 71"+71"-) '" 2 X 10-5• In an inital data sample
of 30fb-1 this represents over 1000 produced events of this
type.

A branching ratio of this order of magnitude is too small
to have been detected in any of the currently available BB
data samples; the best upper limit 17 on the branching ra
tio from CLEO is 0.9 x 10-4 • However, in the CLEO data
sample of 242,000 BB events there is already a significant
background of the order of 0.4 events/MeV from continuum
qq events. Extrapolating their observed background level to
a data sample twenty-five times larger, they will observe 100
background events in a signal region of 10 MeV in beam
energy constrained mass, compared to a signal of 50 events
assuming a 2 X 10-5 branching ratio and using their quoted
efficiency of 45%. It will be necessary to do much better in
order to study CP-violation in this channel. We have in
vestigated ways to further suppress the backgrounds at an
asymmetric collider, and found that vertex cuts and improved
particle identification can significantly improve the signal to
background while retaining a reasonable detection efficiency.

The decay mode BO -+ 71"+71"- was studied using an asym
metric version of LUND 6.3, using beam energies of 9 GeV
on 3.11 GeV. One B was forced to decay to 71"+71"- while the
other B decayed to a cocktail of final states. The detector
response was simulated as described in Chapter 3; only those
tracks within the detector acceptance were considered. The
simple nature of the two-body final state made it very easy to
reconstruct and identify. In Figure 6.14, the invariant mass of
all opposite-charged tracks is shown; the B O -+ 71"+71"- signal
is very clear and there is no combinatoric background from
other B decays. A Gaussian fit to the data yields a mass,
of 5.277 GeV and (j = 23 MeV. Assuming a detector which
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Continuum qq backgrounds
are already limiting present
searches for BO -I- 11"+ 11"- •

The detector acceptance for
BO -I- 11"+ 11"- is 86% for an
asymmetric machine of 9 on
3.11 GeV.



extends down to Icos 01 > .95, the geometrical acceptance for
B O

-t 1r+1r-is very high, approximately 86%.
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Figure 6.14 Two-pion invari
ant mass distribution for re
constructed B O _ 11"+11"- de
cays.
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Figure 6.15 Invariant mass
distribution for all opposite
sign charged tracks in contin
uum qq events.

To investigate the hackground due to continuum q"fj events,
uu, dd, ss and cc events were generated with standard cou
plings again using LUND 6.3; the invariant mass distribution
of all opposite charge tracks is shown in Figure 6.15. In the
region of the B mass, from 5.0 to 5.5 GeV, the background
is linear and slowly falling. The fraction of continuum events
which contribute in this region is 0.8%. We have also inves
tigated possible backgrounds from other low-multiplicity B
decays, such as B -t D](, where D -t ](1r. However no de-
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tectable backgrounds of this type were found, even when both

B's decay to such final states. We conclude that the dominant

source of background is from continuum qq production.

To reduce the continuum background we imposed two
kinematic cuts on the two-pion system, after boosting back

to the center-of-mass frame. First, the vector sum of the pion
momenta is required to be between 250 and 410 MeV. The sig
nal and background distributions for this quantity are shown
in Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The distributions are smeared by an

assumed center-of-mass spread of 5 MeV as well as by detec
tor resolution. This cut reduces the background by a factor of
2.6 X 10-2 , with 92% efficiency for the signal. Note that this

cut is equivalent to restricting the beam-energy constrained

mass, mbc - VEe -P~m' to be within ±5 MeV of the B
mass.

3
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Two kinematic cuts are used
to reduce the continuum qq
background.

Figure 6.16 Momentum of
candidate twcrpion system in
the center-of-mass frame for
BO - 11'+ 11'- events.
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Figure 6.17 Momentum
of candiate two-pion system
in center of mass frame in
continuum q7j events with an
invariant 7r7r mass from 5-5.5
GeV/c2
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Figure 6.18 Cosine of the
angle between the sphericity
axis and one of the candidate
pions in the center of mass
frame, for BO - 7r+7r- events.

Second, additional continuum reduction is achieved by
exploiting the difference in event topologies. BE events de
cay isotropically in the center ofmass frame while continuum
events are more jet-like. Therefore the angle between either
of the 7r'S and the sphericity axis, computed in the center-of
mass frame after removing both candidate 7r'S, will tend to
be flat for signal events and peaked forward and backward
for background. These angular distributions are shown in
Figures 6.18 and 6.19; requiring Icos Osphl < 0.7 rejects 90% 
of the background and has an efficiency of 70% for the signal.
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Figure 6.19 Cosine of the
angle between the sphericity
axis and one of the candidate
pions in the center of mass
frame, for qrj events.

At this stage of the analysis we observe a continuum back
ground level of 1.4 X 10-7 events/MeV/BE pair in a signal
region of 92 MeV in unconstrained mass i. e., within ±2u
of the B mass. This is consistent with CLEO's observed
background level of 1.6 X 10-6 events/MeV/BE pair in a sig
nal region of 10 MeV in beam-constrained mass, which has a
resolution an order of magnitude smaller than unconstrained
mass. We have chosen to cut on Pcm and plot unconstrained
mass because it leaves the background distribution flat in in
variant mass.

We now apply the additional cuts, unique to an asymmet
ric machine, which will greatly improve the signal to back
ground level. We begin by requiring that both pions form a
vertex with a probability greater than 5%. This cut rejects
backgrounds in which the tracks come from different ver

tices, such as e+e- -+ ee, where one of the tracks comes from
a D decay and the other comes from the other D decay or
from the primary vertex. However, because most of the con
tinuum background comes from uu events, only 14% of the
background sample is rejected. The efficiency for the signal
events is 95%. See Figures 6.20 and 6.21 for vertex probability
distributions for signal and background, respectively.
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Comparison is made to ob
served background levels in the
CLEO analysis after applying
standard kinematic cuts.

Vertex cuts provide additional
background rejection.
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Figure 6.20 Vertex prob
ability distribution for recon
structed EO -+ '11"+'11"- decays.
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Figure 6.21 Vertex probabil
ity distribution for background
pairs from continuum events.
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The best rejection of continuum actually comes from the
vertex probability distribution for all tracks in the event fit to
a common vertex. In this distribution, we excluded all tracks
coming from K2 decay. This is a reasonable approximation:
although we will have less than perfect K2rejection due to
acceptance, this will be compensated by additional rejection
of tracks from hyperon decays, which we have not excluded
from the vertex fit in this study. The vertex probability dis
tribution for the hypothesis that all tracks (except for those
from K2 decays) come from. a common vertex (PALL) is shown
for our signal sample in Figure 6.22 and for the continuum
background events in Figure 6.23. In both plots, the events
in which the BO candidate pair failed the P",+",_ requirement
have been omitted. It is obvious from these plots that there
is a much higher fraction of events with PALL < 0.05 in the
signal sample than in the continuum background sample. If
we require both P",+",_ > 0.05 and PALL < 0.05, the efficiency
is 65% for the signal, while 84% of the remaining continuum
background events are rejected. The combined efficiency of
both vertex cuts is 62% for signal events and 14% for con
tinuum background events, or an improvement in the signal
to background ratio (S/ B) of 4.4. This corresponds to a sub
stantial reduction in the integrated luminosity necessary for
this study.
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Figure 6.22 Vertex prob
ability distribution for signal
events with P,,+,,_ > 0.05, for
all tracks (except those from
K~ decay) fit to a common ver
tex.

The signal-to-background ratio
is improved by a factor of 4.4
by appropriate vertex cuts.
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Figure 6.23 Vertex proba
bility distribution for cOhtin
uum background events with
P"t,,- > 0.05, for all tracks,
except those from ]{~ decay, fit
to a common vertex.

Particle identification using
a CRID provides additional
continuum rejection, as well as
separating BO -+ 71"+ 71"- from
other rare decays such as BO -+

]{+71"- and BO -+ ]{+]{-.

Finally, we impose particle identification requirements on
the event. With the particle identification capabilities of a
Oerenkov ring-imaging detector (ORID) we will be able to
unambiguously separate pions from kaons even in the mo
mentum range from 2 to 4 GeV/ c which is populated by two
body B decays. We require both tracks be within ±20' of
the expected ORID radius for a pion, and greater than 20'
away from that expected for a kaon. This rejects 99.3% of all
kaons with 91% efficiency for acceptance of both pions. The
particle identification requirement rejects 70% of the contin
uum background events; this reflects the fact that protons
and kaons form a significant fraction (rv 40%) of all charged
particles in qq events which are consistent with the B mass.
In· additon .to reducing the dominant source of background,
another important benefit of the ORID is that we can cleanly
separate the process BO ---+ 7r+7r- from BO ---+ ](+7r- and
BO ---+ ](+1(-, which are interesting decays in their own right
but which would dilute the OP-violating asymmetry mea
surement in the BO ---+ 7r+7r- system.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the process
BO ---+ 7r+7r- can be observed at an asymmetric B factory
running on the 1'(48) with a total detection efficiency of 30%.
The expected background from continuum qq production is
4.9 X 10-7 background event/BB event in a ±20' signal re
gion of 92 MeV around the B mass. (This assumes that all
cuts on the continuum events are orthogonal; we have tested

.,
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that this assumption is reasonably accurate by taking all cuts
pairwise and observing that the product of the rejection fac
tors individually is similar to the case when they are applied
sequentially.) Thus we will be able to detect the processs
B O -+ 11"+11"- if it occurs at the level of a few times 10-5 with
a signal-to-noise ratio of '" 12. Without vertex cuts and the
excellent particle identification capabilities of a CRID, the
expected signal.to background is over an order of magnitude
worse.

The process 13° -+ pO po proceeds via· a color-suppressed
spectator decay of a b quark to a u quark: it is thus sensitive
to Vub' with a predicted

8
branching ratio 130 -+ pO pO of about

1O-4xIVub/~bI2. Recent CLEO and ARGUS measurements
suggest that IVub/~bl is about 0.1, yielding a branching frac
tion of 10-6 . The upper limit on BR(130 -+ pO pO) from CLEO

measurements 17 for a sample of 264,000 B mesons is more
than 2 orders of magnitude larger than this prediction. This
clearly requires large increases in the luminosity as well as ma
jor improvements in background rejection techniques. These
background-rejection improvements can best be realized at an
asymmetric B factory.

The process under study was investigated by Monte Carlo
simulations, using the Lund 6.3 model. One of the 13° mesons
was forced to decay into pO pO, the other was free to decay
into anything. Since the pO decays with 100% into 11"+11"-,

130 -+ pO pO events are reconstructed by requiring two 11"+11"

pairs with invariant masses between 0.66 and 1.1 GeV/ c2

to account for the broad pO width (Figure 6.24, left). This
cut was chosen to be asymmetric about the nominal mass,
in order to keep the signal efficiency as high as possible and
to reduce background, which decreases with increasing mass.
The invariant mass of two pO candidates is then required to
be consistent with the 13° mass (Figure 6.24, right).
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Current experimental upper
limits on BR(fJo -+ pOpO) are
two orders ofmagnitude larger
than theoretical predictions.



Figure 6.24 pO mass (left)
and B mass (right) distri
butions for reconstructed
iJo -+ pO pO events.

Kinematic cuts reduce the
continuum background.
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There is a substantial combinatorial background from bb
and continuum events, which have a high charged pion mul
tiplicity. To reduce this background, we calculate the mo
mentum of the four 1I"'S in the T(48) rest frame and require
it to be between 0.1 and 0.42 GeVIe (Figure 6.25), using a
enter-of-mass energy spread of 5 MeV. This asymmetric cut
alone rejects continuum and bb background with an efficiency
of better than 1000:1.

Figure 6.25 Momentum
distribution of the four-pion
system in the T(48) rest frame
for reconstructed iJo -+ pO pO
events (left) and continuum
background (right).
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Further background rejection is accomplished by constrain
ing the fOUf 1I"'S 'to a common vertex, thereby taking advan-
tage of the boost provided by the energy asymmetry of the "
collider. The vertexing probability P47r is a flat distribution if
the tracks come from the same vertex, but is enhanced near
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zero probability for background events, i.e. when the four
1r'S of two pO candidates come from different vertices. The

requirement, P47l' ;:::: 0.05, is thus 95% efficient for the signal
but rejects about 34% of the background events. This back
ground suppression is better than in the EO --+1r+1r- case,

due to the fact that four pions are constrained to come from
one vertex.

Additional background rejection is obtained by making

use of the fact that the tracks of the light quark continuum

events (ad, uu and ss) form a common primary vertex, if

tracks from K2 and hyperon decays are excluded. Here we

used all charged tracks to calculate the vertexing probability,

Pall' In fact, the reconstruction of K2 did not change the
result significantly, since most events which pass this cut are
due to secondary vertices from D decay. With the requirement

Pall ~ 0.05, we exclude events where all tra~ks emerge from
one vertex. This cut reduces the background by a factor of
4 and EO --+ pO pO events pass with a 67% efficiency. Both

vertex cuts combined lead to a background to signal rejection

factor of 4, which is somewhat smaller than that described in
the section on the EO --+ 1r+1r- decay.

Since the B's are produced nearly at rest in the center of

mass system, events are rather spherical. This can be used
to reduce background even further. Omitting the two pO can

didates, we calculate the sphericity of the remaining event in
the T (48) rest frame. If a denotes the angle between the
sphericity axis and either pOin the pp c.m. frame, the cos a

distribution for EO --+ popo events is nearly flat, as expected.

In contrast, the distribution for pO candidates from continuum

events peaks at forward and backward angles. We required

Icos al to be less than 0.8, thereby reducing the continuum
background by a factor of about 3 with 80% efficiency for
EO --+ pO pO events (Figure 6.26).
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Vertex cuts provide additional
background rejection.
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Figure 6.26 Icosal
distribution for reconstructed
fJo ---+ pOpO events (left) and
for continuum background
events (right).
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In conclusion, we find an overall reconstruction efficiency

for fJo -+ pO pO events of 28%, which includes the detec

tor efficiency. We simulated a sample of 2.7x105 continuum

events, which, after all cuts, resulted in 0.002 background

events/MeV in the B mass region. The distribution for the

B candidates from this background peaks near twice the pO

mass and falls sharply off towards higher invariant mass. This

is understood from the two constraints on the pO mass and

the low momentum of the 4 ?r's in the T(43) frame. A similar

sample of bb events yields a suppression factor which is bet

ter by an order of magnitude. From these studies, we find an

encouraging signal-to-background ratio of about 1:2.5, assum

ing a fJo -+ pO pO branching ratio of 10-6and a signal region

of ±15MeV about the nominal B mass (this is equivalent to

a ±lu cut in mass). In Figure 6.27 we show the signal and

background one would expect for a sample of 108 B fJ events

(120 fb-l). The observation of this decay mode is thus clearly

possible, thereby providing a test of the BSW model as well

as an independent method of determining IVubl.

,.
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The branching ratio for the CP eigenstate decay BO -+

W°7r° could be as large as 8 1 X 10-5 • We have studied the
possibility of measuring the branching ratio for this reaction
in the initial data sample of 30 fb-1 preparatory to a possi
ble measurement of the CP asymmetry for this decay in the
"program" sample of 300 fb-l. We have explored the recon

struction of this "difficult" final state which includes neutrals
as a prototype for other decays which include wO mesons, such

as B~ -+ wO I<2, which could show a CP asymmetry different
from that in B2 -+ pO I<2 decay.

We generated 10,000 Bolf events in which one of the B
mesons decayed into W°7r°. We then formed all two-photon
invariant mass combinations; the result is shown in Figure
6.28. There is a clear signal at the 7r0 mass, defined as 1.25
to 1.45 GeV/ c2 • We then combined these 7r0 candidates with
all pairs of oppositely charged tracks in the event, and found
an unambiguous signal for wO -+ 7r+7r-7r0 decay (see Figure

6.29).
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Figure 6.27 Expected signal
and background for a sample
of 108 BE events and a EO -+

pO pO branching ratiooflO-6 •

The decay B O -+ WO 11"0

provides a test ofour ability to
reconstruct "difficult" modes
with neutrals.
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Figure 6.28 Invariant mass
distribution for all photon
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Figure 6.29 Invariant mass
distribution for all 11'+11'-11'0

combinations in 10K BoIf
events, where one B decays
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Figure 6.30 Invariant mass
distribuUon for all W°1l"° pairs
in 10K B°It events, where one
B decays into W°1l"°.

)

We required the 71"+71"-71"0 mass be between 0.770 and 0.795

GeV/ c2 to form a candidate wo decay. We then combined the

wo candidates with all remaining 71"0 candidates in the event

and plotted the W°7l"° invariant mass (Figure 6.30). There is

a clear signal for the decay BO -+ W°7l"°. If we define our BO

signal to be all W°7l"° combinations with mass between 5.16

and 5.40 GeV/c2 , there are 2669 entries, corresponding to a

reconstruction efficiency of 0.27. For our initial sample, this

would correspond to 80 reconstructed decays.

There is, however, significant background to this reaction.

We have generated 331K standard bb events and 500K con

tinuum events, and find 3 and 290 events, respectively, which

pass these cuts. These would correspond to backgrounds of

272 events from B production and 69600 events from qq pro

duction compared to our signal of 80 events.
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The reconstruction efficiency
after making nominal mass
cuts is 27%.
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Figure 6.31 Center of mass
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A set ofsimple cuts is sufficient
to suppress continuum back
grounds.

We employed four cuts to suppress the background. Fig
ure 6.31 shows the center-of-mass momentum distribution for
the properly reconstructed W°1l"° decays. We required that
this momentum be between 0.27 and 0.40 GeV/c. We also
plotted the angle in the center of mass frame between the
11"0 from the BO decay and the sphericity axis of all tracks
not coming from the BO decay candidate (cos Os). We ob
served that the distribution for real BO decay is approxi
mately flat, while the distribution for continuum candidates
is strongly peaked at Icos Osl = 1. We used the same cut
as CLEO, Icos Osl < 0.7. We also used the same two vertex
probability cuts that we used for the reaction BO --+ 71"+71"-,
namely P1<+1<- > 0.05, where P1<+1<- is the probability that
both charged tracks from the candidate BO decay came from
a common vertex, and PALL < 0.05, where PALL is the prob
ability that all tracks in the event (except for those from
I<2 decay) came from a common vertex. The vertex prob
ability distributions are very similar to those observed in
the BO --+ 11"+11"- study. With these cuts, the number of
BO --+ W°7l"° which we observe in the signal sample is 1053,
or a reconstruction efficiency of 11% . A small amount of
combinatorial background to the signal seen in Figure 6.30 at
masses less than 5.1 GeV/c2 is suppressed. We would expect
to see 32 BO --+ W°7l"° decays in our initial data sample with
these cuts.

No events in the normal bb or continuum samples pass ~
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these cuts. If one event had passed the cuts in each of these
samples, that would correspond to backgrounds of 91 and 362
events, respectively, or a signal significance of 1.5. Generating
enough events to find the true level of these backgrounds is
not justified at this time.

However, for the continuum background, we can measure
the effect of each of the cuts separately on the background
candidates. If we assume that the cuts are sufficiently or
thogonal, we can estimate the total efficiency of the cuts as
the product of the individual efficiencies. For the bb back
ground; we could not generate enough candidates to even do
this, so we will assume that this is not as serious a back
ground as the continuum. For W°7l'° candidates in the con
tinuum sample with masses between 5.0 and 5.5 GeV/c2 , the
net efficiency for events which pass all cuts is 7 x 10-4 • Mul
tiplying the estimated 69600 continuum background pairs in
the initial data sample by this factor results in an estimated
background of 50 events. If the bb background is not signif
icant, as it appears in these studies, then the significance of

, the signal for BO -+ W°7l'° would be 4.5 if the branching ra
tio for this reaction is 1 X 10-5 . Note that without the vertex
probability cuts, the significance of the signal would be 2.2, so
the a.bility to employ vertex probability cuts, which is unique
to an asymmetric machine, makes the difference between a
questionable and a believable measurement in this case. A
more detailed study of the effect of material in the particle
identification system on the twO-71'° efficiency, as well as more
detailed consideration of backgrounds to this decay mode, is
clearly warrented.
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Vertex cuts greatly improve
the significance of the result.



6.6. b --. s"'( : PENGUiN DIAGRAMS

Introduction

In the Standard Model flavor-changing neutral currents
are forbidden by the GIM mechanism at tree level. They can,
however, occur at the one loop level via penguin diagrams,
which can give rise to b ~ s"'( transitions as illustrated in
Figure 6.32.

b s

B K* ~ i

Figure 6.32 Penguin diagram
U,c,t

/
'I

for b""7 s"( q q

There are a variety of theoretical predictions for inclusive
decay modes, as well as for the more experimentally accessi
ble exclusive decay modes such as K*"'(, although these suf~

fer from uncertainties due to hadronic effects. Nevertheless,
the measurement of the rate for some of the exclusive decay
chanels will give us information on the mass of the top quark
as well as on the Higgs sector. The study of these processes
is thus sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model.

We examine herein the reconstruction of a few examples
of exclusive B meson decay modes which are p~oduced by
penguin diagrams. '

B --. K*"'(

The decay mode B --. K*"'( has been studied in a Monte
Carlo simulation using the detector simulation described ear
lier. Only the K* --. K':f tr± decay mode has been studied;
presumably additional sensitivity could be obtained if one
used the neutral K* decay mode. This particular study was
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done using beam energies of 8 and 3.5 GeV and involves fully
reconstructing the B final state with positive identification
required for the charged 7r and K.

A total of 2000 T(48) -7 BOEO events were generated by
the Lund 6.3 MC, with the decay BO -7 K*, and EO decay
to a cocktail of decay modes. The following set of kinematic
cuts provide a clean signal:

1. a photon with a measured energy in the range 1.8 to 3.5
GeV which does not come from a di-photon pair whose
mass is consistent with a 7r

0 or an ",. (It is assumed
that the detector can recognize and eliminate interact
ing neutrons and KLS. However this assumption is not
crucial.)

2. two charged tracks, of opposite charge, whose identifica
tion is consistent within three standard deviations with
a 7r and K, where the particle identification is coming
from the CRID system and the invariant mass of the two
charged particles is within 100 MeV of the K* mass

3. the cosine of the angle between the K* and the photon
must be less than -0.6.

4. The"K*," system is transformed into the rest frame of
the T(48) and the momentum of this system is required
to be less than 400 MeV/ c as expected for a parent B.

The invariant mass of the K*, system in events satisfying
these selection criteria are shown in Figure 6.33. The signal
is very clean, only events from the desired topology survive
the cuts. The efficiency of the selection criteria is 0.31.

Backgrounds from continuum events have been checked
by applying the same selection criteria to 107,000 events with
the standard mix of light quarks. 22 events pass the cuts, but
none fall in the B invariant mass bins; the largest invariant
mass event is at 4.8 GeV. Taking into account the relative
normalization of the T(48) and the continuum, this amounts
to no background events in a sample of 125,000 produced BB
events. For the "initial" sample, defined in the introduction
as 2.5 107 BB, and a B O

-7 K*, branching fraction of 2 10-4

(as expected for a top mass of 150 GeV), 1300 signal events
are expected.
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Figure 6.33 The K*"'(
invariant mass for the signal.

The cuts applied to the events
generated by the LUND MG.
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In summary then, it appears that a rather simple set of
kinematic criteria can easily and efficiently isolate a background
free set of events of the kind B ---+ K*,. 107 produced BB
events will yield on the order of 500 detected events.

B ---+ K1+1-

The BO ---+ K~1+1-, with K~ ---+ 71"+71"-, consists of 4
charged particles, and can thus be completely reconstructed.
A total of 20000 i(48) ---+ BOE° events were generated by the
Lund 6.3 Me, with the decay BO ---+ K2e+e- and E° decay
to a cocktail of decay modes. The following requirements give
a very clean and unique signal :

1. Two electron candidates (or two muons) must have op
posite charge.

2. KO are selected by a two-pion mass cut (0.46-0.54 GeV).
No vertex cut is applied ( See Figure 6.34).

3. The four-body mass (2 pions in the KO mass range and
2 leptons) must lie in the B peak (5.25 - 5.35 GeV). See
Figure 6.35.
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Figure 6.34 The two-pion
mass spectrum.
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Figure 6.35 The four-body
mass spectrum: 2 electrons,
and 2 pions in the I<0 mass
range.

The principal background for this reaction is the reaction

EO -+ j{0J/'l/J with J/'l/J -+ e+e-, which generates the same

four final-state particles. For this reaction 2 X 104 Me events

were generated as above. See Figures 6.36 and 6.37.
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Figure 6.37 The electron
pair invariant mass distribu
tion for signal events, after all
cuts except excluding the J/t/J.

Here the direct signal can be removed by a mass cut on
the e+e- mass distribution in the region of the J/'l/J, 3.0-3.2
GeV, leaving only background events to the reaction under
study. Since the branching ratio for this reaction can be es
timated, we can deduce the potential limits on the reaction
under study.

The branching ratio Br(BO or B+ ~ J/'l/J+Xs ) is 1.12%,
where X s is any strangeness +1 system. We can estimate that
the BO ~ KOJ/'l/J fraction, accompanied by K~ ~ 7r+7r

is 1/24 of this branching ratio. The factors are: neutral B
only: 1/2; K~ only: 1/2; KO to charged pions: 2/3; K, but
not K* in the final state: 1/4 from spin factors; J /'l/J decay
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to electrons: 7%. These factors yield a rate for this reaction
of 3.2 x 10-5 We have assumed that no appreciable number
of higher K*s are produced together with the J /'l/J.

Aside from the J /'l/J region, which has been removed, this
study shows various amounts of background falling into the
remaining e+e- mass distribution.

As a function of various cuts (taken cumulatively) this is:

1. e+e- identification: 41% background or 1.3 X 10-5 of
BO decays.

2. KO mass cut and BO mass cut: 0.5% or 1.8 X 10-7 of
BO decays.

3. A cut on the momentum in the 1(48) CM, for the 4
particles making up the B meson from 0.25 to 0040 GeV.
This cut assumes a 5 MeV r.m.s. energy spread.

No background events are observed; if we assume 1 event
this corresponds to 0.01% or 3 X 10-9 of BO decays.

We have also studied background from semi-Ieptonic de
cay modes of BO and D in various combInations as well as
the case where both B's decay to a cocktail. No significant
background is seen from these modes.

The efficiency for the detection of the chain BO ~ KO e+e
,K2 ~ 11"+11"- is 1/2 x 2/3 = 1/3 .The efficiencies of the three
standard cuts are f = 0.82,0.55 and 0.52 respectively. This
includes the effect of cutting out the J /'l/J region. This gives
an overall efficiency of 0.33 x 0.52 = 0.17 if we apply all the
cuts above.

We have investigated the effect of considering the e+e
mass distribution both as phase space and weighted by a ma
trix element (due to Bob Cahn) of (MB -2E+)(MB -2E_)
M'k. Here E is the lepton energy in the B meson CM sys
tem.The inclusion of the matrix element shifts the two-lepton
mass spectrum to lower masses, but the effect on the detection
efficiencies is minimal.

We can, therefore detect the decay mode BO ~ KOe+e
with a 17% efficiency, giving us a sensitivity to branching
ratios of the order of 3.0 x 10-9 in our large sample of B
mesons.
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Measurement of the B -+ TV

branching fraction is the most
viable experimental method of
measuring lB.

The decay modes BO ~ ](0e+e- with decay of the ](0 ~
](+1r- and B+ ~ ](+e+e- also have final states with all par
ticles clearly identifiable. They should therefore have compa
rable detection efficiencies and background problems to the
reaction studied here, and be observable at comparable levels
of sensitivity.

6.7. B+ ~ T+V: DETERMINATION OF fB

The branching fractions for B+ meson annihilation de
cays are sensitive to the value of the B decay constant fB.
Annihilation of B mesons to quarks is, however, difficult to
distinguish experimentally from ordinary spectator decays,
while purely leptonic decays involving electrons and muons
are strongly helicity suppressed. Measurement of the B+ ~ T+ V
branching fraction is therefore the most viable experimental
method of determining fB. The rate is given by

where Vub is the KM matrix that determines b~ u transition
rates and fB is the decay constant of B mesons. Since IVubl
can be determined by other processes (e.g. see section 6.5),
B ~ TV can be used to find fB. Normalizing tothe inclusive
semi-Ieptonic decay rate, we find

for the branching fraction.

For the purposes of this study we assume a sample of 106

charged B decays can be tagged. Section 6.4 shows that such
a large number of tags is within the reach of our full data
sample. We use the leptonic decays of the T (i.e. T ~ lvii) to
identify TV decays of the remaining B. Specifically we search
for events where in addition to the tracks used in the tag there
is a lone lepton and nothing else.

Using the detector and Monte Carlo described in Chapter
3, we find that in our sample of 106 tagged B decays we should
find 15 lone lepton events for fB=100 MeV and IVub/l!;;bl =
0.1, and 60 lone lepton events for fB=200 MeV.
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Whether a measurement of f B is possible with these events
depends, of course, on backgrounds. Potential backgrounds
arise from two major sources: a) correctly tagged B's where
all particles from the untagged B other than the lepton are
undetected and b) mistagged B's in which particles from the
other B have been mistakenly associated with the tag.

We have studied these potential backgrounds due to cor
rectly tagged B decays by generating Monte Carlo samples in
which there is only one B decay. The correct-tag backgrounds
would be severe if the detector were not to be designed with
this measurement expressly in mind. The Monte Carlo pre
dicts 128 potential background events in our 106 tagged event
sample. The signal to noise is ';::31/9.

All of the potential background events are of the type
B -+ DOZv where DO -+ Kuro or DO -+ K-Z+v. Figure 6.38
shows a scatter plot of KL momentum versus cos 0 for KL'S
from these events. Clearly, the difficulty is caused by the com
bination of a wide angle KL with a small angle (Icos 01 > 0.95)
11"0. The relatively small number of KL'S at very small angles
is due the kinematic bias introduced by seeing the lepton in
the detector.

KOLONG

1.0 ..

• 5

UJz
.0.....

(J)
0
u

-.5

-1.0
024

MOMENTUM

In the case of the DO -+ K-Z+v source, a high-momentum
wide-angle neutrino is associated with low KZ effective mass.
Were this low-mass pair to be directed forward, out of the
detector acceptance, we would see an apparent lone lepton.
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Figure 6.38 Momentum vs.
cos () for I<L's from potential
background events.



The nature of the potential background suggests that the
detector must include the following elements in order to make
a measurement of B+ -+ r+vr possible:

• A hadron calorimeter composed of three interaction
lengths of thin steel plates sandwiched with scintillator
should be able to detect J{L'S with momenta greater
than about 500 MeV if they interact. In three inter
action lengths ~ 75% of J{L mesons should interact.
For purposes of estimating its utility in rejecting back
ground we assume such a calorimeter covers 95% of
the solid angle. However, it is clear from Figure 6.38
that it is not necessary to go that far forward with the
calorimeter, and that loss of some forward solid angle
could be made up by increasing the number of interac
tion lengths.

• A small-angle veto system, covering angles down to
80 (Icos 01 < 0.99) to reject charged tracks and photons
with momenta greater 500 MeV which miss the detector
proper..

With these features included in the detector, the background
is reduced to 1.3 events in 106 perfect tags.

In the case of imperfect tags, some of the tracks from· the
other B decay may be mistakenly associated with the tag,
leading to an apparent lone lepton. To investigate this effect
we have looked at the tag channel B- -+ nO z-v, nO -+ J{-1r+

in detail. The tagging efficiency of this channel (based on
Monte Carlo) is 0.15%. This leads to a sample of 3.8 x 105

tagged events in the 300 fb-1 data sample. Thus the expected
signal is ~ 2 lone leptons for the nominal values of fBand

Vub'

CPU time limitations preclude generating enough unbi
ased Monte Carlo events to investigate these backgrounds.
Based on our experience with the perfect tag case, however,
we expect that the background will come largely from double
semi-leptonic decays. By generating only semi-leptonic de
cays we can increase the statistical power of our sample by a
factor of 25.

In a sample of 5 x 106 double semi-leptonic decays equiva
lent to 1.2 x 108 unbiased decays we see no background events
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due to imperfect tags. The background we do see is consistent
with our expectations for perfect tags. The clean situation in
this channel leads us to believe that other tag channels will
also prove usable, thereby producing a substantial increase in
sensitivity.

We conclude that a measurement of the branching frac
tion for the B ---+ TV decay mode is possible. Such a measure
ment requires the detector to be designed with this objective
in mind, and, of course, requires a large total integrated lu
minosity. This fundamental measurement is clearly worth the
considerable effort involved.
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7. T PHYSICS AT AN ASYMMETRIC B FACTORY

7.1. INTRODUCTION

Quarkonia, or bou.nd st.ates of quark and antiquark, provide
us with an excellent testing ground for quantum chromo

dynamics (QCD), both perturbative and non-perturbative.
Of the· known quarkonia systems, bottomonium (bb) is the
heaviest known to date. It is the most amenable to theoreti
cal interpretation because both relativistic effects and higher
order perturbative QCD corrections are less important than
in the lighter quark systems. The T system has a very rich
spectrum, as can be seen in Figure 7.1, and although many of
the expected states have been observed, there still remain a
large number of important spectroscopic measurements that
must be made. However, much of this physics is only acces
sible with large data samples of a few tens of millions of T
resonance events.

We believe that the rich physics potential ofthe T system
will remain largely untapped after 1990, until such time as a
high luminosity B factory is available, together with a very
high quality electromagnetic calorimeter. Thus, in this re
port, we discuss the unique T physics opportunities available
at an asymmetric B factory. The physics topics include:

1. the possible discovery of the pseudoscalar and pseu
dovector states and the measurement of the hyperfine
structl,lre of the bb system from the measurement of
transitions from the T(38) and T(28) states to the sin
glet S states, T(n18o), otherwise known as the TJb states,
and to the lowest singlet P state, T(11Pt}, the hb

2. the discovery and measurement of the T(lD) states via
radiative transitions,

3. detailed studies of the known triplet P states (the Xb 's),

4. detailed studies of hadronic transitions between T states,

5. high statistics studies of radiative T decays, including
searches for light neutral Higgs,

6. high precision physics measurements such as a compar
ison of the BI'I' to Brr rate, which is sensitive to the
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compositeness scale, the Xb and X~ fine structure, where
tagged events can be used in gluon vs quark fragmenta
tion studies, E1 rates, which can be used for potential
model relativistic correction studies, etc.

The richness of T physics has not gone unnoticed in other B
factory studies.1,2

T(1I019)
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Y(l086S) 81'

""'-.8B

Y(I()j71)1----;;;;'- 2M(B)
10.5 ""'-.8B ---------J

The only detectors running
in the T region in the early
1990's will be CLEO and
ARGUS. Neither will have
the integrated luminosity or
detector resolution to carry out
these precision spectroscopic
studies

9.5

y7

lDl\;7f:~
y~f//
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hadrON

Figure 7.1 The T spectrum.

The possibility of performing precision spectroscopic mea
surements is strongly dependent on electromagnetic calorime
try with superior resolution. We discuss, in the following, the
quality of calorimetry needed to carry out bb spectroscopy
studies. In particular we will focus on the requirements for
(1) the angular resolution, (2) the intrinsic energy resolution,
and (3) the low energy photon cutoff. We should also note
that these high luminosities combined with the relatively large
T(lS) hadronic cross section will lead to the necessity of han
dling data rates as high as 100 Hz.
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7.2. A REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATUS

There are numerous reviews of quarkonia3-6 available
which summarize the present situation. In this section, we
will only discuss some of the topics which are relevant to the
1 physics that will be studied at a B factory.

Data Samples The potentially vast data samples available
at a "modest" B factory offer the unique capability of prob
ing branching ratios on the order of 10-5 , which is the level
at which much of the remaining physics lies. In Table 7.1,
we have tabulated the total (integrated over all the exper
iments: CUSB, CLEO, ARGUS and Crystal Ball) present
data samples available on the 1 resonances, where we have
included a large (~ 1.5 x }06) sample of 1(38) events that
will be obtained by CUSB this final running period at CESR.
The present samples are compared in the Table with the
data samples one could obtain from a B factory running at
£'peak ~ 1033 cm-2 sec-1 with a beam spread u = 5 MeV
(to be compared with the CESR width of ~ 3.5 MeV). We
have assumed that the accelerator is capable of delivering 50
pb-1/day.

Table 7.1 Comparison of present data samples with
3 month runs at £'peak ~ 1033 cm-2 sec-'-l.

1990 Sample 3 months B Factory

1(18) 1.5 X 106 70 X 106

1(28) 0.5 x 106 25 X 106

1(38) 3.0x 106 15 X 106

As Table 7.1 illustrates, there is an opportunity to ob
tain data samples in a single detector which are 5 to 50 times
larger than all accumulated future data samples at CESR and
DORIS. The type of T physics described below, will remain
untouched until these kind of data samples are accumulated.
It is also important to note that these samples were calcu
lated using very conservative assumptions; three months is a
relatively short run, the luminosity we have assumed is below
that which the storage rings will reach at an early stage, and
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the beam energy spread may be smaller than the 5 MeV we
assumed.

as Determinations The T system can supply some of the
most precise values of as (subject, however, to varying degrees
of theoretical uncertainty). These values are determined from
measurements of Bpp and Bgg"{. For example, using the most

7-9
recent values of B pp shown in Table 7.2, we presently find
the best values of as and consequently AM S to be those shown
in Table 7.3.

Table 7.2 Recent experimental values for Bp/-t.

Bp/-t(1S)(%) B/-t/-t(2S)(%) B/-t/-t(3S)(%)

CUSB 2.61 ± .09 ± .1 1.38 ± .25 ± .2 1.73 ± .15 ±.1

CLEO 2.52 ± .07 ±.1 2.02 ± .19 ± .3

ARGUS 2.30 ± .25 ±.1

Average 2.53 ± 0.08 1.38 ± 0.29 1.79±0.17

Table 7.3 Computed quantities from B/-t/-t.

r tot (keV) r ggg/r /-tp a s (4.9 GeV) AMS (MeV)

T(IS) 53 ± 2.6 32.1 ± 1.5 .176 ± .003 164 ± 10

T(2S) 43 ± 9.1 32.5 ± 8.3 .176 ± .015 167 ± 54

T(3S) 25 ± 2.8 29.3 ± 3.6 .171 ± .007 146 ± 24

While the statistical errors are generally small, there still
is room for improvement for the T(2S) measurement, which
has an error of ~ 10%. The theoretical uncertainties are
significantly larger; it is an area in which we could hope for
improvement in the future.

Interpretation of Bgg"( might be on a more secure theo
retical footing, but there is considerable need for improved
experimental measurements.
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Figure 7.2 Observed exclu
sive photon spectrum.

Future T spectroscopy studies
must be done with better
resolution than we presently
have, i,e. significantly better
resolution than 1.8%/¥E.
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Spectroscopic measurements

The fine structure of the i system is presently quite well
measured (e.g., Table 7.4 shows the CUSB results from the
exclusive channels shown in Figure 7.2), except for some of
the smaller branching ratio transitions.

Table 7.4 Measured fine structure for i(2P) from
38 -? ,2PJ -? /,y(18 or 28) -? ,,£+e-.

i(23PJ) E"( (MeV) Events

J=2 86.1 ± 0.5 104.9 ± 11.7

J=1 101.5 ± 0.6 122.5 ± 12.5

J=O 122.4 ± 2.6 12.3 ± 5.1

The measured fine structure has imposed constraints on
model builders since the observed fine structure can be com
pared to the generalized formulation of the spin dependence of
the QQ potential~O By inserting potentials of known Lorentz
transformation properties in the Bethe-Salpeter equation and
making a nonrelativistic reduction to order v2/ c2 , the fine
structure of the Xb states can be related toa vector potential,
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V, and a scalar potential, 8 by:

3 -M( P2) =M +a - 2b/5,

M(3pt} =M - a +2b,

and M(3 Po) =M - 2a - 4b

1
where a = M2 (3V' /r - 8/r)

2 Q

and b= ~2 (V' /r - V")
12 Q

are the spin-orbit and tensor contributions respectively, and
M is the center-of-gravity of the triplet P states!1 The prin

cipal difference between potential models (e.g., MR~2 MB~3 .

and GRR14) is their choice of V and 8. Agreement of the
data with the GRR model is usually taken as support for
along range confining potential that transforms as a scalar.
However, the situation may indeed be more complicated (see
the discussion in section 7.3).

The electric dipole transition rates for 1(38) -+ ,X~ are
quite well measured, however the 1(38) -+ ,Xb -+ "T(18)
transition has only just been seen by CUSB and is very poorly
measured at present (BR(T(38) -+ xn)xBR(Xb -+ 1(18), ~
(9 ± 5) x 10-4). The interest in this product branching ratio
lies in the fact that it is particularly sensitive to relativistic
corrections.

Hadronic Transitions

The rrrr hadronic transition rates between 1 states have
to date been successfully described in terms of a QCD mul
tipole expansion of the gluon fields.15 CLEO 16 has now ob
tained a large sample of 1(38) rrrr hadronic decays in which
the observed dipion invariant mass spectrum differs from that
predicted by ref. 15 (where one uses the soft pion theorems
of PCAC), and is not presently well understood theoretically.
Higher statistics for the transitions 1(38) -+ rrrr1(28) would
provide useful information in order to clarify the situation.
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Radiative i Decays and Searches for New Particles

High statistics studies of radiative i decays provide us
with an excellent laboratory in which to search for rare pro
cesses. At present, only the inclusive rate for i ~ ,99 ~
, +hadrons has been measured (see Table 7.5).

Table 7.5 Latest BR(i ~ ,99) values.

CUSB CLEO ARGUS

BR(i ~ ,99)(%) 3±0.6 2.5 ± 0.2 3±0.3

This same process has also been used to determine as.
However the branching ratio values are obtained by integrat
ing over the high end of the direct photon spectrum (E,,( / Ebeam >
0.5), and thus still subject to uncertainties.

Exclusive radiative processes, i ~ ,+ light mesons, have
not yet been seen, but experiment is approaching the level of
sensitivity at which one expects to observe them, for instance
from simple scaling from the cc system, as shown in Table
7.6.

Table 7.6 90% CL UL for i ~,+ light meson.

Both BR's and the scaled values are shown X 104•

Final State BRexpt Prediction

,TJ(550) < 3.5 (CB) 0.2

,TJ'(957) < 13 (CB) 1

,12(1270) < 8.1 (CB) 0.3

,12(1270), 12 ~ 1r±1rT < 1.2 (CLEO)

,12(1720), 12 ~ J(~J(~ < 3.6 (CLEO)

,12(1720), 12 ~ TJTJ < 4.3 (CB)

,12(1720), 12 ~ J(±J(T < 1.2 (CLEO) 0.1

,TJ(1430), TJ ~ J(±1rT J(~ 0.82 (CLEO) 1

Finally, i radiative decays are an excellent laboratory in
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which to search for the elusive Higgs. The present CUSB lim
its on monochromatic searches in the process T ~ , +X are
at the level of 10-4 • At this level of sensitivity we are probing
the Standard Model predictions (including radiative correc
tions) for the decay T ~ ,+ Higgs. The present search from
CUSB rules out Higgs of masses up to ~ 5 GeV, although
it is clear that more theoretical work needs to be done in
calculating the radiative corrections.

7.3. T PHYSICS CAPABILITIES AT HIGH LUMINOSITIES

Having seen the rich physics potential of the T system,
let us now turn to look in some detail at those topics which
offer unique physics opportunities at a B factory.

Measuring the Hyperfine Structure

One of the open questions in quarkonia is the nature of
the spin-spin interaction (responsible for the hyperfine struc
ture) which is very short ranged and presumably mediated
predominantly by single gluon exchange. The singlet states
of heavy quarkonia have always been difficult to find relative
to their triplet cousins. They are not produced directly in
e+e- annihilations, and thus at e+e- colliders they are usu
ally searched for by detecting monochromatic photons result
ing from magnetic dipole transitions between higher triplet S
wave states and the lower lying singlet S wave states, n1So or
'fJb'S. The rates involved are considerably suppressed relative
to the electric dipole transition rates. In the upsilon system
the largest rate is expected for the T(1S) ground state decay
to the lowest lying 'fJb, where

At present, using ~ 4 X 105T's, CUSB places a upper limit
for the BR(T(1S) ~ ,'fJb) of < 0.005 - 0.007 for 30 MeV<
Er <100 MeV at the 90% confidence level.

17
This agrees

well with the expected scaling of M1 transitions with the
magnetic moment, ex: leQ/MQI2 ~ 0.01 when compared with
BR(J/1/J ~ ,'fJe) ~ 0.013. With ~ 7 X 107T events, one can
conservatively expect a factor of 10 improvement in the upper
limits (we are ignoring improved 1r

0 reconstruction efficiency
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which will significantly reduce backgrounds), or perhaps one
will be able to observe the T(1180) if the hyperfine splitting
is sufficiently large.

One can also search for monochromatic photons from the
hindered M1 transitions, T(38) ~ "Y11~ and T(28) ~ "Yl1b.
The predictions for these branching ratios are sensitive to
relativistic corrections, but they lie18 in the range of 10-4 to
10-6. These will be extremely hard to observe if they exist
at the smallest branching ratios, since they must be observed
in the inclusive photon spectrum.

Kuang and Van have suggested a search for the singlet
states by studying the decay chain T(38) ~ 1C'1C' 1PI ~ 1C'1C'''Yl1b,
because the branching ratio of the hadronic transition is ex
pected to be about 1%, and that of the following E1 tran
sition about 50%, yielding a product branching ratio for the
whole chain of about 5 x 10-3 , the largest branching ratio by
far of all channels leading to singlet states.19Unfortunately,
the l1b does not decay leptonically, therefore we cannot use
the "exclusive" event method. We can, however, search for
a monochromatic photon line of about 480 MeV in the in
clusive photon spectrum, the result of a transition from the
singlet P wave to singlet S wave, in events with two pions
recoiling against a state of mass near the center-of-gravity of
the Xb states. This process has the added bon~s that one
observes not only the singlet 8 states but also the singlet P
state (which still remains undiscovered in charmonium as well
as bottomonium). In addition, the dual requirement of ob
serving both the 1C'1C' transition and the ::::l 480 MeV photon
will effectively eliminate the possible backgrounds from the
competing and more copious E1 transitions via the Xb states.
If the Kuang, Van and Tuan branching ratio predietions

20

are correct, the singlet 8 state may be seen by CUSB in the
upcoming CESR run, however, there is the possibility raised
by Voloshin;1 who uses a different treatment of the soft gluon
conversion to hadrons, that this 1C'1C' transition is greatly sup
pressed, with BR(T(38) ~ 1C'1C'hb) < 10-4 • If this is the
case, then this transition will remain undetected until large
(few x107 events) are available. In even the most optimistic
scenarios, the higher singlet 8 states, 11~ and 11~, will remain
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undetected until a high luminosity B factory is built.

Another promising method to detect the singlet 8 state
is via the decay l' -+ ,1'(23P1) -+ ,11"11"1'(1180) where the
branching ratio may be as high as 10-3 hut the process will
remain undetected until a detector with both excellent pho
ton detection and excellent charged particle tracking is built
(present detectors do not manage to optimize both at once).

In summary, the prospects for observing and measuring
the singlet 8 state in the l' system look very promising.

D-wave State Spectroscopy

Recently, Kwong and Rosner have used the "inverse scat
tering" method to construct 22 the bb potential and in turn
determine additional bb states. They find two bound D wave
states which lie below the free flavor threshold and have their
centers of gravity (cog's) at ~ 10.16 (lD) and 10.44 (2D) GeV.
They also find the fine structure splittings to be very small,
of the order of 4-6 MeV instead of the 15-20 MeV character
istic of the X~ fine structure. These predictions are supposed
to be largely model independent, not only because the "in
verse scattering" method is based on using measured 8-wave
and P-wave levels, but, as A. Martin shows, they also follow
from general mathematical properties common to most non
relativistic potentials~3 These states, however, are not easy
to observe, their leptonic widths are minute, and lying so
far below threshold; one does not expect much S-D mixing
enhancement. At e+e- colliders, therefore, we can only ac
cess these states via two sequential E1 transitions, i. e. from
1'(38) -+ ,X~ -+ "TJ(lD), with product BR's of the order
of 3.7(3.2) X 10-3 for the J=2(3) final states. Recent calcu
lations by Belanger and Moxhay have shown that for D-wave
quarkonia, the three-gluon annihilation rate is very small~4
Moxhay has shown that the hadronic transition rates are also
very small, thus the D states essentially all decay electromag
netically to the Xb states:

5

Since these predictions are firm and essentially model
independent, the observation (or nonobservation) of such states
at the predicted masses constitutes a real test of the validity
of the current potential model description of heavy quarkonia.
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The region of the potential probed by heavy quarkonia
spectra lies neither in the perturbative regime nor in the rel- -;
ativistic one. There are valid arguments that gluon exchange
within quarkonia systems might be more similar to gluon
propagation through the gluon condensate, which means they
cannot be described 26 using non relativistic potentials.

Thus, two ways present themselves for the search of D
wave states. The first is to look in the inclusive spectrum for
monochromatic photon lines characteristic of Xb -+ T2,3(lD)-y
transitions, with E'Y ~ 100(110 MeV) respectively, and of
T 3,2(lD) -+ Xb/ transitions, with E'Y ~ 230(240 MeV). Un
fortunately, all but the 260 MeV line are going to be masked
by the much stronger (T(2S) -+ Xb -+ T(2S)) photon lines.
Such a measurement would be extremely difficult.

Given the large amount of data available at a B factory,
we believe that
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Figure 7.3 Photon spectrum
from 1(38) -+ 'Yr'Y'Y£+i- 5

decays.
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one can afford to give up some on statistics and concentrate
on the lower branching ratio but cleaner sample of multipho
ton exclusive events. This means searching for the D wave
states by capitalizing on the relatively large branching ratio
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Notice that even with the excellent resolution, is still not
possible to fully resolve the D state lines because of their
minute expected splittings, but it will still be possible to ex
tract fine structure information by fitting the above observed

D state spectroscopy imposes
the strictest requirements on
the detector calorimetry, the
response can be nothing short
ofsuperb.

my omman ones sown.

Decay E"( (MeV) BR

3S ~ 2Pl ~ ID2 ~ IP ~ IS 98.6 2 x 10-5

3S ~ 2Pl ~ IDl ~ IP ~ IS 104.6 3 x 10-6

3S ~ 2P2 ~ IDa ~ IP ~ IS 110.6 1 x 10-5

3S ~ 2P2 ~ 1Dl ~ IP ~ IS 114 3 x 10-6

for the transition Xb ~ T(ISh' and that the T(IS) decays
leptonically some 3% of the time. Hence the product BR
for T(3S) ~ xb' ~ T 2{ID}'Y'Y ~ Xb'Y'Y'Y .~ T(ISh''Y'Y'Y ~
/l/l'Y'Y'Y'Y is ~ 3 X 10-5 and forT(3S) ~ xb' ~ Ta(IDh''Y --4

Xb'Y'Y'Y ~ T(ISh''Y'Y'Y ~ /l/l'Y'Y'Y'Y is ~ 2 X 10-5• While
these product BR's are small, the events would be very, very
clean: four photons of the appropriate energies accompanied
by two leptons. A small complication does arise from the
fact that the level splittings conspire to make the T(3S) ~
Xb'Y ~ T 2(I Dh''Y ~ Xb'Y'Y'Y ~ T(ISh''Y'Y'Y transition indis
tinguishable from the T(3S) ~ xb' ~ T(2Sh''Y ~ Xb'Y'Y'Y ~
T(ISh''Y'Y'Y transition, although the latter process has the
smaller product BR of ~ 1 x 10-5 . However, with the neces
sary angular resolution, one can perform kinematic fits of the
four photons and two leptons, which will effectively eliminate
any confusion.

We have carried out a Monte Carlo study for D state
exclusive spectroscopy of the type outlined above. The ex
pected observed spectrum from a run corresponding to 1.5 X

107 T(3S) decays is shown in Figure 7.3, where we have as
sumed an angular resolution for the detector of 10 mr, and
a photon energy resolution of uE/E = 1%/W, where E is
the photon energy in GeV, and a very modest photon finding
efficiency of 50%. The observed spectrum consists of photons
from the decays shown in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7 Assumed D state branching ratios.
Old t h
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Figure 7.4 Photon spectrum
from 1'(38) - 'Y'"Y'Y'Yi+ i
decays for (TE/E = 2%/@.

spectrum to the sum of four lines coming from T(23P1,z) de
cays to the ID state. In particular, we have found that we are
able to measure some D state splittings to afew %. For com
parison, we have also considered what the spectrum would
look like if the resolution were (jE/E = 2%/~. The result
is shown in Figure 7.4.
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Xb and X~ Studies

As indicated in the earlier summary of known T physics,
the fine structure of the Xb and X~ states is quite well known,
but there still remains some physics that is only accessible at
the highest luminosities.

Relativistic Corrections

The measurement of the T(3S) -+ Xb transition is of
interest since it bears on the relativistic corrections to be
applied in potential model construction. With the b-quark
being quite heavy, relativistic effects do not manifest them
selves as readily as in the lighter quark systems. However,
when they do, it seems to be relatively easy to pinpoint
the source, and study them in relative isolation. A good
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measurement of the T(3S) ~ "fXb rate, in particular, will
serve to constrain the varieties of potential models on the
market which are indistinguishable as far as static proper
ties and predictions are concerned. We also have further
interest in knowing this rate because of the possible over
lap between this signal and that of the hb ~ "f"lb transition
in the inclusive photon spectrum from T(3S) decays. With
~ 1.5 X 107 T(3S) events, and assuming the CUSB value of
BR(T(3S) ~ "fXb ~ "f"fT (lS) ~ "f"fJl+Jl-) ~ 3 X 10-5 ,

we should be able to collect a sample of a few hundred such
events.

The Nature of the Spin-Dependent Potential

From the known measurements of the P state fine struc
ture, it is usually inferred that the interquark potential is
made up of short range vector contribution and a long range
scalar confining contribution. This conclusion is usually reached
because of the agreement of the observed fine structure with
potential models that assume a long range scalar confining
term, such as the Gupta, et al. model. However other models
also assume a similar long range scalar confining term but dis
agree with the data. A closer inspection of the fine structure
reveals an apparent fallacy in the simple picture presented
with respect to the Lorentz structure of potentials V and S ~7
Consider r in terms of a and b (defined in an earlier section)
for P-wave states, r = [2a - (12/5)b]/[a +6b]. For a Coulom
bic potential (S = 0, V oc -1/R), r = 0.8. Note also that if
S is not 0, a decreases and r decreases. Thus, since the rms
radius of the X~ is greater than that of the Xb, it should feel
the confining "scalar" potential more strongly, hence r(x~)

should be less than r(Xb). Yet neither the data nor explicit
potential model calculations support this simple deduction.
Dib, Gilman and Franzini (DGF), with numerical computa
tions, resolve this apparent contradiction~8 They conclude
that one cannot make a simple assignment of the Lorentz
structure (that it is the fourth component of a Lorentz vector
or a Lorentz scalar) to pieces of a potential and expect it to
hold true over the whole range of the interactions. A. Mar
tin proved and extended the DGF conjectures and in addi
tion, showed that for the standard potentials used to describe
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heavy quarkonium, the overall splitting of the higher P states
is likely to be smaller than the lower P states.

29
This last

statement is indeed borne out in the bb P states: the overall
splitting for Xb is 34.6 MeV and for the Xb is 53.5 MeV.

Higher precision results on the fine structure of both the
Xb and the Xb should provide valuable experimental input to
this question.

Hadronic Widths of the T(n3PJ) 8tates

Unlike in the charmonium system, the hadronic widths of
the Xb states are too narrow to be measured directly. We re
call that CUSB had pioneered the method of obtaining them
from the measured branching ratios for 3PJ --+3 81 +, tran
sitions (BRJ) using the E1 rates calculated from potential
models, see section 2.2. We recapitulate the QCD predictions
of the hadronic widths by Kwong and Rosner;2 using the low-

est order QCD calculations of Barbieri et al.~o they are:

rhad(Xb2) = 145(153) keV

rhad(Xbl) = 51 keV

rhad(XbO) = 542(866) keV.

The widths of the J=2 and J=O states including the first order
t · .. th 31correc IOns are gIven III paren eses.

The ratio of the widths of the J=O and J=2 states is equal
to 15/4 x (1 + 1O.2as/1r)/(1 + 1.0as/1r)~2 Thus we note that
a precise measurement would yield a new test of QCD, i.e.
provide an independent way of determining as.

The current experimental the value for this ratio is 5.12±
2.45. This accuracy is insufficient to distinguish between lead
ing order, 3.75, and next to leading order, 5.65. This is be
cause of insufficient statistics in the XbO channel. The present
CUSB result is based on (4.1 ± 2.7) events in the 1(28)"
channel and (8.1 ± 3.7) events in the T(18)" channel. From
a 1.5 X 107 sample of T(38) events, one would collect more
than 500 exclusive events in the XbO channel, sufficient to re
duce the error on the ratio to ~ 5% of its value. Similarly, we
will be able to measure the ratio for the T(28) decays, which
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has not and will not be measured until a B factory comes into
existence.

Gluon vs Quark Fragmentation

The combination of excellent photon energy resolution,
71"0 reconstruction efficiency, and large data samples would al
low us to tag inclusive events in i(38) decays which have 85
and 122 MeV photons in the them. Depending on the even
tual 71"0 reconstruction efficiency, one could obtain a relatively
pure sample of tagged X~o 2 events. These states are expected, .

to decay principally into two gluons, allowing us to compare
the fragmentation of two gluon decays with two quark decays
(from continuum decays).

Hadronic Transitions

To date, no hadronic transitions other than
i(38,28) -+ 7I"7I"i(28, 18) have been seen, and the present
upper limits for transitions via the." are at the level of a
few xlO-3 • Scaling from the 'l/J(28) -+ ." J/'l/J, one expects
that the branching ratio for i(28) -+ ."i(18) decay will be
~ 0.1%, which is somewhat less than an order of magnitude
smaller than present limits. Similarly, the i(38) -+ ."i(18)
decay is expected to have a somewhat smaller branching ra
tio (0.02%). With an increase over the present statistics of
between a factor of 10 to 100, we should be able to observe
these decays and check the multipole expansion description
of hadronic transitions.

Radiative i Decays and Search for New Particles

A B factory is an excellent laboratory in which to search
for new particles, rare transitions, and measure as because
of the vast (~ 108) data sample of i(18) events one could
obtain there. In the following sections, we discuss some of the
i radiative decay physics that can be done.

B-ygg and as

These large data samples will be able to unambiguously
determine the shape of th e high energy photon spectrum
from i -+ 199 decays. One can also expect a very significant
improvement in the accuracy of the BR(i -+ "(gg) measure
ment which is presently known to 10% of its value.
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Radiative T Decays to Light Mesons

As can be seen in Table 6, we have only just begun to
reach the levels of sensitivity required to see i -+ 1+ light
mesons decays. If the branching ratios are indeed as expected,
a large number of possible decays will be seen with a few·
hundred events in each channel, enough to provide stringent
tests of the theoretical predictions.

Search for Light Neutral Higgs

Finding the Higgs is perhaps the central problem in high
energy physics today. A light neutral Higgs has not yet been
unambiguously ruled out, so one must consider methods to
search for them. In fact supersymmetric theories tend to
favor 32 a light Higgs. One of the methods that has been
successfully employed is to search for radiative decays, i-+

,+ H. The expected branching ratio has been calculated by
Wilczek 33 and by Weinberg34 who find

. GFMCMk 2
BR(i -+ I +H) = BRI'I' X V2 (1 - M2 )x frad

21l"a T

where x is the ratio of vacuum expectation values for the
Higgs fields (or x = 1 in the minimal Standard Model) and
where frad Rl 0.5 is the radiative correction factor ~5 Thus
one expects BR(i -+ IH) Rl 10-4 • That level of sensitiv
ity has been reached now, but with these large data samples,
one should be able to push the upper limits down by at least
an order of magnitude. That should finally place the exper
imental upper limits well beyond the reach of ever changing
radiative correction effects, and thus unequivocally rule out
a light Standard Model Higgs below the Rl 7 GeV level or
perhaps even find it.

Another interesting issue has been raised by Drees and
Hikasa36 who point out that if the Higgs should I ie near the
i or Xb, then one should expect considerable mixing effects,
which could be searched for in the decays T(38) -+ IX~ -+
,TT. In fact for MH Rl 10 GeV this may be one of the only
ways to search for it.
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High Statistics Studies of BpI" Brr, El rates...

The high statistics obtained at the proposed B factory
would also enhance the « bread and butter" physics by pro
viding the statistics to do high precision studies of already
relatively well measured quantities. The gains are obvious,
and we do not enumerate them here, except for one case that
cannot be done without these high statistics.

B pp and as

Bpp is well measured, and will probably not benefit much
from very high statistics until theory catches up with the ex
isting experimental precision. However there are other pre
cision tests such as Jl - r universality that can be addressed
(see next section).

J.t - r Universality and a Compositeness Scale

The question of universality among generations can pro
vide a useful probe for physics beyond the Standard Model.
Here we investigate the sensitivity attainable in a comparison
of i ~ r+r- with i ~ Jl+ Jl-. The immediate theoretical
impetus for this study came in the claim by Pati and Strem
nitzer37 that large differences might be observed in toponium
decays due to compositeness, where they stress the possibility
that compositeness may show up at a lower scale in the third
family than in the first two. It is expected that the effects
will be substantially smaller in i decays, but the possibility
of very high statistics experiments makes the question worth
studying. Of course the question of universality is of general
interest, but we use the Pati and Stremnitzer model as a guide
for where the interesting region lies.

The effect of compositeness on i ~ r+r-

In this section, we reapply Pati & Stremnitzer's calcu
lation to the upsilon system. Without resorting to a specific
model, there is no very precise prediction, so we give a range of
predictions, as a function of compositeness parameters. This
range should not be construed as covering all compositeness
ideas, but at least is interesting.

First, we generalize the equations in Ref. 37 to apply to
the upsilon system as well as the toponium system. Define
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the ratio:

R = r(V -+ 7+7-) (7.1)
- r(V -+ p,+p,-)'

where V is either T or O. There are two diagrams which we
consider for the p,+p,- decay, corresponding to quark-anti
quark annihilation through a photon or a ZO. A third diagram
appears in addition for the 7+7- decay, as a consequence of
shared components in the third generation quarks and lep
tons according to the compositeness model. The ratio R is
conveniently expressed in the form:

(7.2)

(7.3)

We generalize Pati and Stremnitzer's expressions for A and
A'to apply to both toponium and bottomonium decays, as
well as include a slight modification for the hypercolor term
suggested by B. Ward:

Ai = -e e2
_ GFmi 2(9Rq +9Lq)(-1 +4sin2 Ow)

q s 2V2 Dz(s)

{
0 if £ # 7

- ,.2 •
ALs If £ = 7

A' _ GFmi 2(9Rq +9Lq)
i - 2V2 Dz(s) ,

where Dz (s) = s - mi +imzrz, s =m~ is the square of the
vector meson mass, and the hypercolor force is assumed to
conserve parity. The hypercolor term is arranged so that the
sign of the strength parameter, K,2, is consistent with Strem
nitzer and Pati's second paper~8 and opposite to the sign in

their first paper:
7

With the sign convention as chosen here,
Stremnitzer and Pati suggest that K,2 is most naturally posi
tive, though this is not required. The quark charge is eq, and
-2(9Rq +9Lq) = 2IJr - 4eqsin2 Ow. It is convenient to also
express R in the form R = 1 +S with:

There are two unknown parameters associated with the
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compositeness picture which are needed in an evaluation of
R: (i) fi,2 is a strength parameter associated with the com
positeness force. By analogy with the ordinary strong force
(QeD), it is argued

37
that one expects 1fi,21~ 1tolO. (ii) A

is a compositeness size parameter for the T - b- t family and
is related to AHC, a scale parameter for the hypercolor gauge
force which binds 39 this family. It is argued37,39 that, in a
world with three families, this scale cannot be larger than a
few TeV if the compositeness idea is a correct approach for the
masses in this family. However, the effective size parameter
A may be different for different members of the family.

To calculate the expectation for i decays, we tune the
calculation to agree with Pati & Stremnitzer's results for to
ponium. The ZO diagram is not a serious contribution at the
1', nor is the mass of the l' (compared with A), though they
are included in the calculation. Neglect of these contributions
yields the simplified formula:

(7.5)

In practice, we need to apply a correction for the non-zero
lepton masses, since we need to deal with rather small devia
tions from It - T universality, as we shall see. Since the parity
violating contribution may be neglected, we may simply mul
tiply the value of R in formula (7.5) by

vr (3 - v;) +0.00005
fr/~ = (3 2) = 0.99227"':'0.00007' (7.6)

v~ -v~

where velocities appropriate to l' decays have been used~o

We thus obtain a family of curves for Ry as a function of
A and fi,2, as shown in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 Ry as a function
of A for different values of K,2 •

The mass of the l' is taken to
be 9.46 GeV.

Measurement ofRy to ~ 1% is
the goal for interesting physics
reach.

The conclusion from this figure is that an experiment to search
for compositeness in T ~ r+r- decays with a precision of
~ 1% in the measurement of Rr could be very interesting.

Experimental measurement of Rr

In considering the experimental measurement of Rr, let
us first look at the current situation. The 1988 world averages

40
are:

B(T ~ p,+p,-) = 2.6 ± 0.2 %
B(T ~ r+r-) = 3.0 ± 0.4 %.

Thus, the current world average for the ratio, neglecting possi,.
ble correlations between these measurements, is Rr = 1.15 ±
0.18. This is about one standard deviation above the value
expected in the Standard Model (0.992). The preliminary
world averages for the 1990 edition of the Review of Parti
cle Properties (as obtained from the PARTICLES database
in SPIRES) are B(T ~ p,+p,-) = 2.61 ± 0.11 % and B(T ~
r+r-) = 2.97 ± 0.35 %, yielding Rr = 1.14 ± 0.14, with the
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same conclusion as from the data available in 1988. Unfortu
nately, the experimental errors. are too large to expect to see
evidence for compositeness, or to put especially interesting
constraints on the model-builders.

However, given the high statistics that may become avail
able for T physics, measurements at the level of .::; 1%might
be attainable in the future. A measurement of such precision
requires some care. A good approach, in terms of control of
systematic effects, is one in which the /-l+ /-l- and r+r- are
measured at the T and in the continuum just below the reso
nance. Simultaneous measurement of rr and /-l/-l is important
so that sensitivity to knowledge of the accumulated luminos
ity may be suppressed or eliminated.

Let Nrr be the number of r-pair events and Np,p, the num
ber of p-pair events observed on the T, and Mrr , Mp,p be the
corresponding observed numbers in the continuum below the
T. The efficiencies are assumed to be the same on and off the
resonance. Also, rUl is the ratio of the continuum f+f- cross
section on resonance to below resonance (rq'l R:I 1 is approx
imately the ratio of the inverse squares of the energies), and
rL is the ratio of the accumulated luminosity on resonance to
below resonance.

With these definitions, we may write the measured value
of Rr in this experiment as:

R f NrrlMrr - rurrL (7.7)
r = r/PN 1Mpp p,p -rulJrL

The fr/p which appears in this expression is to be evaluated
at the continuum point. Propagation of errors yields the es
timated error:

Current data on R-r is impre
cise.
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will neglect the uncertainty in fr/w In the limit RT = 1 (i.e.,
Nrr/Mrr = Npp/Mp,p), the estimated error reduces to:

The important point here is that by using the below reso
nance measurement, we drastically reduce the contribution
from systematic effects - to an excellent approximation, we
have a statistics-limited experiment.

We may now make numerical estimates of the amount
of integrated luminosity required for a given statistical er
ror in RT. For the numerical estimates, we assume B(T -+

p,+p,-) = B(T -+ r+r-) = 0.03 and u(e+e- -+ T) = 18nb
(observed value at CESR, including beam spread and radia
tive effects). Also for the sake of numerical estimates, we
assume that the continuum p,-pair and r-pair cross sections
are given by the QED single photon cross section, 1nb, at the
T energy. For simplicity, we will also take €p = €r, though
this is not required.

The optimum strategy is to divide the running time so as
to observe equal numbers of p,-pairs at the two energy points:
Np,p = Mpp and (in limit RT = fr/p) Nrr = Mrr . For a
desired error in RT, on the T point, we must obtain:

We propose effectively a double
ratio measurement of RT,
in which systematics cancel,
yielding a statistics-limited ex
periment.

1 1 1 1-+--+-+-.Nrr Mrr Np,p Mpp
(7.9)

(7.10)

where Nil refers to the non-resonant continuum contribution
to the observed numbers (likewise NIt refers to the reso
nant contribution to the observed numbers), and €[ is the
efficiency to observe .e+.e-, including .e decay modes and de
tector limitations. Off-resonance, we must run a factor of fV

1+NJp,/N~p, fV 1.5 times longer (for the cross section assump
tions stated earlier). We summarize the required datasets in
the following Table:
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DRT/Ry R . d . I t NproducedeqUlre eqUlva en y

0.01 107 /f.r
0.001 109/f.r

Assuming proper care is taken to insure equivalent run
ning on and off resonance, the experiment should be statistics
limited. A measurement at the level of a 1%measurement of
Ry requires a relatively small investment in running time for
a B-factory. Note that the statistics required for a 0.1%error
is also within reach of a B factory of the luminosity under
consideration.

Backgrounds

The design of the experiment is such that backgrounds
tend to cancel out. The only potential worry is backgrounds
from other decays of the T itself, since continuum contribu
tions cancel. We note that no exclusive decays of the l(IS)
have been observed other than the lepton pairs. Backgrounds
due to cross-over in the lepton decay channels are not a se
rious problem even if they occur, and even we have only a
rough idea how large they are. This is because this source
will occur in th~ same way on the continuum, and so the
uncertainty in this source cancels to a good approximation.
We need only be concerned about backgrounds from 1 decay
processes that are not compensated by identical backgrounds
in the continuum.

The limits on exclusive branching ratios of the l(IS),
which could contribute backgrounds exist for a few channels,
and are typically of the order of 10-4 , already considerably
smaller than the branching ratio to lepton pairs. Thus, tails in
these low multiplicity decay modes are unlikely to pose much
of a problem. Fortunately, with a high luminosity machine,
we will be able to study the background sources at the same
time as we collect the data for the measurement.

Summary

The prospect of a precision test of p,-r universality in 1
decays is very promising. Without resorting to a specific com
positeness model, a measurement of Ry at the level of ~ 1%
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The ability to tag B- events
via their 50 MeV photon may
prove to be important in CP
violation studies

probes a new region in the third family. Such a measurement
appears to offer the potential of an exciting and fundamental
discovery, and at least will provide useful constraints

Spectroscopy Above the b-Flavor Threshold

Although the principal focus of this section has been on
the spectroscopy accessible from bound bb states, one should
address the question of spectroscopy above the b flavor thresh
old. In particular, with excellent photon energy resolution
and low photon energy cutoffs we would accurately measure
the B* -+ B +1 photon spectrum (where E"( ~ 50 MeV
has already been measured by CUSB), and from the shape

of the spectrum one can study B~*) production vs energy.
This would allow for a determination of the optimal energy
at which to run in order to observe Bs - B s mixing.

7.4. DETECTOR CONSTRAINTS

The physics that we have discussed in previous sections
relies on having an excellent detector capable not only of pre
cision charged track measurements, but also achieving the
highest possible energy resolution for photons.

Angular Resolution

We have carried out several studies of the necessary angu
lar resolution required by the detector in order not to compro
mise the intrinsic electromagnetic energy resolution. Figure
7.6 shows the contours for various contributions to the en
ergy resolution due to angular resolution alone. These studies
were done assuming asymmetric collisions of 9 on 3 GeV. If
one maintains an angular resolution of better than 20 mr, its
contribution to the energy resolution is negligible. A similar
study of the angular resolution contribution to the energy res
olution is shown in Figure 7.7. The resolution shown here is
only from angular smearing with no contribution from photon
energy resolution. The four photon lines shown in Figure 7.7
correspond to the transitions 1(38) -+ X~(J=2,1) followed by

X~(J=2,1) -+ 1(28). The two higher energy lines have some
doppler smearing, from recoil of the X~' All lines are clearly
resolved even with an angular resolution of 30 mr, it is only at
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the very poorest resolutions (> 50 mr) that the "unboosted"
energy resolution begins to deteriorate.
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Figure 7.6 Energy resolution
contours VB angular resolution.

The angular resolution is of course determined by the
number of calorimeter elements. We can make a very sim
ple estimate of the number of elements required to achieve
10 and 20 mr, assuming that the full solid angle is covered,
and that there is no energy sharing between elements (this is
the most pessimistic case). Under those conditions, the rms
angular resolution is 1/v'I2 times the actual angular opening
of the calorimeter towers. The number of detector elements
is shown in Table 7.8.

Table 7.8 Minimum number of calorimeter elements .

Sf) = 20mr Sf) = 10mr

No. of detector elementf 2,600 10,500
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Given the proper detector, l'
physics is as easily done at an
asymmetric machine as at a
symmetric machine
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In conclusion, we find that for any reasonable detector be

ing considered, the Doppler smearing produced by an asym

metric e+e- machine can be easily and effectively removed.

1 physics at an asymmetric machine is as easily done as at a

symmetric machine.

Energy Resolution

The question of energy resolution is more critical to the

physics we have considered. Much of the physics demands

excellent photon energy resolution. It includes the study

of D state spectroscopy, where the splittings are very small

(~ 6 MeV), Xb and X~ tagging studies, and 71'0 reconstruction

(where one needs to maintain good mass resolution).
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for 2.5 x 106 38 decays
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Figure 7.8 Photon spectrum
for 1(38) -+ X~(J=2.1.0) and
x~ -+ 1(28) decays with
uE/E = 2%/~(JJ 1%.

As an example of the effect of resolution on Xb studies,
Figure 7.8 shows the photon spectrum assuming a resolution
of aE / E = 2%/~E91 %. While this resolution appears quite
adequate to measure the 1(38) ~ X~ lines, the X~ ~ 1(28)
lines are no longer fully resolved. The situation is aggravated
for the D state lines, where the splittings are significantly
smaller. Improving the resolution to 1% instead of 2% leads
to the spectrum shown in Figure 7.9. Note that now the
X~ ~ 1(28) lines are fully resolved, and that the D state
lines are partially resolved as was shown in Figure 7.3.

The energy resolution plays a very important role in 7r0

reconstruction. Previous B factory workshops have empha
sized the need for excellent electromagnetic calorimetry in
order to achieve the very good 7r0 resolution that is necessary
not only for 1 physics, where one needs it to reduce pho
ton backgrounds in inclusive photon spectra, but also in B
physics where it is quite as important as excellent charged
particle resolution when reconstructing B particles.
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Figure 7.10 shows a comparison41 of what a modern CLEO

II like detector should be capable of in terms of mass resolu

tion (under ideal assumptions such as no lower E"'( cutoff, and

no noise in the crystal readout), and Figure 7.11 shows what a

superb calorimeter41 could achieve with an energy resolution

of 1%at 100 MeV. The benefits are self-evident. In actual use

real detectors have other limitations imposed on them, e.g.,

the actual 71"0 reconstruction achieved with the first run of the

CLEO-II endcaps was significantly poorer than that shown in

Figure 7.10.
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Minimum Photon Energy Cutoff

One of the constraints imposed on a real calorimeter is
that sufficiently low energy photons, below some value E~ow,

are not observed. Other B factory studies~2 assuming the
very best possible electromagnetic calorimeters, have shown
that one pays dearly in 7r0 reconstruction efficiency as a func
tion of E~ow. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 from ref. 42 show that one
must pay close attention to the low energy photon cutoff. For
a cutoff of 50 MeV, the efficiency for reconstructing a photon
in an average B event is reduced to 50%; the probability of
reconstructing all 7r°'S drops to 30%.

7.5. CONCLUSIONS

We find that if care is paid to the detector design, then
the large amount of remaining T physics is readily accessible
at an asymmetric B factory. The physics we have considered
requires sensitivity to branching ratios of the order of 10-5 ,

and is thus only accessible at a high luminosity e+e- machine
(independent of whether it is a symmetric or an asymmetric
machine). In fact, the majority of this physics will remain
untapped until such luminosities are achieved and a detector
with superior photon energy resolution is employed. It offers
a unique opportunity to carry out fundamental tests of QCD,
deepen our understanding of potential models, and conduct
searches for new physics.
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8. TAU PHYSICS AT A B FACTORY

8.1. INTRODUCTION

T he T lepton was discovered in 1975 at the SPEAR e+e
storage ring at SLAC ! The initial investigation of its

properties at SPEAR and DORIS I established it as a third
generation lepton and yielded first measurements of its major
decay modes. When the higher energy storage rings PETRA
and PEP came into operation, the situation improved con
siderably because increased samples of T'S could be obtained
that were relatively background free. Thus it became possible
to study the semi-hadronic decays of the T in much more de
tail. In addition, the known decay channels were remeasured
with accuracies of a few percent typically. More recently,
even larger data samples, taken at CESR and DORIS II, be
came available, adding to our knowledge about the T lep
ton and its associated neutrino liT' There have been several
recent reviews~ Present event samples are about 3.5 x 104

events maximum for each of the PEP/PETRA experiments,
and about 3 x 105 events for each of the CESR/DORIS II
experiments that operate in the region of the 1(4S).

All existing measurements agree with the T being a spin
1/2 pointlike particle of unit charge with a V - A weak in
teraction and no strong interaction. Except for phenomena
related to its higher mass, no significant differences between
the T and the other charged leptons, electron and muon, have
yet been found.

Compared to the precision reached in the study of other
fundamental particles, such as the muon, research in T physics
still has a long way to go. There are many topics of interest to
pursue in T physics, where very large event numbers collected
by a single experiment will be important. Some of these in
volve the T itself, e.g. lifetime, branching ratios, rare decays.
Others involve using the T as a probe for other physics, e.g.
liT mass, T-p,-e universality, weak charged currents, hadron
spectroscopy, physics beyond the Standard Model.

The new generation of e+e- experiments will certainly
improve matter, but statistics will continue to dominate the
precision of many measurements performed over the next few
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• Decay channel T -+ vr57r
We have generated events of the type

Given 3 x 107 T pairs and BS7r = 5.6 X 10-4 : we expect to
detect 5200 1-57r events (fIS7r . 0.43), of which 910 are round
in the mass region mS7r > 1.7 GeV. (We find no indication of
background from 100000 qq events and 80000 cc events.)

• Decay channel T -+ vrJ(J(7r

We have generated events of the type

Given 3 x 107 T pairs and BKK7r = 0.22%, we expect to de
tect 23800 I-J(J(7r events (fIS7r = 0.5), with 320 events above
mK K 7r = 1.7 GeV. (Again we find no indication of back
ground from 100000 qq events and 80000 cc events. Back
ground from Tl -+ 7r7r7r and Tl -+ J(7r7r has been found to
contribute zero and two events, respectively. None of them
fell into the endpoint region.)

To estimate the m llr limit that can be obtained from both
channels, the following procedure was applied:

• Generate Tl -+ Vr7rpp, vrJ(J(7r events
with mllr = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20 MeV.

• Fit the invariant mass distributions above 1.7 GeV
to get dr/dmhad.

• Calculate the likelihood that the distributions from two
appropriately sized test samples of Tl -4Vr7rpp, vrJ(J(7r

events (generated with m llr = 0 MeV) agree with any
of the m llr hypotheses stated above (taking into ac
count the Gaussian mass resolutions Gm with u(ms7I') =
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4.5 MeV and 0'(mKK1I') = 3.5 MeV):

•

"- IT II Jd elf/dmhad G
J., - mhad f x . m'

channels events tot
(3)

• Plot (, VB m llr and integrate up to 95% of its area to
obtain a 95% C.L. upper limit on m llr •

Figure 8.1 Likelihood £ VB

mvr • The arrow indicates 95%
of the total integral.
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Figure 8.1 shows that, given the assumptions stated above,
we can reach a limit of

m llr < 5.5 MeV at 95% C.L. (4)

with the initial data sample. (The initial 95% C.L. limits for
each individual channel are m llr < 7MeV for 511' and rnllr <
9MeV for J{J{1I'.)

For the full course of the experiment (3 x 108 produced
T pairs after "'five years of running), the projected ultimate
m llr limit is

A limit of mVr < 1.7MeV at
95% C.L. can be obtail1ed with
the 300 fb- 1 sample

m llr < 1.7 MeV at 95% C.L. (5)

Clearly the limit will be somewhat degraded by system
atic effects like the uncertainty of mT and of the measured
mhad' We assume that m T will be measured by BEPC to
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T decay allows a very clean way
to measure the Cabibbo angle

within 1 MeV, and that the hadronic mass scale in the ex
periment is found to 1 MeV by studying, e.g., inclusive 1Q.

, These systematic errors will worsen the one-year upper limit
on mVr by 0.7 MeV and the five-year upper limit by 1.5 MeV.

8.3. MEASUREMENT OF THE CABIBBO ANGLE

The Cabibbo angle, as defined originally by N. Cabibbo ;
is given by the ratio of the muonic decay widths of I< and 1r:

The Cabibbo angle can also be measured in T decay, the
only difference (apart from radiative corrections) being that
the Vp-W-JL vertex is replaced by the Vr-W-T vertex:

(7)

The ratio of the partial widths equals the ratio of the T

branching ratios into I< and 1r, BK / B7r . At present, this ra
tio is known only to a precision of about 25% ~ A dedicated
measurement i1t the B factory can improve the precision by
a factor of 40 by measuring the number of events where

Then BK / B7r is given by

BK N'K/f'K _ 2B,BKNrr
B 7r N,7r /d1r - 2B,B7rNrr'

(8)

where B, and Nrr cancel.

Our studies show that we can detect 1.5 X 105 x (€lK =
0.34) = 5.2 x 104 i-I< eventsand 2.3 X 106 x (€l7r = 0.42) =
9.7 X 105 1-1r events from 3 x 107 produced T pairs, yielding
a statistical error on BK / B7r of 0.45%. (We have assumed
equal efficiency for I = e and 1= JL.)
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To estimate the background, which is mainly due to par
ticle misidentification, we checked other T decay channels as
well as q7j events (see Table 8.1).

Assuming that the Monte Carlo correction for this back
ground is accurate to within 10% yields a systematic error of
0.3%. The difference in efficiency, which is mainly due to a
momentum cut to keep particle identification efficient, con
tributes another 0.3%. Thus we expect to measure BK / B1r

to a precision of 0.6%, where statistical and systematic er
rors have been combined in quadrature. Assuming that the T

mass is measured by then to 1 MeV, this yields a 0.6% mea
surement of the Cabibbo angle in T decay.

Table 8.1 Background contributions to e-1r and e-J(.

Background contribution (%)

From To e-1r To e-I<

e-p, 2.6 0.18 ..

e-1r - 0.42

e-I< 0.013 -

e-e 0.023 -
qij 0.7 0.14

8.4. SECOND CLASS CURRENTS

The weak charged current can be classified into first and
second-class currents according to its transformation under
G parity (see Reference 8 and references therein) as shown in
Table 8.2.
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The expected branching frac
tion for the second-class cur
rent decay r- --+ VT ll'-Tl is
1.5 x 10-5

lYe expect 170 signal events in
90 /b-l

Table 8.2 Classifications of the weak charged current.

vector current axial current

first class G = +1 G =-1

second class G =-1 G = +1

An example of a r decay that proceeds through a second
"class current is r- -+ lIr 1r-TJ. Since the hadronic final state
consists of two pseudoscalars, the decay must proceed through
the vector current, which is characterized by G = +1. How
ever, the 1rTJ system has G = -1. Thus this process involves
a second-class current.

Second-class currents are strongly suppressed in the Stan
dard Model since they involve some sym~etry breaking

8
at

the W q7j vertex (e.g., due to the u-d mass difference or radia
tive corrections), or symmetry breaking in the hadronization
process, or another non-standard decay mechanism (e.g., due
to a scalar particle like the 'charged Higgs boson).

From isospin-violating effects alone, which are suppressed
by the square of the u-d mass difference, the predicted branch
ing ratio 9 for r- -+ lIr 1r-TJ is 1.5 X 10-5 • Measuring this
branching ratio provides an interesting test of the Standard
Model and offers the potential for finding new physics beyond
it. .

We have studied the possibility of measuring the decay
channel r- -+ lIr 1r-TJ, where the TJ is observed via its decay
into two photons (B(TJ -+ ,,) = 0.389) ~ (The ~hannel r- -+

lIr1r-TJ, TJ -+ 1r+1r-1r0 suffers from a huge background from
the unsuppressed decay r- -+ lIr1r-1r+1r-1r°, which has a
branching ratio of 4.4 x 10-2) .3 We select events with

With 9 x 107 produced r pairs and the assumed branching
ratio, we expect to detect 170 signal events (€7r7/ = 0.34) over
a large background from the following processes:
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• T1 -+ vrP- -+ Vr1r-1r°, 1r0 -+ 'Y'Y (B(T1) = 2.23 X

10-1) ~ where one of the photons is lost, but an ini
tial state radiation photon is detected instead. (This
process contributes about 1/3 of the background.)

• T1 -+ Vr1r-1r°1r°, 1r0 -+ 'Y'Y (B(Tl) = 8.5 x 10-2) ~o
where two photons are lost. (This process contributes
about 2/3 of the background.)

Background from T1 -+ Vr1r-1r°1r°1r° (B(T1) = LOx 10-2):1
T1 -+ Vr1r-1r°T/ (B(T1) = 1.5 x 10-3) ~2 and qq were found to
be small.

Figure 8.2(a) shows the 'Y'Y invariant mass spectrum ex
pected with 90 fb-1. The signal at the T/ mass has a 40'
significance. Were the T -+ Vr1r-T/ branching fraction to be
3 X 10-5, we would find a 50' signal with only 30 fb-1 (see
Figure 8.2(b)).

With 90 fb- 1, a limit of
< 3 x 10-5 can be obtained
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8.5. RARE DECAYS

The large sample of T pairs produced at a B factory of
fers a unique possibility to look for T decays forbidden in
the Standard Model. As an example, we have investigated
the possibility for detecting the neutrinoless decay T ---+ 111111,
which violates lepton flavor and could be mediated by, e.g., a
charged Higgs boson.

III existing data are consistent with the conservation of

lepton flavor and lepton number. However, there is no ob
vioustheoretical reason for this within the Standard Model.
In fact, many extensions predict such violations at some level
and experimental searches for them probe these models up
to mass scales of a few TeV. The most stringent limits to
date come from studies of 11, 1r and 1< decays. (For example

3

B(1l ---+ eee) < 1.0 X 10-13 whereas B(T ---+ 111111) < 2.9 X 10-5,

both limits at 90% C.L.) However, very different violation
patterns can emerge, due to the mass differences between
the generations. Generally the effects of new particles are
enhanced for heavier fermions, resulting in an increased com
petitiveness of T decay experiments. For example, for a neu-
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trinoless leptonic decay, mediated by a charged Higgs boson,
t · t 13one es lma es

(9)

Thus a T decay limit below 10-6 has a higher sensitivity than
the present JL decay limit.

We have studied the sensitivity that can be reached.in a
search for the decay T ..... JLJLJL. For a decay branching ratio
of 10-7 and a T pair sample of 9 x 107, we expect to detect
four events with

Since the searched for decay is neutrinoless, the total invari
'ant mass of the three muons will be clustered around the T

mass, giving the events a unique signature.

Several sources of background have been investigated:

• T1 ..... vr?r-?r+?r- (B(Tl) = 6.4x 10-2) ~ where all pions
get misidentified as muons. We find a contribution of
ten such events; however, at most one would fall into
the T mass region from 1.75 GeV to 1.82 GeV.

• T1 ..... vr?r-p-, p- ..... mm (B(T1) = 6.4 X 10-2 x 6.7 x

10-5) ~ where one pion gets misidentified as a muon.
This process contributes six events. Again we expect at
most one event in the T mass region.

• e+e- ..... qq. We find that 3.6 x 104 events pass all
cuts except the one on particle identification. Assum
ing conservatively that only two out of three tracks (as
sumed to be pions) have to be misidentified as muons
(€misid = 0.0152) results in an expected six background
events; at most one of these is close to the T mass.

Thus we expect to observe four signal events and three
background events. Using Poisson statistics, this can be con-
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A limit of B JJJJJJ < 3 X 10-7

at 95% C.L. has a sensitivity
comparable to muon decay
limits

verted into an upper limit

B(T --? Ii Ii Ii ) < 3 X 10-7 at 95% C.L. (10)

Similar limits are achievable for most of the neutrinoless
T decays predicted in models (see Reference 13 and references
therein) involving leptoquarks (T --? li7r°, lipO), supersymme
try (T --? Wy), and compositeness (T --? lie/».

8.6. STRUCTURE OF THE T-W-Vr VERTEX

The exact form of the T coupling to the weak charged
current is far from being sufficiently constrained by existing
data. The most general 4-fermion interaction Hamiltonian14

contains ten complex coupling constants, with one phase lead
ing to 19 real parameters to be determined experimentally. It

15
has been shown that the structure of the weak charged cur-
rent can be determined completely by measuring the following
observables:

(a) Lifetime T

(b) Decay asymmetry eand 8 of the daughter lepton (e or
Ii) relative to the spin of the mother lepton

(c) Polarization e' of the daughter lepton

(d) Total cross section S for the inverse decay vre --? TVe

with Vr of known helicity.

All corresponding quantities have been measured in Ii de
cay, leading to a lower limit for the V - A interaction and
upper limits for all other interactions :5

Such a precision test of the structure of the T-W -Vr vertex
has hardly begun. Besides the T lifetime, Tr = (3.04 ± 0.09) x

10-13 sec: the only decay parameter measured to date is the

Michel parameter 16 p: p = 0.70 ± 0.05
17

which is consistent
with the V - A expectation of 0.75. (Note that measuring
the V - A value for p does not exclude phenomena likeright
handed vector bosons or charged Higgs bosons, which are
common to many extensions of the Standard Model.) The
values of p and of the 'low energy spectrum parameter' 'f/
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are in principle determined by the above five measurements.
However,since measurement of e' and S is hardly conceivable
at present, a direct measurement of p and "1 from the lepton
momentum spectrum in T -+ lIr11l' adds valuable information.
The determination of the strength of the interaction from the
T lifetime actually requires knowledge of "1, since14

G2 _ 2. 19271"3 1 ( )
F - Tr m~ 1 +4TJ(m,/mr ) _ 8(m,fmr )2' 11

The determination of the decay asymmetry parameters
eand 8 requires knowledge of the T polarization. This is
possible (without polarized beams) since the spins of two T'S

produced in e+e- annihilation are strongly correlated. (The
helicities of the T'S tend to be opposite to each other as their
(3's increase ~8)

The prospects for measuring p, "1, eand 8 have been exten
sively studied in References 5 and 19. The authors conclude
that a B factory can measure the above parameters with
statistical errors between a few tenths of a percent (for p and
8) and a few percent (for eand 8). (So far no estimates for
systematic errors for these measurements exist.)

A determination of these parameters will probe in a model
independent way the weak charged current contributions
from right-handed vector bosons and from scalar and ten
sor bosons. This is an important step to fully establish the
V - A type interaction of the T.

8.7. MEASUREMENT OF Be/Bp

The leptonic T decays T -+ lIr elle and T -+ lIrllllp provide
an ideal testing ground for our understanding of the T lepton
and its weak interaction, for two reasons: (1) The decays can
be calculated rigorously, and (2) their experimental signature
allows precise measurements. The decay width for T -+ lIr11l'
. . b 18
IS gIven y

G2 m 5

r, = 1~7I"; (1 - 8y - 8y3 - y4 - y21n y), (12)

assuming y = m,/mr, m Vr = mVI = 0 and mw = 00. The
correction for the finite W mass is 0.03% and the first or-
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der electroweak radiative corrections amount to 0.43% .20 The
phase space correction due to the finite 1mass is 2.7%. Note
that according to lepton universality the same strength of
the interaction, Gp, was assumed for e and p,. (Different
strengths would be caused by new particles with mass or gen
eration dependent couplings, e.g., the charged Higgs boson.)
Measuring re/rI' = BelBI' to a precision of a few tenths of a
percent provides a sensitive test of lepton universality and of
the electroweak radiative corrections. The precision of today's

3
measurements, Be = (17.8 ± 0.4)% and Bp = (17.5 ± 0.4)%,
does not allow stringent enough tests.

We have studied the possibility of measuring BelBit using
events of the type

Then BeJBI' is given by

(13)

where Bp and Nrr ~cancel. We 'expect to detect 2.41 x 106 X

(Eep = 0.316) = 7.60 X 105 e-p events and 2.41 x106 x (EItP =
0.310) = 7.47 x 105 p,-p events, yielding a statistical error on
BelBit of 0.2%. Note that the efficiencies for both channels
are nearly identical, the difference of 1.7% all being due to
the particle identification requirements. Table 8.3 shows the
estimated contaminations from other T decays and from qq
events.
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Table 8.3 Background contributions to e-p and J.L-p.

Background contribution (%)

From To e-p To J.L-p

e-p 0.16

J.L-p 0.09

e-p1r° 1.47 0.01

J.L-p1r0 0.01 1.39

1r-P 0.17 0.45

qq 0.5 0.5

Assuming that the Monte Carlo is accurate to within 10%
in correcting for this background and for the difference in .the
detection efficiencies, we estimate a total systematic error of
0.4%. Combining statistical and systematic error in quadra
ture results in a total error on BelBp of 0.5%. Such a pre
cision provides a stringent test of lepton universality and is
high enough to see any significant deviation from the expected
electroweak radiative corrections in T decay.

8.8. MEASUREMENT OF THE TAU LIFETIME

For the topology where one tau decays to evv and the
other to 31r±v, there will be 4.1 x 105 events passing our 59%
acceptance cuts. This large number of taus, combined with a
silicon pixel type vertex detector and a small beam pipe, will
yield an extremely precise measurement of the tau lifetime.
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For a tau lifetime of zero a~d using the Mark II secondary
vertex finder subroutine, Figure 8.3(a) shows the decay length
distribution (1 = (3,CT) for a pure Monte Carlo sample of T -+

37l'±v after passing through the detector simulation and vertex
finding. For a tau lifetime of 2.86 X 10-13 sec, Figure 8.3(b)
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shows the same decay length distribution. The distribution
is clearly asymmetric.

Using Monte Carlo events, a plot can be made of the
reconstructed average decay length, <1>, vs the generated tau
lifetime. Assuming that this curve (very nearly a straight line)
is simulated to arbitrary statistical accuracy, it can be used
to read off the tau lifetime given an <1> ±~ <1> measured
for the actual data. The fractional error in the tau lifetime is
then just equal to the fractional error in <1>. For 2207 Monte
Carlo events T -+ 311"±v, the fractional error is A~J> = 2.6%.
Scaling this by the square root of the number of expected
events (now including p,-311"± events) yields a statistical error
on the tau lifetime of A<1~ = 0.14% for 30fb-1 of data.

For this large data sample the dominant error will be sys
tematic. If the cuts allow too much background into the decay
length distribution, the systematic error on <1> will be based
on how well the MC models this pollution. The selection we
developed has an acceptance of 59% for e - 31l'± while letting
through < 1/30000 of the qq events. This translates into 1%
of the events in Figure 8.3(b) being due to qq. Since par
ticle identification of the 311"± eliminates charged kaons and
hence suppresses charm and bottom decays, we assume all
the pollution events have <1>= O. Then the <1> of the plot
will shift by 0.5%. The Monte Carlo will correct for this, but
we estimate the Monte Carlo will have a ±1O% systematic
uncertainty. Thus, we estimate a 0.05% overall systematic
error on the T lifetime from qq backgrounds. Because we are
measuring <1>, many potential sources of systematic error
disappear to first order. For example, if the collision point
of the beams moves, some decay lengths get longer and some
get shorter, but <1> remains unchanged. One source of error
which does not cancel out is an error in the average radius
of the vertex detector. This is the main determinant of the
scale of measured lengths, of what a meter of decay length
means. The impact parameter of a track of a given angle is
proportional to the radius of the vertex detector. Thus we
estimate A<1~ = ¥ = ;~:n = 0.25%.
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8.9. TAU BRANCHING RATIOS

Our excellent tau lifetime must be multiplied by mea
sured branching ratios in order to get partial decay widths
to compare with theoretical calculations, for example to test
lepton universality at the 1-W-Vl vertex. To make full use of
our small error on the lifetime, we want a measurement er
ror of ~lr ~ 0.1 %. This precludes the use of the (typically
2% accurate) luminosity monitor to determine the number of
parent taus. Instead, one tau of the pair can be tagged, with
a minimum of restrictions placed on the opposite tau so as
not to enhance one branching fraction over another.

The tagged T will be identified by its decay to 31r±v. Since
> 3 prong decays have branching ratios < 0.2%, we require
that the event have 4 or 6 charged prongs. Next, we boost
all charged and neutral tracks to the beam-beam center of
mass and divide the tracks into two hemispheres based on
the thrust axis. We keep the event if in at least one hemi
sphere there are exactly 3 charged tracks summing to ±1
total charge, the tracks are identified as pions by the particle
ID, and the hemisphere has no photons with E"'( > 100MeV.
Next we require that m311' < mr, and that IcosOrl < 0.8.
The angle Or is between the approximate tau direction (given
by the sum of the 3 pion momenta) in the lab frame and the
beam axis. Finally, we require the separation of the 31r vertex
from the origin to satisfy 250jl < I < 1500jl. The remaining
events are the tagged TT sample. The numbers of various tau
decays in the opposite hemisphere can now be counted. Ta
ble 8.4 lists the various cuts and their effects on both TT and
qq Monte Carlo events.

For 30fb-1 of data there will be approximately 6.7 X 105

tagged TT events. For example, we will be able to measure Be
with a statistical error of ~Br(~;evv) = 0.3%. The dominant
error will be systematic, one source being from qq pollution of
the tagged TT sample. There will be 4 times more qq than TT

because of R and the 1(48) resonance, 1/0.124 more because
of Br(T ~ 31r±v) = 0.064 for either tau, and o'~~lol2 times
less because of the Monte Carlo-calculated acceptance of the
cuts. Thus 2% of the tagged TT events are really qq. If the
Monte Carlo is believed to ±10%, then there will be a 0.2%
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systematic error on the number of 'T decays seen in any partic
ular channel due to the pollution from qlj events. The Monte
Carlo study is being continued to determine the additional
acceptance penalties to be paid for identifying particular de
cay channels of the untagged tau. New sources of systematic
error will come from one tau decay channel polluting another
one, and uncertainties on detector acceptances, but not from
q"ij events that we have already estimated.

Table 8.4 Sequential acceptance of 'T Tagging Cuts

Cut Description 'TT ~ 311" - e qlj

4 or 6 charged tracks in event 0.70 0.31

Sum of charges in event=O 0.98 0.89

Hemis. has exactly 311" and 0, 0.88 0.022

mall' < m r 1.00 0.79

COS(}r-lab < .8 0.81 0.66

250jL < I < 1500jL 0.36 0.04

Total Acceptance 0.18 0.00012
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There are a number of im
portant questions in charm
physics that cannot be
addressed with present data
samples. The asymmetric B
factory is an ideal machine to
explore most of these questions

9. CHARM PHYSICS

9.1. INTRODUCTION

T ,he decays and spectroscopy of charmed particles have been
studied intensively and with great success in recent years.

The charmed quark is sufficiently massive that some aspects
of perturbative QeD are applicable, although the corrections
are larger than in bottom physics. A remarkably detailed pic
ture of the charm decay mechanism exists, based on a large
number of measured branching ratios, and lifetimes with pre
cision of a few percent.! Accurate measurements of the dom
inant semileptonic decays have been made, and much theo
retical work is being done on their description. The lowest
lying mesons and baryons have been observed, and higher
resonances are beginning to show up.

It is relatively easyto identify a number of topics in charm
physics which remain very interesting, but which are beyond
the reach of present experiment:

1) DO-Do Mixing, and Doubly Cabibbo-Suppressed
Decays;

2) CP violation;

3) Semileptonic decays;

4) Ds and Ac decays;

5) the pseudoscalar decay constant, fD;

6) rare and forbidden leptonic decays;

7) meson spectroscopy; and

8) baryon spectroscopy and decays.

Of these eight topics of current interest, all but f D can be
studied with great sensitivity at an asymmetric B factory.
This omission is amply compensated for by the B factory's
ability to study the related and perhaps more interesting
quantity, fB.

Our present experimental knowledge comes from three
different types of experiments, each with its own strengths.!
Electron-positron colliders at charm threshold have been a
major source of charm physics since the initial discovery of
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charmed particles in 1976. Most recently, Mark III has been
the only experiment operating in this region, producing a
great amount of information on the weak decays. Mark III has
made some of the best measurements of hadronic and semilep
tonic decays D decays and hadronic DB decays, and has pro
duced the best limit on fD. The Beijing Electron Positron
Collider should collect a charm sample about 10 times the
size of Mark Ill's in 1991.

Fixed target experiments contributed initially only to life
time measurements, but are now competitive in most areas
of decays and spectroscopy. The Fermilab photoproduction
experiment E691 has made some of the most sensitive mea
surements of mixing, semileptonic decays, DB and Ac decays,
rare leptonic decays, and excited charmed mesons. Experi
ments such as Fermilab E687 and E791 will be able to study
charm samples an order of magnitude larger than those from
the 1990 running cycle, and should therefore make major con
tributions to charm physiCs. The proposed upgrades to the
Tevatron would increase hadronically-produced charm sam
ples by another order of magnitude.

The third type of experiment to contribute to charm stud
ies is at e+e- colliders above threshold. In the last year there
has been a number of impressive results from CLEO and AR
GUS operating in the upsilon region.2 They have contributed
a great deal in the areas of DB and Ac decays, and completely
dominate meson and baryon spectroscopy. The number of
events in most modes are comparable to those seen in E691.
With the increased luminosity of CESR and an improved de
tector, the CLEO II experiment will be one of the dominant
sources of charm physics in the next few years.

Rather surprisingly, no one of these three types of ex
periments dominates the experimental study of charm. New
experiments of each kind will improve the situation over the
next few years. To go well beyond these experiments will
require new accelerators with much higher intensity.

An asymmetric B factory of high luminosity has many
advantages as a laboratory for high statistics studies of charm.
With one year of running at a luminosity of 3 x 1033cm-2s-1

,

the samples of reconstructed charm are about 200 times that
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The charm samples from an
early run at the proposed B
factory are a factor of 200
larger than the largest now
available. The combination
of boosted charmed particles
and a vertex detector adds the
capability to measure lifetimes
and to reduce backgrounds by
using the vertex information

of E691 and CLEO, and even more relative to Mark III. In
addition, the combination of data is relatively rich in charm
and the use of precise vertex detection should make it possible
to reduce backgrounds and be sensitive to modes with very
small branching ratios. The vertex detectors also add the
capability of precise lifetime measurements and very sensitive
searches for mixing and Doubly Cabibbo-Suppressed Decays
(DCSD).

In the following we will give a few examples of the charm
physics possible with the proposed machine. In many cases
we are simply scaling up the rates from existing signals ob
served in CLEO and ARGUS, and using the fact that lifetime
information is available. The general result is that the level
of charm physics accessible with the B factory is at least an
order of magnitude beyond the leading experiments of the
period 1990-92, and competitive with any machine or exper
iment proposed for 1994.

9.2. DO-DO MIXING

Although DO mixing is small in the Stand.ard Model, it
is quite sensitive to new physics, such as extended Higgs

. models. 3 For the case of small mixing, with no CP violation,
.the rate for I<+1r- decays of a beam initially prepared as DO's
IS

where p is the ratio of the amplitude for Doubly Cabibbo
Suppressed Decays (DCSD) to that for allowed decays, ~M =
Modd - Meven , and ~r = rodd - reven (odd and even refer
to the CP eigenstates). Note that the mixed events have the
characteristic time dependence t 2 e-rt , which makes it pos
sible to separate mixing from DCSD. Typically p2 = tan4 Be
is the level of DCSD expected, although this may vary by
factors of 2 or more in particular modes.

The mixing parameter rD, which is the ratio of mixed to

unmixed, is equalto t[(tlr)2+ (~F) 2] in the limit of small
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mixing. The standard perturbative calculation, based on the
diagrams shown in Figure 9.1, gives a prediction of rn = 10-7•

In contrast to the case of B mixing,. however, there are long
distance contributions with intermediate meson states such
as KK and 11"11" which should dominate.4 These contributions
cannot be calculated accurately, but probably give rD in the
range 10-4 or so. It is important to push the limit on DO-Do
mixing into this range, since it is a sensitive probe of new
physics. At or below this level, it would be useful to measure
the mixing, although it would probably be a determination of
the size of the long-distance contributions.

e w+ u

D° d,SOd,S D°
u W- e

DO-DOmixing above the level
of rD = 10-4 could be an
indication ofnew physics. It is
important that measurements
be pushed to this level of
sensitivity

e d,s u

D° W+5 5W- D° Figure 9.1 Box diagram
short distance contributions to
DO-Do mixing.

U d,s e
There are two techIliques for tagging the charm of the DO

meson at production. One is to use doubly tagged events, in
the way Mark III has done in the DO system, and CLEO and
ARGUS have done in the BO system. The other way is to use
the decay process D*+ -+ 11"+DO, which E691 used to set the
best existing limits on DO mixing.s Not only does it give a tag
of the charm of the D at production without reconstructing
the other D meson, but it reduces the background by a large
factor. In addition, the measurement of the DO decay time
separates mixing from DCSD.

The expected rate for observing the decay D*+ -+ 11"+DO
is straightforward to estimate. A sample of 30 fb-1 yields
3 x 107 BB events and 3.5 X 107 cc events, corresponding to
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a total ofl.8 X 107 D*+ -+ 71'+ DO decays (including charge
conJugate) .

Figure 9.2 (a) The scatter
plot of Q vs. M(I<7r) for
(I<-7r+)7r+ events ofReference
5, with the requirement
t > 0.88 ps. (b) The plot· for
(I<-7r+)7r- events with
t > 0.88 ps.

1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95

K 11' mass in GeV
a

Including a total branching ratio for the DO into J{-7!'+

or J{-7!'+7!'-7!'+ of 13%, and an efficiency of 45% for J{7!' and
18% for J{ 71'71'71', the total number of observed D*+ events is
about 6 X 105• These efficiencies are an average over the cc
events, in which the charm is produced at high momentum,
and BB events, in which the efficiencies are lower. This is the
denominator for the mixing parameter rD, which is the ratio
of wrong sign to right sign decays. For comparison, the num
ber of D*+ decays observed in the E691 mixing experiment
was about 3000.

The enormous advantage in studying DO mixing with
measurement of the decay time is that one can cut at very long
decay time and still have good efficiency for the mixed D's,
because of the t2 term in the time dependence. In fact, one
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gets the best sensitivity with a cut on minimum decay time of
2.7 r, although one can do better than this by fitting the full
spectrum. For the present study, we will use a cut of 2.5 r, or
1 picosecond. This cut also makes it easier to separate the DO
decay products from the other tracks in the event, espeCially
in the D ---+ J{11"11"11" decay. Figure 9.2 shows the E691 scatter
plot of M(J{1I") vs. Q[Q = M(K1I"1I") - M(K1I") - M(1I") = 5.9
MeV for D*+ ---+ 11"+DO] for events with proper decay time
greater than 2 lifetimes. The largest background is from real
DO decays with a random pion, as shown by the band at the
DO mass in both plots.

The efficiencies and backgrounds for the process decay se
quence D*+ ---+ 11"+DO ---+ J{-1I"+ have been estimated with the
parameterized Monte Carlo simulation and by scaling from
existing experiments. Figure 9.3(c) shows the signal from
ARGUS, for events in the region x > 0.5. This, and similar
plots from CLEO, can be used to estimate background levels.
Since the DO sample is mostly due to the signal, the back
ground is from random pions combined with real DO's. The
figure of merit for background is the ratio of random 11"+DO
combinations within the resolution to the real D*+ combina
tions. This ratio is ~ = J. ~~ ~Q, where ~Q is the ac

cepted range, Ns is the number of real D*+ decays, and dl<f
is the number of accidental combinations per unit of Q. The

plot from ARGUS suggests J. ~~ ~ 0.008 background event
per MeV per real D*. In a study of mixing they reduce their
background further with tighter cuts, to a level of 0.002.6 The
mass plot for identified J{-1I"+ combinations from the Monte
Carlo is shown in Figure 9.4. There are events from cc pro
duction with x > 0.3, and the DO does dominate the signal
region. The background from light quark events is compara
ble to that shown, but is reduced further by cuts on the vertex
topology of the event to a smaller level. When these J{-1I"+
combinations are attached to all other 11"+ tracks, the Q-value
distribution shown in Figure 9.5 is obtained. The background
level is ~. dfc! = 0.004, consistent with CLEO and ARGUS.
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The resolution, however, is somewhat better; u(Q) = 0.3
MeV rather than 0.8. This is due to a precise measurement
of the angle of the very soft pion from the D* decay in the sil
icon detectors. By using the DO to measure the source of the
pion with good accuracy, the angle of the pion can be mea
sured before the large multiple scattering in the beam pipe
and silicon, which would further improve this resolution. The
acceptance for the soft pion is limited at low PT by the ability
to reconstruct the track after it loses a significant fraction of
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its energy in the material. This is not too bad for the high
momentum D*'s, but becomes important at low x.

I I I -, r

I- -

1000 I- -
>
Q)

:::II I- -It)-
".5 600 I- -s::

Q)

~ Figure 9.4 The Monte
I- - Carlo K-1r+ mass spectrum

for 50,000 cc events, with
z> 0.4.

0
1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2

J Kn Mass (GeV)

Based on these numbers one can estimate the expected
sensitivity. Of the 6 X 105 D*+ decays seen, the DO survives
a cut at 2.5 lifetimes in only 5 x 104 cases. The resolution in
decay time is about 0.3 T, which is better than needed for this
analysis. Thus the expected wrong sign background within
a region of 0.8 MeV in Q should be about 160 events. The
fluctuations in this smooth spectrum set the expected mixing
limit at 90% confidence level to be about 20 events. Since
this cut keeps 54% of the mixed decays, the mixing limit is

The resulting limit, based on
Monte Carlo results which
agree with ARGUS experience,
wouldberD < 6xIO- 5,which
is within the range expected
from the Standard Model

(2)

This is a full factor of 80 beyond the present E691 limit and
is well within the range expected from conventional sources.
The only difficult parts of this estimate are the detection effi
ciency, and the number of pions within 1.5x the resolution in
Q value. The limit only depends on the square root of these
two numbers, so the estimate should be reasonably robust.
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Figure 9.5 The Q-value
spectra obtained by combining
DO candidates from Figure 9.4
with pions, to see the decay
D*+ -+lI'+Do: (a) 11'+ DO
and (b) 11'+ 150.
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The other background in observing mixing is itself an in
teresting physics process, the previously unseen Doubly
Cabibbo-Suppressed Decays. Assuming p = 2.5 X 10-3 , there
would be about 1,500 such decays seen, over a wrong sign
background of about 4,000 events, which would be a spec
tacular signal. Despite this relatively large source of wrong
sign decays, there would not be a large reduction in sensitiv
ity to mixing. Only 120 of these DCSD events have decay
times beyond 2.5 '-, which is less than the 160 events from
random pion contamination. The number of DCSD events
is well measured for each mode at short decay times, so the
extrapolation to t > 2.5,- can be done with small additional
error. If large mixing exists due to new physics, it would be
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due to large ~M, with ~r « 2~M, because the intermedi
ate states are not energetically allowed decay modes.3 In that
case the interference term in Equation (1) is negligible, and
the mixing parameter rn is extracted as shown.

At the level of 10-4 expected in the Standard Model from
intermediate meson states, one expects the interference term
to contribute, and it will be included in the fit of the decay
time spectrum. The limit will be given by a contour in ~r,

~M space, and will typically be more sensitive if ~r ::f o. If
mixing is seen, such information about the interference will
be useful in sorting out the source. Experimental information
on the branching ratios of DO into CP eigenstates which will
be available by the time of the B factory will allow reasonably
good calculations of ~r.3 Mixing can also be studied in modes
free of any DCSD decays, DO ~ K-f+Vl, (f = e, It), each of
which has a branching ratio equal to that of DO ~ [{-7r+.

The efficiencies should be close to that of DO ~ [{-7r+, and
the background is probably low enough at long decay times
that real DO's combined with random pions dominate the
wrong-sign D*+ background, as they do forDO ~ [{-7r+.

The separation of DCSD from the "background" of Cabibbo
favored and SCSD decays is more difficult than for mixing,
because the time dependence is not useful. At rest, a DO
decaying into [{-7r+ has the same mass when identified as
[{+7r-. On the other hand, for moving D's at a B fac
tory, there is a mass shift for this misidentification of ~M =
65 MeV· [4/hos 0/(1-(32 cos2 0)], which for a typical (3 ~ 0.8
gives a broad band about 300 MeV wide. It is possible to
cut out all events consistent in mass with DO ~ [{-7r+ while
only slightly reducing the efficiency for the properly identified
DCSD decays, or distorting the smooth background beneath
them. This cut, together with particle identification cuts, pro
vides the necessary suppression of the Cabibbo-favored mode,
and the nearby satellite peak from the [{-7r+7r0 final state,
to the level that they simply make a sniall contribution to the
smooth background underneath the [{+7r- peak.
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We can search for an anoma
lously large effect in DO -+ K+ K
or 11'+ 11'- at the 1%level

9.3. CP VIOLATION

There is also some interest in looking for anomalously
large CP violation in DO decays. Golden and Grinstein,7 and
Bigi,3 have separately pointed out that for a variety of new
physics one can obtain CP asymmetries of as large as 10%
for decays of DO ~ J(+J(- or 71"+71"-. The experimental ob
servation that B(DO ~ J(+J(-)/B(DO ~ 71"+71"-) ~ 3 leads
to the hope that penguin diagrams are interfering with the
usual spectator diagrams. Such an interference would permit
the CP violation to manifest itself, even if mixing is small.

Again the decay D*+ ~ 71"+Do provides a self-tagging
method of identifying DO's. ARGUS has obtained clean sig
nals of 57 ± 9 DO ~ 71"+71"- and 131 ± 20 DO ~ J(+J(- in
their 200 pb-1 sample of data from the 1 region (see Figure
9.3). With the initial sample of 30 fb-1, it would be pos
sible to obtain about 10,000 DO ~ 71"+71"- decays and 20,000
DO ~ J(+J(- decays, tagged as coming from a D*+ or D*-.
With this sample, it is possible to measure the CP violation
asymmetry B(DO ~ J(+J(-)/B(jjO ~1{+J(-) to 1%.

While the capabilities of the charmed meson data sample
obtained by a B factory for observing CP violation in the
charm sector are quite comparable to those for a data sample
taken near threshold, it must be emphasized that the physics
interest of this search does not compare with the search for
CP violation in B meson decay. First, the Standard Model
prediction for the size of CP-violating effects in the charm
sector is almost certainly unobservably small. While finding
a positive effect would thus be of uncommon interest, it is
most unlikely. Second, the great virtue of the program to
search for CP violation in B decay to CP eigenstates, namely
that the results are not clouded by hadronic corrections, and
may therefore be used with confidence to test the consistency
o~ Kobayashi-Maskawa parameters, does not obtain in the
charm sector, where hadronic corrections are dominant.
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9.4. SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS OF CHARM

As in the case of the bottom quark, semileptonic decays of
the charmed quark are particularly interesting, because they
are relatively easy to interpret theoretically. Measurements of
exclusive semileptonic decays provide the best determination
of Vcs and Vcd, the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. In
addition, the form factors measured in these decays give im
portant information on the wave function of mesons including
one heavy quark. There has been a great amount of theoret
ical work in the last year, using both analytical and lattice
gauge techniques, on models of the form factors in semilep
tonic decays of Band D mesons.

The decay diagrams for semileptonic charm decays are
shown in Figure 9.6 (a) for Cabibbo-favored, (b) forCabibbo
suppressed decays. The form factors describe the amplitude
for the sq state to become a J<, J<*, or J<** in the final state.
One of the crucial issues is to determine the dependence of
the form factors on the momentum transfer q2 = M~v- The
present models usually assume that the form factors are de-

scribed by a single pole of the form f(q2) ;:::: l~oJi;kg where
Mo is the masS of the lowest lying meson with the appropriate
spin-parity. Although this assumption is not very important
for decays such as B ---+ Dev, it becomes the dominant un
certainty in the case of B ---+ 'Trev, where the q2 dependence
changes the rate by a factor of 20 from q2 = 0 to q~ax, if

.the single B* pole dominates. It is, therefore, impossible to
measure Vub without understanding the form factor depen
dence on q2.8 The charm decays D ---+ 'Trev and D ---+ J<ev
are considered to be similar to B ---+ 'Trev, because of the light
mass of the final state quark.

The rates for such standard decays as D ---+ I<* ev are
quit e striking. The best measurement that exists for this
mode is from E691, in the decay mode D+ ---+ R*oe+v, with
a sample of 200 events. At the asymmetric B factory, with
an integrated luminosity of 30 fb-l, there are about 9 X 105

decays D+ ---+ R*o e+v, barJ<*o ---+ I<-'Tr+. The efficiency for
this mode should be good even with tight vertex cuts, because
of the long lifetime of the D+. Scaling from other charm

/- modes leads to a total of about 105 decays, with complete
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coverage of the kinematic range, which would make it possible
to determine the three form factors with great accuracy. The
backgrounds for this mode are only about 5% in the case of
E691, and should be comparably small at the B factory.

c
o

q
(0)

K, K*, K7T

Figure 9.6 Semileptonic
decay diagrams for the
non-strange D's:
(a) Gabibbo-favored spectator,
(b) Gabibbo-suppressed spec
tator.

o
c

q

(b)
7T, p, •••

Definitive measurements of
Gabibbo-allowed and
-suppressed semileptonic
decays are possible

A more challenging experiment is the decay DO --+ 7r- e+ve ,

which is used to measure Ycd, It also presents a chance
to study the q2 dependence very near the dominant pole,
since q~ax ~ 3.0 Gey2 and the lowest vector meson pole has
M2(D*) = 4.0 Gey2. The technique will be to use D*+ --+

7r+Do, DO --+ 7r-e+ve decays, of which there are 7 X 104 in
the standard run. The only background of importance is the
decay DO --+ I<-e+ve , wh ich has a rate ten times larger.
Thus the requirement on I< --+ 7r misidentification is not very
demanding; especially since one can restrict the 7r to have
momentum less than 1.2 GeYIc without too much loss of ac
ceptance. Because of the wide momentuIIl range for the DO
in the laboratory frame at a B factory, the entire q2 range
is covered even with such cuts on the laboratory momentum.
The lessons learned about the form factors in this case should
improve our understanding of the BO --+ 7rev case needed to
measure Yub.
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9.5. MESON SPECTROSCOPY

Two new areas of interest in charm physics are the spec
troscopy of the L= 1 D** meson resonance and charmed
baryons. The interest is due to the fact that experimental
data is becoming available, in particular from CLEO and
ARGUS. These are areas that cannot be explored at e+e
machines operating near threshold, and are difficult in fixed
target experiments.

The expected D** spectroscopy is composed of 12 states.
There are 4 states each from eli, cd and cs: one JP = 0+,
two JP = 1+, and one JP = 2+ states. Parity and angular
momentum conservation require that the 0+ states decay only
to D1r (DK) and 1+ states only to D* 1r (D* K), while 2+
states can decay into either mode. For the strange case D"j" 1r
decays are forbidden by conservation of isospin.

As pointed out by Rosner9 and others10,11 the cq system
is of great interest; with the single light quark, it is analogous
to the hydrogen atom. The system, especially in theP states,
is sensitive to the long range confinement (scalar) part of the
effective potential. Since the wave function at r = 0 is neg
ligible, the splitting between states is due to spin-orbit and
tensor forces, rather than spin-spin forces. The total quark
spin is not expected to be a good quantum number; the two
1+ states are expected to mix with the physical states identi
fied as 11/ 2 and 13/ 2 where the subscript is the total angular
momentum of the light quark. It is important to measure the
mass, width and spin of all of the states, to extract the level
ordering and splittings. The two 1+ states can be identified
by the ratio of decays to Dp and D* 1r (only the lower tail of
the p is energetically possible).

The vertex topology of D** production at an asymmetric
B factory is illustrated in Figure 9.7. In Figure 7a is shown
an event in cc continuum production. Here a D*+ is formed
from a 1r+ and DO -+ K-1r+1r+1r-, and a D**o is formed by
combining this D*+ with negative pions in the event. CLEO
has shown that a clean D*+ sample can be observed without
using precision vertex information. The background to the
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Figure 9.7 Event t'opologies
for D** 's produced via (a) cc
events and in (b) B hadronic
and (c) semileptonic decays.

(b)

(c)

D** spectrum is due to the combinations with the negative
pions which emerge from the JP. As opposed to the case of
CLEO and ARGUS, this could in principle be improved by
not using negative pions from the other D decay, as defined
by the vertex detector. For the D*+ case the vertex detector
could be used to reduce the kinematic cuts on the DO signal
and to include modes such as DO ~ J<-7f'+7f'0. For the D+ ~
J<-7f'+7f'+ case the vertex detector will allow a big reduction
in the large background under the D+ as observed by CLEO
and ARGUS.

Figure 9.7(b) shows the vertex topology of D**'s from B
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decays. If The two B vertices are well-separated and if the

PT of the D** decay pion is high enough for adequate resolu

tion in impact parameter, only the pions from the proper·B

vertex are used to form D** candidates. This will reduce the

combinatorial background by afactor of 2-3.

The cleanest sample of D** 's comes from semileptonic de

cays of B's as shown in Figure 9.7(c). For well separated B
vertices the only negative pion to be combined with the D+

is the one from the vertex containing the lepton and the pro

jection of the D+. As for the case of ](*'s in D+ ~ [(*°e+v,

we expect the D** spectrum in semileptonic B decays to be

extremely clean. These events should be very useful in spin

parity analyses since the helicity of the D** can be controlled

by the lepton kinematics.

Recently ARGUS, E691, and CLEO have observed D*1r
states at a mass of about 2420 MeV/ c2, with the best ob

servation in the neutral state D**O(2420) ~ D*+1r-. The

data of Figure 9.8 are from CLEO.l2 A second state at a

mass of 2459 has been observed best in the neutral state

D**O(2459) ~ D+1r- . Here the signal to background is sig

nificantly worse due to the large background under the D+

peak. The CLEO peak in D*+](s is shown in Figure 9.9. The

peak in D*+1r- is thought to be predominantly a 1+ state,

but with some contribution from the 2+. There are indica

tions that the decay distribution in the D+ 1r spectra are not

isotropic, indicating that the D**o (2459) is 2+. From the ob

served signals it is clear that approximately 10% of the D*+'s

or D+'s observed in charm events originate as decay products

of single D** states. The most important goals are to observe

the 0+ and the other 1+ state, which have not yet been seen,

and to determine their spin and parity.
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Figure 9.8 The D**O(2420)
signal of CLEO. The angular
cuts indicate that the peak is
probably a superposition of the
D**O(2459) 2+ state and a 1+
state of lower mass.
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In Table 9.1 we make conservative projections ofthe num
ber of D**'s observable from the cc continuum. with an in
tegrated luminosity of 30 fb-I. These projections are made
by scaling from CLEO results obtained with an integrated
luminosity of 430 pb- I . We note that all CLEO results are
obtained with cuts on x for the D/ D* and D** of 0.6, so
that the entire signal comes from the cc continuum with no
contribution from B decays. The cc projections for the cases
with D*+'s assume no use of high precision vertexing, and
are therefore very conservative. Vertexing will allow other
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DO modes (other than K-7r+ and K-7r+7r+7r-) to be used
and reduced kinematic cuts, leading to a larger sample.

The combinatorial background will be reduced somewhat
.~ by eliminating combinations with pions from the other charmed

particle. For the case of D+7r- vertexing is important and also
efficient since the D+ has a long lifetime. We assume that the
D+ signal is cleaned up with a signal-to-background ratio of 2
with an efficiency reduction of 0.5. Again the assumptions are
conservative in that we assume only D+ ---+ K-7r+7r+ is used
and that the combinations are not reduced by eliminating pi
ons from the other charmed particles. Even with conservative
assumptions it is clear that there will be an enormous signal
of D** 's in cc events. For the case of D** 's in B decays the
spectra will be significantly cleaner, and the number of events
smaller, depending upon the vertex resolution and cuts used.
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Figure 9.9 The CLEO
D:* (2535) peak seen in D*+ J{* .
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We try to estimate the difficulty of seeing the so-far un
observed states, and take the neutral 0+ as an example. We
assume that the reason it has not yet been observed is that
it is broad and is less copiously produced. Predictions for
the width vary over a wide range; we take 150 MeV as an
example. Because of spin multiplicity, we estimate that it is
produced at 1/3 the rate of the D**(2420) which is thought to
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The entire spectroscopy of
1= 1 D mesons can be studied
at the B factory

be 1+. The signal-to-background ratio in the D+1r- spectrum
would then be reduced by 15

1/120 = 0.04 as compared with the
estimates for the D**(2459). This would give a SIB rv 0.02
in the cc events and SIVB = 10. For the unseen 1+ state
we assume a width of 150 MeV and a production rate the
same as the D**0(2420). This would correspond to a SIVB
for CLEO of about 4. This is 112 of the SIVB for the CLEO
signal for the D**(2459) and would explain why this state has
not yet been seen.

Table 9.1

CLEO* B Factory

430 pb-1 30 fb-1

JP Decay Mode S SIB S SIB
2+ D**0(2459) --+ D+1r- 440 .15 15,000 .6

2+ D**+(2471) --+ D°1r+ § 7,000 . 3

1+ D**0(2420) --+ D*+1r- 300 .4 21,000 .4

1+ D**+(2420) --+ D*°1r+t
1+ neutral --+ D*+1r- 21,000 .06

0+ neutral --+ D+1r- 5,000 .02

2+ DOK+ D+K 22,000 5, s

1+ D;*+(2535) --+ D*+Ks 30 5 2,100 5

1+ D*+Ks 22,000 .5

0+ DOK+ 670 .17

* Blanks indicate that the state has not been seen by CLEO

§ Seen by ARGUS
t Seen in V°1r+ by reflection D*o+ -+ 1r+V*o, DO -+ DO(1r0 , r)

With the B factory the 1+ and 0+ states should both be
observable in cc events, hadronic B decays, and semileptonic
B decays, if the width is less than 150 MeV. If the 0+ is much
wider than 150 MeV it will be more difficult but still possible
to find, and it would be invisible for all other experiments.
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9.6. BARYON SPECTROSCOPY AND DECAYS

Charmed baryons, like D**'s, are becoming an important
area of charm physics as good data becomes available. In
addition to the spectroscopy of the baryons, the decays of
baryons add a new dimension to the study of weak decays.
The helicity suppression of W+ exchanges and annihilation is
not present for the spin 1/2 baryons and so these mechanisms
are expected to contribute with strength comparable to the
spectator decay. The fact that the At lifetimes is about half
that of the shortest lived D's is a strong indication that this
picture is right, although detailed study of decay modes is
just starting. CLEO and ARGUS have demonstrated that 10
GeV/ c e+e- machines are ideal for charmed baryon physics;

many decays of the At have now been observed.· The ex
pected singly charmed 1/2+ baryons are shown in Figure 9.10.
Nine states are expected,of which four decay weakly with
lifetimes that need to be measured. The CLEO signal13 for
:::;~ ~ :::;-11"+ shown in Figure 9.11 represents the clearest in
dication that this environment is without equal for the study
of charmed baryons.

In Table 9.2 we show the characteristics of the CLEO sig
nals and the conservative estimated numbers for a B factory
with 30 fb-1 integrated luminosity. Precision vertexing is
used only to clean up the At ~ pI<11" signal. The At, 3~, 3t
and n~ decays are weak; the other states decay hadronically
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Studies ofcharmed baryons are
already dominated by CLEO
and ARGUS. More states will
be seen at the asymmetric B
factory. Lifetimes for all those
states which decay weakly can
be measured

Figure 9.10 The 1/2+ baryon
20 plot. There should be 9
states which have a single c
valence quark. Four of these
states decay weakly.



or electromagnetically depending upon the Q values available.
The 3~o and 3t' may not be massive enough for strong decays.
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Figure 9.11 The CLEO
signal for :::~ -10 :::-11'+ .

3

2.0 2.8 3.0

NA32 has demonstrated, with their 3;}- -+ 3-71"+71"+ sig
nal, the advantage of observing the charged hyperons in the
silicon detector before its decay. A similar situation would
exist at the B factory for 3- and n-, but with very high
statistics. There should thus be no problem observing and
studying the n~.
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Table 9.2
1/2+ Charmed Baryons

CLEO B Factory

430 pb-1 30 fb- 1

Decay Mode S SIB S SIB

At -+ pK-1I'+ 680 0.1 15,000 1

At -+ pK6 122 0.5 9,000 .5

At -+ A1I' 90 0.7 6,000 .7

At -+ g- K+1I'+ 33 3 2,000 3

Et+ -+ At1l'+ 54 0.6 1,500 -2

E~ -+ At1l'- 48 0.4 1,200 -2

Et -+ At11'°
g~ -+ g-1I'+ 18 4 1,300 4

gt -+ g-1I'+1I'+ 24 1.2 1,700 1.2

S~o -> st.".-, 8~;

,=,'+ -+ ,=,011'+ '='+r.......c """c ,"""'Ie

O~ -+ 0-11'+ 260

O~ -+ g-Ko1l'+ 260

9.7. SUMMARY OF CHARM PHYSICS CAPABILITIES

There are a number of interesting topics in Charm Physics
which require larger samples of detected charm. Although
the chances for a major discovery that would fundamentally
change our picture of the Standard Model are not as high as
in bottom physics, there are still many compelling questions
to answer. There will be larger charm samples in the next
few years, at fixed target machines, CLEO II and BEPC. At
the asymmetric B factory, it will be possible to study charm
physics with a sensitivity of one order of magnitude beyond
these experiments, or two orders of magnitude beyond present
experiments.

The recent success of CLEO and ARGUS in charm physics
demonstrates the advantages of the T(4s) as a source of charm.
The ability of E691 to study such topics as DO-Do mixing and
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semileptonic decays with unprecedented sensitivity is due to
the power of precise vertex information. The combination of
these advantages at a B factory, along with charm samples
of 6 x 107 events with a run at £, = 3 X 1033 cm-2sec-1,

will make it possible to study charm physics as well as at any
facility available in the mid-1990's.

Bigi has given a theorist's view of the requirements for
studying the most interesting questions in charm physics3

"From these goals one derives benchmark figures for New Ini
tiatives in charm decay: one has to be able to

• probe DO-Do mixing down to a level of rv 10-4 in rD,

and

• search for Cp·asymmetries down to the 1% level."

We have shown that one can reach both of these goals with
a machine of luminosity 3 x 1033 cm-2sec-1• These pro
jections are based on Monte Carlo studies, but also agree
with straightforward extrapolation of the existing results from
CLEO, ARGUS, and E691.

The advantage of the B factory for other charm decay
studies is equally dramatic. Typically the observed rates are
a factor of 200 or so greater than the best current samples,
and the backgrounds are smaller. In addition the full spec
troscopy of charmed mesons and baryons will be explored at
this machine to a degree that cannot be matched at any other
machine.
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While making the first mea
surement ofCP violation in the
~ meson system is the primary
objective, the program we en
vision is far broader, encom
passing b, c and T physics as
well

10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

T his report illustrates the richness of the physics program
of a high-luminosity, asymmetric energy storage ring fa

cility running at the 1(48) and the other 1 resonances. The
combination of this novel machine, having a peak luminosity
in excess of 1033 cm-2sec-I, and a new high quality detector
will provide a wealth of data in the area of bottom, charm
and 7 physics. Much of this physics will not be accessible at
any other facility currently available or planned for the fu
ture. We propose constructing the facility at SLAC, allowing
us to capitalize on the existing PEP complex, thereby reduc
ing the construction time and the cost. We envision a physics
program commencing in late 1995, providing a large, interna
tional community of particle physicists with at least ten years
of exciting and important physics opportunities.

The primary objective of the physics program is the first
measurement of CP violation in B meson decay and, over
time, the detailed study of the mechanism of CP violation.
This in and of itself would justify the program; however the
production yields of bb, cc and 7+7- are so large, and the
kinematic conditions so favorable, that a first-quality physics
program in the areas will also develop. These experiments,
taken as a whole, provide a set of probes of the Standard
Model, some of them of a "make-or-break" nature, which is
unparalled in its depth and breadth.

This report has demonstrated that the high-luminosity
asymmetric B factory will yield:

1. Searches and studies of rare band c decays at a level of
sensitivity which far exceeds that available at present
facilities

2. significant measurements of both BB and DD mixing

3. A wide range of measurements pertaining to the Cabibbo
Kobayashi- Maskawa matrix elements, in particular sev
eral measurements of Vub

4. Very large samples of reconstructed B and charm de
cays, permitting detailed studies of hadron dynamics,
meson and baryon spectroscopy and, most importantly,
a measurement of fB.
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5. A new level of understanding of i spectroscopy includ
ing access to states hitherto unseen, much improved
data for understanding the QCD potential and precise
measurements of as

6. A rich menu of T physics including a measurement of
Mvr at the 2 MeV level, the Cabibbo angle to < 0.5%,
studies of the structure of the T - W - Vr vertex and T

lifetime and branching fractions.

Several of these physics topics are unique to an asym
metric i(4S) collider, while others derive a very large sta
tistical advantage from the asymmetric configuration. For
example, CP violation studies involving CP eigenstate de
cays of the B system are not possible at a symmetric i(4S)
collider because the CP asymmetries integrate to zero. Im

proved suppression of backgrounds in measurements of decays
such as BO ~ J/'l/JK~, BO ~ 11"+11"- or BO ~ pOpo allow a
very substantial reduction in the required luminosity for the
asymmetric versus the symmetric configuration. We believe
that the asymmetric configuration is an essential ingredient
for the design of a high luminosity, i(4S) B factory; the mo
tivation has been exhaustively spelled out in this Report. A
companion document, A Feasibility Study for a Asymmetric
B Factory Based on PEP, provides the basis for a credible
design of such a machine. What remains is to move forward
with this exciting project.
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APPENDIX

Future Developments: The Consequences of Better

Spatial Resolution in Vertex Reconstruction

R. Erbacher and W. Vernon

W'hile conventional vertex detectors are certainly adequate
for the measurement of CP-violating processes, further

progress in B physics will entail searches for even rarer de-
cay processes, more exotic effects and further exploration of
other consequences of CP violation. This increased sensitiv
ity will require many more events than the first generation
of CP violation studies. Some of this increase could come as
a consequence of improving our ability to completely recon
struct events. We have therefore undertaken a brief study to
establish the scale of sensitivity of event reconstruction suc
cess rate to possible future improvements which may occur in
vertex detector resolution.

One of the more frustrating parts of B physics is the diffi
culty in reconstructing events so that the decay chain can be
accurately determined. A major part of that problem comes
from having to link tracks to decaying particles, often D or
D* mesons: the combinatorics can lead to large numbers of
potential solutions. Neutral particles such as 1'S and 7I"°'S can
cause confusion in interpreting the origin of charged tracks.
However, if enough "reliable vertices" are found, then the
search for correct links to the neutrals has a much higher
chance of success. When the vertices are located with suf
ficient precision and the original production vertex (beam
crossing spot size) is of comparable size, there is an additional
constraint in the three-momenta match-ups which should help
to confirm the particle/vertex assignments. The key here is
finding "reliable vertices."

A large portion of the difficulty in finding the tracks which
came from a particular vertex stems from a track from another
vertex mistakenly appearing to come from the one being con
structed. This can happen when a track appears to be closer
to the second vertex than to its own (due to measurement
and multiple scattering errors) or when the original vertex
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only has one detected track coming from it (due to either
track detection inefficiency or a charged decay into a single
charge plus neutrals). We have taken a look at the magnitude
of this problem by finding how close charged tracks come to
the other vertices in an event, before any measuring errors
have been imposed. The vertices which are considered here
are constrained to come from the decay of a particle which
has traveled between 100 and 1000 microns from its parent
vertex. About half of the vertices remain after this cut, and
these are the ones with some likelihood of being sufficiently
isolated so that they can be linked with their proper tracks.
Asymmetric collisions of 8 on 3.5 GeV were used to produce
these events.

Track to Vertex Distance (continuum)
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The distribution of distances of closest approach between
all of the long-lived charged tracks in an event and the selected
vertices is plotted in Figure 1 for the continuum (no i(48)
), where most of the closer vertices are D and D* decays.
The probability that a track will be within 50 microns of an
incorrect vertex is about 10% per vertex. This is a reasonably
clean situation, which indicates that it is possible to do a good
job of finding and reconstructing many of the non-Beauty
continuum events. Here the smaller number of vertices is
the main reason for the low overlap rates, although the large
production angle of the D and D* also helps. Yet when the
distances for the 13B events at the i (48) are plotted for the
same vertex selection criterion, the results in Figure 2 show
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A crude distance parameter
will help to set the scale of the
problem

Figure 1. Distribution of
distances between all charged
tracks and selected vertices for
the continuum (no 1(48»).



The probability density for
tiny distances does not seem to
go to zero in the BB case

that the overlap rate is now much higher. A vertex resolution
of 20 microns would mean a 50% chance for an incorrect
track to link up to a vertex. Or preferably,if one could get
down to 10 microns, then the corresponding 25% probability
of incorrect overlap would mean that one might even be able
to find one clean vertex per event 90% of the time, as there are
an average of about two of these selected vertices per event.

Track to Vertex Distance (B-4S)

,'"

Figure 2. Distribution of
distances between all charged
tracks and selected vertices for
BB decays (1(48) only).
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Suppose that we could achieve this mythical 10 micron
spatial resolution: what other consequences might follow?
Since the B is usually moving along the beam line, typically

I
with an angle of 100 mrad, the requirement that the vertex be
over 100 microns away and with 10 micron resolution might
allow us to measure the B direction with an angular accuracy
similar to its production angle. If the original production ver
tex position were known with comparable precision, at least
in the directions transverse to the beam, then the individual
B-meson directions could be determined with enough accu
racy to separate B from D vertices. This will be possible
because the D is usually produced with a fairly large angle
with respect to the beam line. Also, constrained fitting of the
event would improve with this additional spatial information.
In Table I we list the spot sizes (radial rms values) which are
characteristic of the collision points for the three kinds of ma
chine being proposed for a BB-Factory. The linac-linac case
has a collision size which is similar to that of the SLC, and
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the circular-linac collider operates with a much smaller beam
than the circular-circular case, except that the circular-linear
machine has never yet been built.

TABLE I

SPOT SIZES FOR VARIOUS COLLIDER TYPES

Machine Type U x (It) (Tz(mm)

Linear-Linear 2 1

Linear-Circular 5 10

Circular-Circular 50 10

Perhaps it is more relevant to keep track ()f the other prop
erties of these collider types, especially those features which
will have a major impact on the size and composition of the
first layer of detector/beam-pipe, so as to insure that the best
possible secondary vertex location resolution is achieved. The
effectiveness of masking out synchrotron radiation and high
energy beam loss particles is related to the dimensions of the
beams on their approach to the interaction region; such con
siderations have a major influence on how near the detector
can be to the interaction point. Beam currents, both peak
and average, help determine how much electric field shielding
and heat removal material will be required in the first layer
of the detector and beam pipe wall. We note that in both
the linear-linear and circular-linear cases the beam dimen
sions and the average beam currents are much smaller than
in the circular-circular case.

In an optimum environment it ought to be possible to
build the first layer of detector out of 0.5 It gold, 1 It silver,
1.5 It copper, 5 It of aluminum, 0.5 mm of low density ceramic
and 20 It of silicon pixel detector. The use of a gold, silver and
copper multilayer was suggested by Mike Sullivan as 'part of
an x-ray protection scheme which tries to cover a wide range
of wavelengths. We would make the ceramic substrate into
a low density structure by incorporating gas cooling passages
into the layer; the Joule expansion of high pressure helium
escaping through small holes cools the layer. Such fabrication
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Better vertex resolution leads
to better event reconstruction
rates which means higher effec
tive luminosity

techniques would result in the first layer having an equivalent
thickness of 10-3 radiation lengths and ought to allow vertices
to be reconstructed with 10 J-l accuracy if the layer is within
1.5 cm of the origin and the spatial resolution of the pixel is
of order 5 J-l.

What is the physics to be gained from this effort? In
each of the major topics discussed in the body of the report
there are significant rate limitations associated with inabil
ity to reconstruct the event. If the reconstruction efficiency
can increase from 1% to 10% then it is the same as having
increased the luminosity by a factor of ten. Perhaps more
significantly, some processes are background dominated and
benefit even more from the use of complete reconstruction to
suppress background. In a situation where the background
could be reduced by a factor of ten, there is an improvement
in statistical significance which is the equivalent of having in
creased luminosity by two orders of magnitude. There are
also some processes which benefit directly from the improved
vertex resolution; lifetime measurements and mixing studies
in the case of BsBs, for example, are critically dependent on
the vertex resolution.

Although the correct study of effects of vertex resolution
on reconstruction efficiency will require another year of dili
gent effort, we feel that the crude estimates used in this sec
tion already show that there is considerable sensitivity to the
final level of measurement resolution achieved, at least in the
case of going from 30 to 10 microns. It is also fairly ob
vious that the properties of the collider play a major role
in this effort to get down to small distances. Finally, it
seems very likely that a B-Factory which can achieve high
luminosity with modest vertex resolution capability will then
be upgraded to an even more productive environment; new
beam-pipe/detector technology combined with machine im
provements may lead to an order of magnitude improvement
in ra.tes for some interesting processes.
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